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PREFACE 

Crime is one of the most significant social problems in the United 

States, requiring innovative and varied solutions for reduction and 

prevention. Although Federal, State, and local governments have com-

mitted enormous resources towards combatting crime J the fear of crime 

is a discomforting facet of everyday living in many cOllUm.mities. This 

fear has combined with other social forces to undermine the vitality of 

commercial areas, has led to the abandonment of residential areas as 

families are promp~ed to flight, enmeshed school administration~ with 

internal disorders which have disrupted educational activities, and 

has often hastened declines in public transportation ~idership. 

NILECJ has recognized the need for research and the development 

of new approaches for crime prevention and the restoration of personal 

security. Because the environment in which we live is such a funda-

mental determinant of how we act and perceive our surroundings, 

it is both natural and imperative that we seek an understanding of its 

influence upon both crime and the fear of crime l'iithin our society. 

In 19i4, a major exploration of techniques for Crime ~revention 

Through Environmental Design (CPTED) was initiated l'iith an award to 

a consorti~m of firms headed by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 

The goal of the CFTED Program is to develoD and demonstrate cle-. . 
sign concepts for urban environments that will reduce crime and im-

v 



prove the quality of urban life by reducing the fear of crime. Spe

cific objectives of the Program are: 

• To consolidate and extend CFTED concepts that bear 

upon the prevention of crime in urban settings, 

• To mount demonstration projects for the evaluation 

and refinement of ePTED concepts. 

• To distill the concepts and demonstrations' find

ings into guidelines suited to architects, planners, 

and developers. 

• To disseminate and institutionalize Program results 

on a wide basis. 

There are several prod:.tcts developed by Westinghouse that are 

based on the experience and knowledge gained from the CPTED Demonstra

tions. These prod'...!.cts were developed \-d th the explicit purpose of ar

ticulating and formalizing the process involved in planning and imple

menting a CPTED project. Chief among these products is the ePTED Pro

gram ~lanual. The Program ~lanualJ which consists of three volumes J l'Ia.S 

produced to assist urban designers and criminal justice planners in de

termining the applicability and feasibility of the CFTED concept to the 

solution of crime or fear-of-crime problems in various different urban 

environments. The Program ~!anual also provides detailed guida.nce for 

the planning and implementation of a eprED project. Volume I, the 

Planning and Implementation ~ianual) describes the planning framework 

and related project management activities. Volume II, the Strategies 

and Directives Manual, presents a catalog of strategies, together with 
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examples of specific des ign directives. Volume I II) the Analytic ~[ethods 

Handbook, provides a catalog of appropriate analytic techniques. 

The suppor~ of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is 

greatly appreciated. Blair Ewing and Fred Heinzelmann of the National 

Institute of La\'i' Enforcement and Criminal Justice provided essential 

support for the CPTEO Program. Efforts of other Institute staff -

Lois F. Mock - are appreciated. Richard M. Rau and Richard M. Titus, 

initial and current monitors of the Program for LEAA, have contributed 

substantially to the effort by resolving problems and providing proper 

perspective between this program and other research activities. 

The consortium also 'N'ishes to express its thanks to R.A. Carlston 

and Dr. L.F. Hanes of Westinghouse National Issues Center especially for 

their foundation-laying contribution during Phase I of the project. We 

also thank as a g-:oup those many individuals at .:the demonstration sites 

who contributed to the development and testing of many elements contained 

in the Program ~Ianual. 

FinallY'. Westinghouse \oJ'ishes to express its grateful appreciation 

to the following> who provided guidance and revieto{ in the evaluation of 

the CPTEO Program ~Ianual and who offered suggestions for its imp!'Ove

ment J many of ~o(li.ich have Deen incorporated in this revised version: 

Sue Heller, Ellen Barhar, and Peter Hart (Cooperative Community P lann.ing, 

Department of City Planning, New York), Captain Ernest Howard (Crime 

Prevention Bureau, ~fiddletown, Ohio, Division of Po lice), Sherry Kinikin 
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(Bowie Against Burglary, Bowie, ~(aryland), Peirce Eichelberger (Plan

ning Department, Miami, Florida), Lt. W. N. Shoup (Research and Develop

ment Section., A.rlington County, Virginia, Police Dep!.:r~ment), Richard 

Clark (Crime Analysis Team, Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, 

Atlanta, Georgia), Paul W. Newhouse (St. Louis Commission on Crime and 

Law Enforcemene, St. Louis, Missouri), Richard L. Buck (Forest Preserve 

District of Cook County, Illinois), Jack H. Cornelius alld Robert J. 

Joh~~nigman (Chicago Central Area Committee, Chicago, Illinois), James 

W. Taylor (Essex County Park Commission, Newark, New Jersey), Carlie E. 

Evans (Alamo Area Council of Governments, San Antonio, Texa~), Barney 

Ring (San ,~~tonio Police Department, San Antonio, Texas), Patricia A. 

Cain (Leon Valley Pelice Departr.1ent, San Antonio, Texa!.) J Michael L. 

Holder and George Pena (University of Texas at San Antonio, Texas) J 

Kathleen H. Korbelik, Sheila R. Castillo, and Susan J. Lukonits (Chicago 

Departmen~ of Planning, Chicago, Illinois), Lt. Joseph ~f. Seiffert 

(Alexandria, Virginia, Police Department), Richard ~leiner (Crime Pre

vention Unit, San Jose Police Department, San Jose, California), John 

L. Jones (Denver Anti-Crime Council, Denver, Colorado), James R. Jarboe, 

Jr., and Kay Nelson (Office of the ~!ayor, Criminal Justice Planning, 

Jacksonville, Florida), Sgt. George Haddock (Community Relations, 

San Diego Police Department, San Diego, California), E. Larry Fonts 

(Central Atl~~ta Progress, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia), Gerald B. Gersey 

(IllinoiS Law Enforcement Commission, Cnicago, Illinois), Lt. William 

F. Swayne (Dallas Park Police, Dallas, Te:<as). 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1..1 Purpose and Sc~ 

The purpose of the Strategies and Directives ~lanual is to provide 

a comprehensive overvie\'i of CrrED strategies that can serve as useful 

examples for addressing crime problems and opportunities that are common 

to residential neighborhoods, commercial areas, and public high schools. 

This document is designed to be used in conjunction with the other 

tHO components of the ePTED Program ~Ianual, Volume I "- ePTED Planning 

and Implementation ~!anual, and Volume I II -- ePTED Analytic ~Iethods Hand

book.. The first provides a framel.;ork for organizing and coordinating 

the various stages and activities involved in a ePTED project. The 

second pl'ovides a framework for criminal justice and urban planners to 

gather and analyze crime- and environment-related data in settings where 

a ePTED project is being planned and implemented. Both of these com

ponents should be rcviel\'ed, and the Planning and Implementation ~l::l.nL1al 

in particular read thoroughly, before working with the Strategies and 

Directives ~!anual. 

After identifying and analyzing the crime problems to be addressed 

by a particular ePTED project, the planner should use the Strategies and 

Directives Manual as an aid to dovelop proposed solutions to these prob

lems. For some problems, the strategies presented may be directly ap

plicable; however, they are by no means all-inclusive. No effort has 

been made to identify all possible strategies applicable in all possible 
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environments. It is expected that the material will suggest additional 

solutions, or the adaptation of others, for the specific area of interest. 

The strategies are presented in three charters, one for each of the 

three environments in \'ihich CPTED concepts have undergone demonstt'ation: 

Residential, comr.ercial, and schools. Most of the strategies are based 

on experiences in these demonstrations areas; however, they are noe 

necessarily limited to such experiences. For example, the commercial 

demonstration site \'Ias an urban commercial strip surrounded by residential 

neighborhoods. Strategies developed for this type of area obviously dif

fer from those applicable for other com'mercial sites (such as manufac;turing 

complexes or multistory office buildings). 

. Similarly, the schools demonstraticn was implemented in a campus

like, high school setting. Strategies developed there are not necessarily 

directly applicable to other schools (e.g., in urban settings). 

Strategies can also have multiple applicability. That is, they can 

be suitable for a different environment than the one for which they were 

developed. For example, some commercial complexes (such as suburban 

hospital settings) h&'e physical design elements that much more closely 

resemble the schools mode (i.e. 1 campus-like) than the commercial mode 

(i. e. 1 urban strip) described above. Therefore, it is worth\l(hile to con

sider strategies presented for all three environments when addressing a 

particular situation. 

The remainder of this chapter details the·classification structure 

for the presentation of strategies. 
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1.2 Classification Structure 

1.2.1 Environment 

The range of possible environmental modes of CPTED concern is 

limitless. However) the design modes that have already received at

tention in formal research anci demonstrMion projects are the residen

tial, commercial) and schools environments. 

i Residential -- The definition of a residential 

mode can range from a single mobile home to a 

mutistory) high-rise apartment or condominium. 

Included are single-family detache~ and attached 

or townhoLlse units; garden apartments and midrise 

developments; and whole neighborhoods. Each of 

these may have appurtenant or ancillary struc

tures (such as single or multiple garages) car

ports, storage buildings, central boiler/air 

conditioning plants, play stru~tures). Related 

interior spaces pertain generally to multiple-unit 

residences, and include lobbies, hallways, laundry 

and mailrooms, elevators and stairs, storage rooms, 

etc. Finally, the targets at risk in the resi

dential mode include not only the residents and 

residences but also the passers-by who use the 

residential streets. 
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$ Commercial -- A broad picture of the commercial 

mode must include the entire array of retail, 

wholcsale, service, manufacturing, banking, and 

real cstate establishments. Their geographical 

locations range from heavily urbanized central 

business districts to rural villages, from 

scattered lots in primarily residential areas 

to large tracts devoted exclusively to commer

cial use. The commercial mode can be classified 

into interior and exterior spaces. Interior 

spaces include entryways and lobbies, stairl'lells, 

office suites, restrooms, corridors, service 

spaces, kitchens, etc. Exterior spaces include 

contiguous streets, alleys, sidewalks, delivery 

areas, service entrances, parking lots, etc. 

Potential crime targets in the commercial mode 

include employees, patrons, passers-by, and the 

establishments themselves. 

• Schools -- The schools mode can be classified 

according to different educational levels and 

needs -- elementary, secondary, postsecondary, 

and special schools. In reviewing the physical 

plant, the school premises can be divided into 

interior and exterior spaces. Interior spaces 
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include corridors, stairs, classrooms, lobbies, 

restrooms, storage, custodial and mechanical 

rooms, g)~nasia, laboratories, offices, libraries, 

kitchens, cafeterias, etc. Exterior spaces in

clude parking areas, recl'eational areas J loading 

and delivery areas, etc. Potential crime targets 

include students, teachers and administrators, 

service personnel, visitors, and the structures 

themselves. 

1.2.2 Operating Hypotheses, Objectives, and Strategies 

Operating hypotheses a~e statements that describe the nature of 

the relationship betlveen behavior and enVil"Onment. Four hypothesl;)s have 

been formulated for erTED purposes: Access control, surveillance, 

activity support, and motivation reinforcement. 

Aooess aontl"o?' is primarily directed at decreasing criminal oppor

tunity. In essence, it operates to keep unauthorized persons out of a 

particular locale if they do not have legitimate reasons for being 

there. In its most elementary form J access control can be achieved in 

individual dNelling units or conunercial establishments by use of a.de

quate locks, doors, and similar installations. Access control can also 

be achieved through personnel deployment such as doormen and security 

guards. In certain instances, access control can be achieved by the 

creation of psychological barriers. These barriers can appear in the 

form of si£,'11s, pal'k\lta),s, hedges .- in short J anyt.hing that announces the 

integri ty and uniqueness of an area. 
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The primary aim of sU"f'veiUance is not to keep intruders out but 

to keep them under observation. Surveillance increases the perceived 

risk to offenders, as well as the actual risk if the observers are 

willing to act when potentially threatening situations develop. 

A distinction can be made between organized surveillance and 

natural sU1:veillance. Organized surveillance is usually carried out 

by police patrols in an attempt to project a sense of omnipresence 

(i.e., to convey to potential offenders the impression that police sur

veillance is highly likely at any given location). 

In some instances, surveillance can be achieved by nonhuman tech

niques such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) or alarms. Note\\,orthy 

success is reported to have been achieved in certain residential complex 

systems where the eeTV surveillance channel can be dialed on residents' 

individual sets. 

Natural surveillance can be achieved by a number of design tech

niques (such as channeling the flow of activity to put more observers 

near a potential crime area, or creating a greater observation capacity 

by installing windows along the street side of a building, enclosing a 

staircase in glass, or using single-loaded corridors). The technique 

of defining spaces can also convey a proprietary sense to legitimate 

users, inducing a territorial concern. 

The concept of activity support involves methods of reinforcing 

existing or new activities as a means of making effective use of the 

built environment. This perspective is based on the observation that, 
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in a given community, there are often resources and activi.ties capable 

of sustaining constructive community crime prevention. Support of these 

activities can bring a vital and coalescing impL'ovement to a given com

munity, together with a reduction of the vulnerable social and physical 

elements that permit criminal intrusions. Such an approach might focus 

on a geographic area (e.g., block, neighborhood, or city sector), a 

target population (e.g., vulnerable elderly victims or opportunistic 

youthful offenders), or an urban system (e.g., health delivery, trans

portation, or zoning). 

In contrast to the more mechanical concepts of access control and 

surveillance that concentra~e on making offenders' ?perations more 

difficult, motivation reinforcement seeks not only to affect offender 

behavior relative to the built environment but to affect offender moti

vation by increasing the risk of apprehension and by reducing the payoff 

to him, 

The hypothesis also seeks to positively reinforce the motivation 

of potential victims. Territorial concern, social cohesion, and a 

general sense of security can result from such positive reinforcement 

strategies as altering the scale of a large, impersonal environment 

to create one that is smaller, more centralized, and personalized. These 

results can also occur from improving the quality of an environment by 

such measures as upgrading the housing stock, the school facilities, or 

the interiors of subway cars; organizing occupants; or changing manage

ment policy. 
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Territorial concern, social cohesion, and a general sense of 

security can be reinforced through the development of the idel1tity and 

image of a community. Recognized consciously, this approach can improve 

not only the image the population has of itself and its domain but also 

the projection of that image to others. With a definition and raising 

of standards and expectations, patterns of social estrangement decline, 

together with opportunities for aberrant or criminal b~havior. 

Thirteen objectives for the residential environment have been de-

rived from these hypotheses, fourteen for the commercial, and eleven for 

the schools. These objectives correspond to the types of project-specific 

objectives that are generated by the crime/environment analysis described 

in the Planning G.i1d Implementa.tion Manual. They provide a basis for the 

selection of possible solutions to crime and fear problems. The suggested 

solutions are presented as strategies. 

A strategy is a method of affecting the interaction between human 

behavior and the environment through the manipulation (i.e., creation, 

modification, or elimination of one or more environmental variables). 

In addition, the strategy provides a rationale for adopting one or more 

directives. The directives describe the various means by which a given 

strategy can be fulfilled. Thus, while the strategies concentrate on 

what can be done to achieve the objective, the directives focus on how 

it can be done. 

Directives must be formulated to mGet site-specific requirements. 

Thus, no attempt has been made to present a taxonomy of directives. In 
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some instances, the strategy needs no further refinement; in other 

instances, examples of directives are provided for illustrative pur

poses. 

Strategies have been classified according to their primary thrust 

or orientation into physical, social, management, or law enforcement 

categories. Many strategies include a combination of approaches (e.g., 

a strategy can have both law enforcement and management elements). Al

though the strategies cannot be neatly categorized, the strategy selec

tion process is simplified by the use' of the following frame of reference: 

• Physical Strategies -- Create, eliminate, or alter 

physical features that affect criminal actions. 

For example, to provide special barriers to im

pede undetected access. This could be achieved by 

installing grilles on ground floor windo\'/s, cutting 

down concealing shrubs, and erecting high fences. 

o Social Strategies -- Create interactions among 

individuals. An example is to involve neighbor

hood residents in crime prevention programs. This 

could include establishing neighborhood watch ac

tivities, holding seminars on how to reduce individ

ual vulnerability to crime, and increasing police/ 

community cooperation programs. 

1-9 



e Management Strategies -- Have a policy and practice 

thrust. One management strategy is to amend zoning 

to reduce the vulnerability of structures to bur

glary by establishing minimum security standards. 

Management strategies also include those that impact 

upon the economy, with the assumption that improving 

income levels, employment rates, and the quality of 

the physical environment (via monetary inpu~s) will 

ameliorate crime problems. 

• Law Enforcement Strategies -- Concern both public 

police support and private security forces. For 

example, one strategy in this category is to in

crease police patrol in a high-crime-rate area. 

Another strategy is to hire private security guards 

to patrol particular blocks, building sites, or 

buildings. 

1.2.3 Framework 

The follOllfing framework is used to present the strategies: 

Design Hypothesis -- A statement regarding the interaction be

tween behavior and the environment. 

Objective A statement focusing on a specific approach to a 

crime/environment problem based on that gesign hypothesis. 
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Strategy: 

• A possible solution based 

on the above approach. 

Directi ve: 

A specific instruction 

for carrying out the 

above solution. 

Classification 

Physical, Social, 

Lal." Enforcement I 

and/or Management 

Discu8sion/E'xa.rrrp les/Refel'ences -- Additional inf02'mation provided 

to further iZlustrate a strategy or related directives. 

Tne following example is excerpted from Chapter 2: 

2.10 Community Awareness 

Objective -- Create neighborhood/community crime prevention aware

ness to aid in combatting crime in residential areas. 

Strategy: Classification 

• Encourage citizens to 

secure their homes. 

Directive: 

Develop and distribute 

brochures that describe 

how to improve residen

tial security, 

Management 

Discussion -- Police/comr,~nity oooperative education programs often 

include distribution of literature that is instructive and advisory in 

nature. Broohures and fliers) distributed by buZk mailings, are the most 

ootmlon f01'l7lat. 
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Brochures written to the ZeveZ of the prospective 2~eader assume 

a rrrinimaZ knowZedge of seourity ha:t'dware and practices and al'e a77Tf' Zy 

iUust2~ated. 

(ExCll77'fJZe of a project errpZoying this method [reference]). 

The CPTED Annotated Bibliography is included as Appendix A of 

this ~lanual. References eir. parentheses) in the Discussion/Examples/ 

References sections are to citations in this bibliography. An index 

to individual items in this manual follows Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 2. CPTED STRATEGIES FOR THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT 

This chapter presents a comprehensive array of objectives and strat

egies that address residential crime problems. In residential areas, 

crime problems of greatest concern generally include burglary, robbery, 

assault, and vandalism. 

In addition to the strategies, wherever possible, directives, ex

amples, and references are included. This material clarifies strategies, 

presents some guidelines for implementation, and refers the user to addi

tional :informa ticm sources. 

Table 2-1 presents a summary list of the objectives for the resi

dential environment. 

2.1 Access Control 

Objective -- Provide secure barriers to prevent unauthorized access 

to building grounds, buildings, and/or restricted building interior areas. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Erect barriers to impede 

undetected access to the 

site through neighborhood 

areas (such as vacant lots, 

structures with adjoining 

walls) . 

Physical 

Discussion -- Barriers may be constructed) such as fences or waZZs) 

or they may consist of Zandscape pZantings) which offer a psychoZogicaZ 
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Table 2-1 

Objectives for Residential Environment 

1. '\ccess Control: ?-::ovide secure bar-iers to pre'lemt 'Jnauehorized access co 
building grounds, ~uildings, and/or restricted building interior areas. 

2. SUt"'leillance Throu2h ?hvsical Desi:l:n: !enprove opportunities for surveillance 
by physical design :techanisl:lS :hat: serve eo increase the risk. of detection tor offenders, 
enable avasive accions by potential "ictiClS, and Eac:ilitace i:l.tar'lenc:ion by ?olice. 

3. !1echanical Surveillance Devices: ?-::ovide residences :.rith. security -:levic:!!s 
to detect and Signal illegal enc:~/ atceenpcs. 

4. Oesign and Const-::uction: Design, ouild, and/or repair residences and resi
den;ial siees co enhance security and improve qualiey. 

5. Land Use: Escablish. policies to prevene ill-advised land and building uses 
chat have negseive i~pacc. 

O. Resi~ent Action: Encourage residents to i~plemenc safeguards on cheir own 
co cnake hoenes less vulnerable to cri~e. 

7. Social Interaction: Encourage interaction by residencs eo foscer social co
hesion and concrol. 

8. Pri'laee Securi::y Set"'lices: Deeat"Jli.ne appropriace ;laid professional and/or 
volunteer citizen set"'/ices co enhance rasidencial security needs. 

9. ?olice Services: !corove ~olice set"',fices to ?rovide eificienc and effac:i',e 
responses to cr~e ?rableClS a;d to ~~hance citizen coope:ation in repo~~ing c=ice. 

10. E'olice/Coa:munity Relations: Improve police/coa:munic:f rela:ions eo i.~vol',e 
cit:iztl!\s in cooperaeive efiorts ·.nc:h police ::0 prevenc and repor: .:::i::le. 

11. Coa:munit'f Awareness: Creac:e neighborhood/coa:municy c::ice ?revenc:ion a· .... are
ness co aid in combat::ing cr~e in ::esidential a~eas. 

12. Terrico:ial !denti:'/: Di£:erentiace ?rivac:e areas crom public spaces co 
discourage c::espa,ds by pot~'1.=i.al oEfenders. 

1:3. ltei:l:hbo r:hood :oalZe: Qevelop posit:i'le neighborhood il:!age :0 encau::age resi
dent: and invesc:or coniidence and increase t~e economic ~cali~/ aE ehe area. 
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ba~rier. See reZated section in CPTED TechnicaZ Guideline ?J Plannin~ 

Pub Uc Outdoor .4reas, 

Strategies (continued): 

• Upgrade construction materials 

at gates, doors, and windows; 

install improved mechanical lock-

ing devices; and/or add to the 

heights of fences and walls to 

increase the security offered by 

existing barriers. 

• Avoid the use of fences with large 

mesh perforations and walls with 

very rough surface textures that can 

provide toeholds and handholds for 

scaling. 

• Provide scaling deterrents at tops 

of fences and walls. 

• Remove branches on trees and other 

physical objects near fences and 

walls that might be used as ladders 

for scaling. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- Chain link fencing sh~tlld be const"t'tlc~ed of a number 

11 or heavier gauge J with twisted and barbed seZvage at top and bottom. 

The fence should be at least seven feet taZl (or as s~ecified in the 
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build1:n~1 oode} and begin no mOl'e than t'wO inches J1>om the ground. If 

the so'U is sandy or su.bject to erosion) the bottom edge of the fenoe 

should be 'instaZZed below ground level. It should be stretohed and 

fastened to rigid metal posts,set in conorete. Mesh openings should be 

no more than two inches square. The fenoe should) additionaUy) be aug

mented by a top gtLard or overhang of three strands of stretched barbed 

wire angZed at 45 degrees away from the proteoted property. This over

hang shouZd extend the height of the fence by one foot) to an overall 

height of eight feet. To proteot the fenoe from washouts or ohanneling 

under -it) oulverts or troughs should be provided at natural drainage 

points. SimiZar height and overhang specifications are reoommended for 

masonry wa 'lZs . 

Strategies (continued): 

• Provided additional barriers for 

vulnerable openings on lower 

floor levels and openings that 

are accessible from outdooor 

stairs and roofs (e.g., grilles 

and bars on windows, transoms, 

and ventilation outlets). 

Classificadon 

Physical 

Disoussion -- rolindows and other openings larger tha:I/. 96 squCU'e inohes 

shottZd be proteoted by grilles) metal oars) or heavy soreeni~~J when they 

are Zess than 18 feet from the ground or Zess than 14 feet from outside 

structures. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide a lockable entry vestibule Physical 

to create an additional obstacle 

for offenders. *. 

• Provide self-closing and -locking Physical 

devices on exterior doors. 

• Remove exterior door handles and/or Physical 

provide panic hardware on fire doors 

·that are not intended for general 

use. 

• Block off access routes from \'lindows Physical 

or roofs of adjacent structures that 

could be used to rea.ch windows or 

roofs of the structure in question .. 

• Fence off problem areas between or Physical 

behind buildings that are not in-

tended for public use. 

• Provide secure storage areas within Physical 

multiple residences. 

• Provide secure doors and locks on Physical 

apartment doors that lead to shared 

interior corridors: 

*Vestibules are defined in this manual as smaller than lobbies and with
out amenities normally found in a lobby. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives: 

Replace spring-bolt locks 

and key-in-knob locks with 

mortise locks and dead 

bolts. 

In doors with windows , in

stall a double-cylinder 

lock in place of a thumb 

turn on the inside. 

Provide locks that have at 

least six pins. 

Maintain strict key control. 

Protect hinges from removal. 

Classification 

Discussion -- Mo~tise loaks a~e mo~tised to the doo~J that iS J in

se~ted into the doo~ itselfJ ~ather than applied to the surfaceJ j~r ex

ample, with screws. A deadboZt Zock has no automatic spring action (in 

spring-bolt locks the boZt can be withdrawn f~om the inside by the door 

handZe). The deacIbolt is usually operated by a key and hoZds fast when 

in the projected position. A doubZe cyZinder deadboZt Zock cannot be 

unZocked by turning the har4Ze on the inside if the intruder b~eaks the 

gz,ass in the doo~. A key is required to unZock the doo~ even from the 

inside once the keyed bolt is thrown. Such Zockir~ mechanisms present 

some hazard to occupants inside in case of firej occupants should keep 

keys in an easily accessible place (79J 102, 175). 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide electrically activated 

locks and an intercom system 

that enable residents to inter-

rogate visitors from apartment; 

before permitting entry to an 

interior corridor. 

Classi.fica tion 

Physical, Social 

Discussion -- Lobby doors should provide maX"~mwn visibiZ-'ity into the 

lobby. Door frames shoufd be ruggedJ heavy-duty metaZ. The verticaZ 

member incorporating a heavy-duty mortised 'lock sht.)u'ld be at teas't 5 

inches th'iok and sustain a oonoentrated 'load of at 'least 500 pour:ds. The 

key-operated cy'linder 'lock shou'ld have at 'least six pins. The key shou'ld 

not open any other lock (to minimize susoeptibility to picking). An anti

friction latah and strong door closer shou'ld be used. 

Interoom systems should consist of a buzzer and interoom in each 

apartment and in the 'lobby. The 'lobby instaZlation consists of a pane'l 

outside the locked door containing the numbers of azt apaJItments and the 

names of the residents. Next to each name is a oaZZ but-ton that r"';ngs 

in the associated apartment. The tenant can respond by speakir~ into a 

watt-mounted microphone/speaker connected to a speaker/microphone ne(tr 

the paneL. outside the door. The visitor responds to interroga'tion by 

speaking into the microphone on the outside door pane'l. The tenant mt~Bt 

push a button in his apartment to unlock the outside doo"!' for the 

visitor. These systems are onz.y effective if tenant\s use them property. 

CareZess tenants who automatica'lZy unZock the door without questioning 



the visitor defeat the system. 

Retrofit cost is high for these systems. Some local telephone com-

panies have a variation of the system that uses existing telephone wires 

(175) . 

Strategies (conintued): 

• Provide building residents with 

keys for private access to rooms 

located off of shared corridors 

(such as laundry facilities and 

mail rooms). 

• Provide keyed elevators for access 

to corridors fro:n unsecured areas 

(such as parking facilities). 

• Prevent access to interior corridors 

from emergency fire stairs by re

moving door handles in stairwells. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- Fire stairs are still accessible from the corridor 

bu~ not vice versa~ thus the fire safety codes are ~~t violated. How-

e'ver.J once in the stairweU" one must continue aU the way to the ground 

ZeveZ in order to get out. This prevents int"£'Udel's from gaining unauthori

zed entry into the bui lding ot;her than through main entrances (1? 5) . 

2.2 Surveillance Through Phy~ical Design 

Objective -- Improve opportunities for surveillance by physical 

mechanisms that serve to increase risk of detection for offenders, enable 
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evasive actions by potential victims, and facilitate intervention by the 

police. 

Strategies: Cl as s i fica tion 

• Orient points of entry to the Physical 

building site to be directly ac-

cessible and clearly visible from 

areas of street and pedestrian 

activity whenever possible. 

• Limit the number of possible ac- Physical 

cess points. 

• Provide well-defined pedestrian Physical 

access corridors that channel 

flows for good natural surveil-

lance. 

• Eliminate unnecessary visual bar- Physical 

riers that can conceal unauthorized 

entry attempts. 

,Dis..gussic?:tl -- We'll pZ,anned outdoor l,andsoaping oan faoiZitate natural, 

su-~eil,l,anoe opportuntiies. Pl,anted borders~ inoluding trees~ shouZd be 

l,ooated jar enough baok from pathways and be peri~dioally t~~mmed as re-

quired to provide unorowded visual oorridol's that are not enoroaohed upon 

by foliage. Since the visual, foous of strol,l,ing pedestrians is usual,l,y 

about 35 feet ahead~ peopl,e tend to feeZ most oomfortabZe and seoure when 

site oonditions al,Zow them ol,ear views of that distanoe or more. In high 
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orime areas~ densely planted shrubbery that is 2 feet tall or lower is 

preferable to eliminate potential hiding places for offenders. Pathhlay 

corners and intersections are particularly critical and should be free 

of all visual obstructions that can oonoeal dangers. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Orient windows on nearby buildings Physical 

within the site development to look 

out over entrances and vulnerable 

grounds areas. 

• Locate activity areas to look out 

over entrances and vulnerable 

grounds areas. 

• Provide intercoms, door viewers, and/ 

or chain locks on doors to provide 

safe visitor identification oppor-

tunities. 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion Door viewers are instaUed through opaque do01l S to 

allow residents to see who is outside the door without opening it. They 

should be used in each door providing entry into a private d~elling. 

There are a variety of models on the market~ ranging in size from 0.2 inch 

to J'i.nohes in diameter. Optios include one-way glass~ plastic~ and wide

angle lenses. Openings larger than 1/4 inch are not recommended. 

Larger openings can be punched out to alZow insertion of tools for 

opening the door from the inside~ or a weapon oan be thrust ~hrough the 
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hoZe whiZe the rsidentis Zooking through it. A wide-angZe Zens offers 

the best visibiZity. It produces a curved image~ but cZarity is not 

impaired. Other viewers require the person being viewed to stand 

directZy in f~ont of the viewer. The best modeZs contain doubZe gZass 

for safety. Viewers shouZd be Zocated about 4 feet~ 9 inches f~om the 

fZoor (159, 175). 

A case-hardened chain Zock may be used as a substitute for a door 

viewer. The ohain aUows the door to be opened sZight7..y (up to 2 inches), 

permitting easy conversation, The chain is usefuZ fOr this purpose onZy~ 

not to protect a locked door. Once the door is opened to the Zength of 

the chain, a burgZar ca-a break the chain or puU it loose from the door 

jamb by a powerfuZ thrust against the door, or a orowbar or other toot 

can be inserted to pry the door open. 

The Oakland (Califo?aia) model ordi~~nce requires a door viewer in 

the entrd door to each unit of a muZtipZe dwelZing. It is not a require

ment for si~4Ze-ramiZy dWeZZings but is recommended (157). 

Strategies (continued): 

• In large apartment buildings 

restrict the number of units that 

share exterior entrances to foster 

social identity and control. 

Classification 

Physical 

ReierencB __ Por further information on speciaZ cir'cumstances per-

taining to Zarge buildings or compZexes, see CPTED TechnicaZ GuideZine 9, 

Seou..'lIi ty Engineerinq. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Remove unnecessary obstacles that Physical 

can obscure natural surveillance 

of vulnerable areas from the street 

and/or interior locations. 

Directives: 

Eliminate alcoves in corridors. 

Straighten corridors (avoid 

bends) where possible. 

Eliminate vestibules. 

• Enhance surveillance where obstacles Physical 

cannot be removed by using simple 

devices (such as mirrors inside ele-

vators and at corners in corridors) . 

Referenoe -- (175). 

e Design building interior circulation Physical 

paths to improve natural surveillance 

overall and/or at specific points. 

Directives: 

Locate entries to multiple 

dwelling units at points where 

residents and maintenance staff 

are able to provide continuous 

surveillance without inter

rupting their daily activities. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Afford maximum surveillance 

by creating traffic paths that 

are direct, straight, and short. 

Classification 

Disoussion -- Use sing~e-Zoaded or open oorridors to provide su~-

vei~~anoe opportunities to residents or seourity personne~. Position 

entries so that they faoe parking ~ots and p~ay areas outdoors J and 

buiZding offioes or resident oommeroiaZ areas indoors. 

de Provide secure windows in walls and/ Physical 

or doors that obstruct visibility of 

dangerous areas (such as interior 

fire stairs and elevators). 

Directives: 

Use vandal-proof transparent 

materials. 

Expose, or partlally expose, 

stairways to co~ridors, if 

fire safety codes permit. 

Disoussion -- Severa~ oompanies manufaoture an unbreakabZe J trans

parent poZyoarbonate that Zooks Zike gZass. Lexan is guaranteed un

breakabZe J but it oosts two to three times as muoh as gZass and soratohes 

easiZy. Lexan £'v1R4000 is sZightZy more expensive but muoh more resistant 

to aorato hing . 
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Another type of durabZe materiaZ is fabricated Zike auto safety gZass: 

A Zayer of tough vinyZ bonded between two Zayers of high quaZity gZass. 

It is soZd by one company as Secur-Zite. It can be broken~ but the noise 

and effort are considerabZe deterrents (157) 175). 

Strategies (continued): 

e Provide the opportunity for ac

tivities that attract new users 

to vulnerable areas and, hence, 

increase natural surveillance. 

o Trim or remove shrubbery or trees 

that interfere with natural sur-

veillance of problem areas. 

~ Undertake demOlition and clearing 

of derelict structures that can 

provide hiding places for offenders. 

o Survey lighting requirements and 

supplement or replace existing 

street and alleyway lights as re-

quired. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Reference -- For more detaiZed information on exterior Zighting~ see 

CPTED TechnicaZ GuideZine 7J PZanninq PubZic Outdoor Areas. 

Strategies (continued); 

• Locate parking lots in areas where 

they are close to vehicular and/or 
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Strategies (continued): 

pedestrian activity, or areas where 

they are clearly visible from the 

interiors of inhabited buildings. 

• If parking lots are located in areas 

isolated from active locations, pro-

vide well-lighted access corridors 

that channel and maximize traffic 

levels. 

• Provide benches and other amenities 

to encourage pedestrian traffic in 

appropriate areas such as along 

streets that connect activity nodes 

with transit stops. 

2.3 Mechanical Surveillance Devices 
~ 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Objective -- Provide residences with security devices to detect and 

signal illegal entry attempts. 

Strategies: 

• Provide perimeter lighting 

along fences and walls. 

• Provide special lighting at gates. 

• Provide lighting of interior ground 

areas. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- There are numerous varieties of Zighting. One of the 
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major factors to consider in choosing lighting for surveillance purposes 

is the type of bulb. Depending upon the area in questionJ one of the 

following types may be chosen: 

Incandescent - Common light bulbs of the type found in the home. 

They have the advantage of providing instant illumi-

nation when the switoh is thrown. 

Gaseous Discharge Lcunps - Merour'd vapor lamps provide strong Ught , 

with a bluish cast. They are more efficient than 

incandesoents beoause of Zonger lamp Ufe. Sodium 

vapor lights give out a soft yellow light and are 

more er;fioient than mercury vapor. They are widely 

used in areas where fog is a frequent problem. 

Quartz Lamps - These lamps emit a very bright light and snap on 

almost as rapidZy as t:ze inoandescent btllb. They 

are exoez,zent for use along the perimeter barrier 

and in trou.blesome areas. 

(See aZso 78) 157) 159.) 

Strategies (continued): 

• Construct protected observation 

areas to house special security 

st.aff. 

Classification 

Physical 

• Provide electronic trespass detectors 

and silent or deterrent types of 

Phrsical 
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Strategies (continued): 

alarm systems at gates, doors, 

and windows off of corridors, and 

at other strategic interior loca

tions. 

Classification 

Disoussion -- Eleotronio seourity equipment inoludes a wide range 

of produots varyin~ in sophistioation and oost. Produots are available 

for sing~e-famiZy residenoes and large multifamiZy oomplexes) smaZZ 

businesses) and large oommeroial establishments. Although int~~sion 

deteotion devioes are very helpful) all oan be defeated -- some muoh 

more easiZy than others. 

The oontaot switoh is an exampZe of an eZeoi;ronio deteotor. fi.hen 

a door) window) 0"1' gate is opened) the oontaot is broken and a signaZ 

is sent to an aZ~~. The alarm oan be a deterrent type that enr~ts a 

Zoud noise (siren) beU) 0"1' buzzer) intended to frighten the intruder 

and possibZy to atert a gu~d 0"1' tenant to investigate and take aotion. 

Silent al~~s oan be Ughts 011 othel1 means of alerting a gual1d) who is 

monitoring alarms at a oentrol looation) 011 a buzzel1 in the intel"";or 

intended to w~~en a steeping tenant 011 oaretaker. 

Thel1e are systems to deteot breaking glass) as in a stol1efl1ont. 

Cconel1as and te levision are used to dei:eot intrusion. The formel1 l1e

quires onsite inspeotion to l1eoovel1 the film or print) while television 

oan be monitored oontinuousZy at a oentral Zooation. 

Central, al,a:rm systems are expensive and dependeni: on the existenoe 

of a security foroe (perhaps potioe) to respond. They requil1e rninio'raZ 
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~esponse time [or app~ehension (~7) 34J 56) 90) 91) 157) 175) 

~a7). 

Strategies (continued): 

• Provide adequate interior light

ing! 

Directives: 

Corridors and lobbies 

should be well-lighted 

at all times. 

Door-actuated light 

switches can be used 

for rooms not normally 

lighted at all times. 

References -- (78J 175). 

• Provide enclosed observation areas 

and closed-circuit television in-

stallations at entry points and 

other critical locations (see Figure 

2~1) . 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- C~osed-ci~cuit te~evision (CCTV) is an elect~onia 

sem!rity s~stem and is discussed) in part) with the directive on eZec

t~onia trespass de~ecto~s. CCTV provides visuaZ surveiZtance whe~e 

unaided surveiZZance is imp~oticaZ. CCTV has a high initiaZ cost 

mlt saves seot~ty personneZ costs and expensi~e ~edesign of existing 
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Figure 2-1. Provide Enclosed Observations Areas 
and Closed-Circuit Television at Entries 

and Other Interior Locations 
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structures. In general~ electronic surveillance is not as good as 

personal surveillance in that it is not capable of immediate) on-the

spot action. CCTV does have the advantage of being an ever-present 

guard over the area in its l~eld of view. Only a thoroughly knowledge

able criminal. would know the form and timeZiness of response to an alert 

by CCTV. 

Lighting and camera positions dete~ine field of view~ and camera 

housing determines vulnerabiZity to theft and vandalism. AvailabZe 

lighting determines th£ type of camera (and~ therefore) the cost) re

quired to produce a usable image. For interior use) increased Zighi;ing 

is usuaZZy cheaper than low-Zight-level cameras. Outdoors~ the reverse 

is usually the case. 

Effectiveness also depends on the ct7.pabiUties of the persons who 

are monitoring the camera. Choice of personnel depends on availability 

and costs. Crime reduction attributable to CCTV would have to be sub

stantial to warrant using police officers lor the monitoring function. 

A civilian guard can control several entrar£es) the lobby~ and interior 

of eZevators. VoZunteer tenants are ar~ther source of monitors -- they 

have the advantage of being abZe to reco~ai~e other tenants~ but are 

sub;iect to the vagaries of volunteers and require quasi-technioc.Z 'train

ing (175). 

2.4 Design an~-S£?struction 

Objectiv! -- Design, build, and/or repair residences and residential 

sites to enhance security and improve visual quality. 
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Strategies: 

• Develop minimum security standards 

for adoption by State and municipal 

building code officials. 

Classification , 

Management 

Discussion ... - BuiZding security ol1dinances ape usuatZy adopted by 

city gove~menta) and the pe~formance specifications are centered around 

the abiLity of a particuZa~ barrier to withstand attack. The adequac~ 

of a barrie!l is increased by target hardening) which takes the jorm of 

stronger mate~~aZsJ improved construotion techniques J or the instatZa

tion of certain kinds of hardware. 

Doors and windows are partiauZarZy vuZner>abZe b~riers. Recent 

ouiZding security codes address not onZy the Zacks) boZts) faoe pZates) 

and hinges) but aZso the strength of the door) the door f~ame) and the 

supporting waH. The standards improve tr,,8 abiUty of a doo!" to with-

stand att·:cok and e~tend the time ~equir8d by a determined attack to 

defeat it) thus increasing the risk of discove~y. 

Some oorrurrunities have amer.ded ottitding codes to incZude anti-

intrusion standards and devioes. rvniZe each community operates dir

ferentl.YJ the~e is sufficient simil.a:t""~ty to e~trapoz.ate from the e:x:

perience of one to the needs of another (157). 

A mode Z securi ty oode has been drafted by the Mode Z. Ordinar'.ae 

Service of the International. AssoO"~ation of Chiefs of PoUoe. Another 

modeZ seourity ordinance has been written by the Internationa7.. Con

ferenoe of BuiZding OffiaiaZs (ICBO). This organization sets the 
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pattern for code development throughout the United States. The ICBO 

model code is ur.derstood to meet the requirements of law enforcement 

agencies~ equipment manufacturers~ and the construction industry~ and 

is readily adaptable to existing cOrrD'fl'l,mity ordinances. 

A report examining the relationship between building codes and 

crime prevention makes recommendations in four areas: Public Infor

mationJ LC/J.J} Enforcement Officer Training..:J Insurance PremiW1l Reduction~ 

and Security Ordinances (185; see also 19J 81). 

Strat~gies (continued): 

• Mandate that building owners 

make necessary improvements 

to their properties through 

strict enforcement of public 

safety codes. 

• Encourage re~idents to im

prove alleyways and to remove 

obstacles to surveillance in 

both the front and the back 

of their residences. 

Classification 

~Ianagement , 

Law Enforcement 

Management, 

Physical 

Discussion -- AlZeyways are often fear-producing areas and are fre

quently entry points for burgZars who are not visibZe from the street. 

While concentrating on eZiminating obstacles to natural surveiZlance 

in the front J residents should not forget that alZeys provide~ in many 

instances" unobserved access and escape. Garages that open onto a7.-Z.eys 
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shouZd be secured with suitabte locks and doors which are kept locked. 

windows should also be var.'.daZ-p1'00f. If cars are parked in aneys) they 

should be locked and valuable items should be removed. Ca1~S should be 

parked in such a position as ~o be visible from the home if possible. 

Shrubbery and tree pruning may also be necessary to provide good SUT-

vei nance in aUeys. High fences and poor lighting are often impedi .. 

ments to natural surveillance. GeneraZ improvements in the appearance 

of aZleys can also tend to discourage use by offenders and encourage 

use by legitimate residents) thus increasing na~'aZ surveillance. En

hanced polioe or citizen patrol may also be neces~~ary. 

Strategies (continued) 

• Provide low-interest loans for 

security improvements. 

• Obtain security hardware for 

homes at reduced costs through 

bulk purchase programs. 

Classification 

Management 

Management 

Discuss'ion -- Local, citizen groups or civic organizations) in 

cooperation with pol.ice) can conduct security inspections to determine 

residential needs and secure commitments to purchase neoessary hardware. 

After arranging buZk purchases) these can be warehoused and aZlocated 

by private regionaZ distributors or po lioe or fire departments. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Lobby for insurance rate reduc

tions for residences that comply 

with minimum security standards. 

• Secure grants for neighborhood 

block associations to make 

security improvements. 

• Conduct and publish cost/benefit 

evaluations for security improve

ments initiated through building 

security inspection programs. 

• Initiate paint-up/fix-up programs 

with volunteers provided and 

supervised through private or 

public organizations (i.e., local 

chapter of the National Associa

tion of Retired Persons): 

Directives: 

Sponsor youth programs that 

employ young people after 

school and during summer va

cations to paint and repair 

homes and businesses through 

private or public organizations. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• EnC01.lrage the municipality to 

trim trees and make street and 

sidewalk improvements to improve 

the visual quality. 

• Urge public utility companies and 

municipal officials to remove 

telephone and pOlv'er poles and pro

vide underground lines. 

• Create design review committees 

that include security experts to 

evaluate crime-related implica

tions of proposed public develop

ments: 

Directives: 

Consider potential impacts 

upon victim and offender 

populations (e.g' 1 who will 

they attract?; how will they 

be used?). 

Consider potential short- and 

long-term impacts upon the 

social and economic character 

of the area. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Consider special security 

requirements relative to 

existing law enforcement 

resources. 

Consider potential crime 

displacement into and/or 

out of the area. 

Classification 

Discussion -_. A checkUst of items to be considered for residentiaZ 

subdivisions might include the following categories: Street patterns 

and lot plans) parking) structural, walkways, and landscaping. Similar 

considerations apply to apartment complexes. Guidelines aZso can be 

consid~red for opening ~ad closing of streets and alleys (15?). 

The nature of the housing development, the size' and number of units, 

the extent of facilities and amenities, the cost to residemts, the geo

graphic Zocation, eligibility criteria for new residents, and the nature 

and enforcement of management policies wiZZ determine the kind of peopZe 

attracted to and remaining as residents. 

Offenders are attracted by vulnerabiZities. Potential offenders 

among the residents) like ~ay potential offenders) are deterred by 

features of environmental design) m~tW.gement poZir:r~es and practices, and 

resident vigiZance (45), 
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If th~ new development oombines attraotive targets (e.g.~ eZderZy 

l'esidents) .. vulner>abiZities (inoluding overburdened poZioe) .. attraots 

problem-prone tenants (e.g.) juvenilee)) orime is likely to be displaoed 

into th~ area. ConverseZy .. if the new development minimizes vulnerabilities .. 

if management orime prevention policies and prooedures are sound and 

rigorously implemented .. and if the' ter~nts are (or beoome) vigilant and 

aot in unison .. orime is likeZy to be displaoed out .of tr£ neighborhood. 

2.5 Land Use 

Objective -- Establish policies to prevent ill-advised land and 

building uses that have negative impact. 

Strategies: 

• Establish and enforce zoning 

ordinances that prevent land 

uses that are incompatible \'lith 

the security interests of the 

community (i.e., "X-rated" es-

tablishments in residential or 

school areas). 

Classification 

Management 

Disoussion -- Individuals and civio organizations oan oonduot oam

paigns to enoourage the enaotment of zoning ordinanoes ty,~t wiU Zead 

to the improvement (upgrading) of Zand use in their area and prevent use 

that wiZl attraot orime and oont1'1;bute to overaZl degradation of the 

oommunity. 
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Resec~oh and findings on the relationship of environmental design 

and urban orime indioate that the design of neighborhoods oan promote 

feeZiY'.gs of territoriaZity and oan be effeotive in disoouraging crime 

(51) • 

Strategies (continued): 

• Establish and enforce public 

management policies not to 

place public facilities or 

people in inappropriate loca-

tions that could pose crime 

problems (i.e., unsupervised 

parks in high-crime-rate areas, 

elderly people in large apart-

ment complexes with many prob-

lem-aged youths). 

Classification 

~Ianagement 

Disoussion -- It oan be impraotioaZ to require that people not be 

plaoed in looations or situations posing orime problems) but the poten-

tial for enoouraging orime should be oonsidered in eaoh deoision in

volving plaoement. The objeotive should be to minimize the potential 

for orime while oonsidering other faotors (i.e.) sooial and eoonomio 

oost/benefit trade-off}. Some requirements are at oross-purposes. The 

oreation of aotivity in a high-orime-rate area improves surveillanoe) but 

it also exposes participants to crime. 
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With these const~aints in mind, the vuZne~abiZity of eZderZy 

peopZe should not be increased by mixing them with delinquent-prone 

youths. Bus stops and emergency diaL-free phones shouZd be in the open 

and p~otected by t~ansparent sheZters. PubLio gathe~ng pZaces shouZd 

be patrolled by police. Businesses shouLd be cZustered to provide full 

servioe for fami Zy shopping. Customers shouZd not have to run a gauntZet 

of crime-prone establishments to reaoh their homes, looal shopping~ 

pubLio transportation, or reoreation. 

2.6 Resident Action 

Objective -- Encourage residents to implement safeguards on their 

own to make homes less vulnerable to burglary and robbery. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Teach young children how to call Social 

the police to report emergencies. 

• Avoid leaving house keys in "hidden" 

locations th~t would be quickly 

discovered by burglars (e.g., under 

door mats, above door and window 

sills, etc.). 

• Provide activity decoys when away 

from the house (e.g., lights or 

radios that switch on automatically). 

Referenoes -- (19, 78). 

• Arrange for mail to be picked up, 

newspaper and milk deliveries to be 
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Strategies (continued): 

stopped and lawn to be mowed when 

_. ~he house is vacant for days or weeks 

to make vacancy less obvious to bur

glars. 

• 

• 

• 

Ask neighbors to keep watch over 

property during extended vacancies. 

Avoid placing notices of planned 

trips in newspapers. 

Post deterrent notices such as 

"beware of dog," "property iden

tification compliance," etc. 

• Use optical door viewers, intercoms, 

or partially opened doors with 

chain latches in place before open

ing the door to visitors. 

Classification 

Social 

~1anagemen t 

Physical 

Physical 

Disoussion -- See similar strategy in Seotion 2,1. 

• Participate in property identifi- Physical, :Vlanagement 

cation programs. 

Discussion -- Property marking projeots are one of the most oommon 

oitizen invoLvement aotivities designed to reduoe the ohanoe of viotimi

zation. Property marking projeots exist in law enforoement agenoies 

throughout the United States. Programs are variously oaUed Operation 

Identifioation" Crime TR.4.P (Total Reg'istration of AZZ Property)" Projeot 
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Theft Guard~ eto. They invoLve a sponsor who suppLies an eLeot~~o 

etohing penoi L that oi tizens use to mark their property. Identifying 

numbers are filed with a Law enforoement ager',cy for referenoe ~~n the 

investigation and identifioation of stoLen property. 

An it~ms of value shouLd be marked on the main body of t,7~e 

artioZe with the owner 1 s identifying number (e. g., SooiaL Seourity). 

The 1.:dentifioation mark shouLd be aooessibLe without dismantZing the 

objeot. On most items, t~E bottom or underside is the best Looation 

for the identifioation marks. 

Lists of property that has been marked should be kept in a sare 

pLaoe and given to the poLice in the event of a burgLary. A deoaL or 

other symbol, oan be dispLayed on doors 01' windows of the house, apart

ment, or business to alert burgLars that alZ property is marked for 

ready identifioation by Zaw enroroement agenoies. 

An assessment of a number of these projeots has been published 

(193). Findings inoZude: 

" Operation Identifioation pro;jeots have been 

unabLe to reoruit more than a minimal nwnber 

of participants in their target areas. 

• The reoruitment cost per participant for an 

Operation Identifioation projeot is quite high 

(median projeot cost is $4 per househoZd) not 

counting donated promotior'~L resouroes and 

manpower. 



.~ Operation Identifioation partioipants have sig-ai

~oant~y ~ower burg~a~d rates after joining as 

oompared to before joining; however J munioipaZities 

with Ope~ation Identifioation projeots have not 

experienoed reduotions in areawide burglary rates. 

• No evidenoe exists to indioate that Operation Iden

tifioation produoes any inorease in either the 

apprehension or oonviotion of bu.rglars. 

_ The presenoe of Operation Identi~oation markings 

does not signifioant~y reduoe the opportunities 

to dispose of stolen property. 

# There is no indioation that Operation Identifioation 

markings appreciabZy inorease either t~£ reoovery or 

return of sto~en property. 

The examples of aotua~ Operation Identifioation projeots are so 

numerous that it is impraotioal to Zist them. Reports on seleoted pro

jeots appear in Appendix A (19) 20, 22, 42, 43 J 6?J 100~ 108 J 109) 122J 

150 J 151) 189) 193). Also) see CPTED TeohnioaZ GuideUne 8) Citizen 

Involvement in CPTED Projeots. 

2.7 Social Interaction 

Objective -- Encourage interaction by residents to foster social 

cohesion and control. 

Strategies: 

• Provide secure and attractive 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

lounges, recreation areas, and Physical 

utility facilities to encourage 

people to meet and come to know 

their neighbors: 

Directives: 

Limit the numbers of laundry 

rooms and similar facilities 

to ensure greater numbers of 

residents using them at any 

one time. 

Locate facilities such as mail 

rooms near active and populated 

sectors of buildings. 

{tefe!lena8 -- (175). 

• Separate amenities that are designed Physical 

for different age groups (e.g., play 

areas and quiet areas) so they do not 

interfere with each other and dis-

courage use (see Figure 2-2). 

• Restrict the number of apartments Physical 

sharing a common corridor to en-

courage neighbor interaction and 

identification of who does or possibly 

does not "belong" on the floor: 
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Source: U. S. Department of Justice. Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. N~tion~l Institute of L~w Enforcement ~nd 
Criminal Justice. Desi~ Guidelines for Creating Def~nsible 
Space, by Oscar ~ewman. Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, April 19i6. S/~ 027~OOO-0039S-8 

Figure 2-2. Separate Amenities that are Designed 
for Different Age Groups, such as 
Play Areas and Quiet Seating Areas 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directive: 

Shorten or segment corridors 

in existing bU,ildings by 

erecting permanent partitions 

where fire codes permit. 

• Avoid design planning that forces 

involuntary mixing of elderly resi~ 

dents \'I'ith groups that can intel'fere 

with their privacy and security (such 

as families with teenage children). 

Classification 

Physical 

Discussion -- Create pZay and reareation areas by age groups. En-

aZose sand boxes, swingsJ sZidesJ and th~ Zike in a wire fenve with a 

gate and severat benches lor parents/babysitters. In a separate 

facility that is removed from srr.aZZ ohiZdrens I pZay yards, provide tenniSJ 

voZZeybazt) basketbaZZ'J and other faoiUties for teen pZay. In a sepaZ'ate 

area) removed from the ~een ptay area but not isoZated from s~JeiZZ~~ce) 

create a pZaoe for t1~ eZderZy to congregate. This oouZd incZude horse

shoe and shu.ff1eboard courts) tabt.es J and ar.a.irs (175). Fo"fl more info"fl-

mation) see CP~EV TechnicaZ Guide~ine ?, PZanning PubZic Outdoor Areas, 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Sponsor tenant picnics, parties, Social 

etc., to encourage social interaction 

among tenants. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Sponsor special events for special Social 

age and interest groups (e.g., 

dances for young people, recreation 

for older people) to promote group 

identity and satisfaction. 

~ Create pleasant outdoor, common Physical 

areas (mini-plazas) in secure loca

tions (see Figure 2-3). 

• Provide attractive bus shelters and Physical 

public telephone booths that are 

transparent and vandal-resi~tant to 

increase pedestrian comfort, conven

ience, and security (see Figure 24). 

• Provide well-designed street furni- Physical 

ture, trash receptacles, fountains, 

and landscaping that complement 

existing buildings and enhance the 

comfort and satisfaction of pedes-

trians. 

• Provide well-designed pedestrian Physical 

scale and area lighting fixtures 

that are attractive. 
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Figure 2-4. Provide Attractive, Transparent 
Bus Shelters and Public Telephone Booths 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Sponsor flea markets and swap 

markets on weekends through resi-

dential associations. 

• Sponsor outdoor concerts, plays, 

art exhibits/sales, and other 

events through neighborhood schools, 

business associations, civic organi-

zations, churches, etc. 

• Provide neighborhood garden areas 

with spaces assigned to individ-

uals and families who do not have 

yard space for planting, to support 

outdoor activity and to promote 

social interaction. 

• Sponsor special sho?ping trips and 

tours for elderly citizens to aid 

them in obtaining essential goods and 

Classification 

Social 

Social 

Physical, Social 

Social 

services~ and to provide opportunities 

for them to meet other residents and 

overcome fear. 

Discussion -- Church and civic organizations often provide such 

services. The excursions may be on a reguZar basis (e.g.~ to correspond 

with receipt of sociaZ security fU~4s) or on an as-needed basis. 
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2.8 Private Security Services 

Objective -- Determine appropriate paid professional and/or volun

teer citizen services to enhance residential security needs. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Encourage residents to pool financial Social, Physical 

resources to hire a professional 

security service and/or provide 

alarms and/or closed-circuit tele-

vision installations connected with 

a control center. 

• Create paraprofessional security 

jobs for residents that allow them 

to work as security aides; employ 

youths to provide recreation super

vision to imbue them \-dth a sense 

of concern and responsibility. 

• Provide living quarters for a 

manager/security person near a key 

entry location so there is someone 

available at all times to detect 

and report crimes. 

• Sponsor cooperative escort programs 

for vulnerable people such as the 

elderly and infirm. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Initiate a "buddy system" whereby 

neighbors keep watch over and re

port suspicious events on each 

others' premises. 

• Determine the most useful type of 

service personnel for the particu

lar environment and problem (e.g., 

contract guard service or specially 

created security force recruited 

from residents, ex-policemen, 

veterans) . 

Discussion -- See Section 2.12. 

• Determine training requirements 

(i.e., are guards intended to 

apprehend 0ffenders with a poten

tial show of force?; will they 

need to be familiar with indivi

dual tenants to determine who does 

or does not belong?; is the prime 

objective to deter crime by their 

uniformed appearance?). 

References -- (60" 159" 175" 200). 

• Determine the best locations for 

security staff (e.g., doorman in 
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Strategies (continued): 

lobby; person stationed in a 

booth with a viel" of the main 

exterior approach and parking 

area or in a control center with 

a closed-circuit television; or 

a patrolling guard with or without 

a dog) . 

• Concentrate security forces during 

peak. hours in troubl e areas. 

• Provide uniforms to enhance visi

bility, and to instill pride and 

confidence. 

• Provide communications for rapid 

response (e.g., electronic 

pagers, walkie-talkies, special 

alarms, telephones). 

2.9 Police Services 

Classification 

Law Enforcement 

Law Enforcement 

Law Enforcement 

Objective Improve police services to provide efficient and effec-

tive responses to crime problems and to enhance citizen cooperation in 

reporting crime. 

Strategies: 

• Provide toll-free emergency 

telephones at convenient, stra

tegic outdoor locations. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Equip police stations with 

television monitors of dangerous 

areas. 

• Connect building alarms directly 

to a control center within the 

police precinct. 

• Install building identification 

names/numbers in alleys so that 

police can know where to go when 

approaching from the rear in 

response to calls. 

• Increase police patrol activities 

and modify procedures to meet 

specific crime prevention require

ments: 

Directives: 

~Ia:dmize the number of 

police patrols (particularly 

foot patrols) during peak 

robbery periods (i.e., late 

afternoons and evenings). 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Periodically inundate high 

crime neighborhoods with 

police patrols as a show of 

force. 

Station police stakeouts 

(e.g" plainclothes or 

"decoy" police dressed as 

likely crime targets) 

in high-crime-rate loca

tions. 

Provide bicycles and 

scooters to patrol areas 

that are not accessible 

to cars and to approach 

areas silently. 

Structure or restructure 

patrol district boundaries 

to avoid confusion about 

jurisdictional responsi

bilities (e.g., avoid placing 

boundaries in the center of 

commercial corridors to prevent 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

confusion about which 

patrol should respond 

to a call). 

Classification 

Discussion PoZice presence is a strong deterrent and represents 

a capability to thwart a crime or make a prompt apprehen~~on. Foot 

patroLs are pa!'ticu~Zy effective in deterring cri~e ar~ should be on 

station in ma-...--i..nru.T?l number>s dta.>ing peak crime r?el"'~ods. 

One way to put mor>e foot patroZs on the str>eet dta.>ing high-crime-rate 

periods is jor> civiZians and officers to wor>k as two-per>son tec~s in 

fixed-beat areas. .4. r>epo:tlt of evaluation of one pr>oject in Rochester>~ 

New YorkJ concZudes thatJ whi Ze foot patr'oZs oannot be expected to hc;ve 

muoh impact on crime) ths experience can provide a basis for> f~l!'ther ex

perimentation to reduce community estrangement (140) 141), 

.4.nother> tactic is to sch"eduZe patroZs into high-cl"';me-rate aj;leaa in 

a pr>edeterrmined .'fJ'r..lltipZe of the norrraZ oompLement at ir>reguZar int~frvaZs) 

but d~~ng high-crime-r>ate periods (daily) weekZYJ seasonaZZy) and by 

other> deterrrrinants such as weather). .4. siege atmosphere shou~d b~1 avoided. 

The conviction shouLd be conveyed to viotim and criminaZ aZike that the 

potice can and will devote the Level of eJ~ort necess~o ~c Jain control 

of crime) and that the criminaZ can'Ytl~i; predici; when that level of force 

witl be mounted in any given area. 
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Sp~ciaZ crime prevention units can stake out high-crime-rate areas. 

The poZice offioers may be in uniform or in pZainc~othes. Low-Zight

ZeveZ teZevision is a use/uZ adjunct for su.:t"'Je-z:Uance without exposinR 

the stakeout. 

In 19?4~ for exampte~ the BaZtimore County (MaryZana) PoZiae Depart

ment used high-perforrrance J Zcw-light-leveZ teZevision camez'as and a 

receiver monitored by poZice in a hidden Zooation to observe criticaZ 

areas and detect attempted iZZegaZ entry. The stakeout was prepared 

to move in and make arrests J including pursuit of accompUce (s). 

AZternatively~ police dressed in the garb of Zikely victims may act 

as deco1fS~ backed Lip by additionaZ officers. EXC1J7TfJZes of this method 

are poZice ofj~cers taking the roZe of a clerk in a smaZZ business J or 

of a potential victim of street crime. 

Responsiveness ar~ effectiveness of police patroZ is adversely 

affected by boundaries~ jurisdictional responsibiUties J and the "it 

didn't happen on my '.J.'atch" syndrome. This probZem) and the resuUant 

lack of effectiveness~ has become a significant citizen compZaint and 

source of dissatisfaction. Revision of boundaries can improve both 

poZice performance and community reZations. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Provide police precinct offices 

in high crime neighborhoods to 

increase the number and visibility 

of la\o/ enforcement officers. 
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§. ... ,rategies (continued): 

~ Create police substations in high-

crime neighborhoods and housing 

complexes as local bases of opera-

tions for the regular police 

department force. 

Directives: 

Lease building space in 

complexes or locate trailers 

on vacant property, 

• Arrange for a special police 

force team to be assigned to 

one detail, neighborhood) or 

building complex so that they 

become very familiar with people 

and problems. 

Classification 

La,,, Enforcement 

Law Enforcement 

Discussion -- .4 speda! poUoe team can '8 organized and trained 

to provide aZZ polioe services to a ~xed araa of p~ospeotive assign

ment. Th8ir training is tai Zored to the cl'aracteI'istics and probZems 

pecuUar to the area. Upon assignment) m~mbers of the team provide 

24-hour-a-day service to the area and have no other duties. 

One report on neighborhood team poZioing discusses combining the 

speciaZized services and equipment of' a Zca·ge urban department aro.d t?.e 

highZy personal, commu.nity contact of smaU town departments. An asse'o:r.J-

ment of team poUoing in 14 aities 'teads to a generaZZy enoouraging finding. 
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Roohester (New York)) the onZy city to i~~lude investigative servioes 

in its team oapabilities) appears to have been sucoessful in inoreasi~4 

clearance rates «ad in reduoing the overall orime rate. Offioers in San 

Diego) California's) oommunity service te~ns inoreased their servioes to 

the community and showed more positive attitudes towards their assigned 

neighborhoods. To define more clearZy the advantages and disadvantages 

of team policing) field tests of model team policing projects in six 

cities were conducted (191). 

2.10 Police/Community Relations 

~ective -, Improve pOlice/community relations to involve citizens 

in cooperative efforts with police to prevent and report crime. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Promote police/community coopera- Social 

tion programs involving neighbor-

hood meetings, tours with police 

patrols, etc. 

Disoussion -- Visits to jails) oriminal oourts) and rehabilitation 

oenters) walking beats) and riding patrols w~ith police officers are 

rrrutually benefioial for improving citizen uruierstanding of police prob

lems. Polioe partioipation is also desirable in oommunity and business 

group meetings where the subject is orime. The reasoning prooess that 

led to a specifio progrcan and an overview of the status of polioe com

munity relations in Albuquerque (New Mexico) is presented in a 1972 report. 

It oonsiders police effioienoy) responsiveness) and proportional 
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representation~ as weZZ as pubZic reaction to the poZice. Recommenda

tions for improving poUce moraZe and pubUc satisfaction are aZso 

incZuded (111). 

Strategies (continued): 

• Sponsor "Buzz with the Fuzz" 

programs that provide oppor

tunities for citizens to ride 

along with police patrols. 

Class ification 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Discussion -- A "Buzz with the Fuzz" project permits aduZt citi-

zens to caiZ specified stations to schedule a ride in a patroZ car 

during prearranged duty tours. The citizen has the opportunity to see 

what the patroZman faces on a daily basis and how he responds to it. 

The patroUnan has an opportunity to interact w~th the citizen and 

better understand his point of view and concerns (218). 

• Create police storefronts where 

local residents can talk in

formally with officers about 

neighborhood problems and issues. 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Discussion -- In areas where po Uce/ comrrrum: ty re Zations a'e not 

good~ numerous ~actics can be used to improve the rapport between the 

poZice and the community they serve. Recoqaizing that there is Zikely 

to be dissatisfaction on both sides~ provide an opportunity for citizen

to-poZicemen communication in an informaZ atmosphere. PoZice storejPonts 

bring tr.e officers into the environment of the citizens. These sr.ould 
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have a pZeasant, informaZ atmosphere~ with some reference and dispZay 

materiaZs avaiZabZe but in Zow profiZe. Arrange for civiZian neighbor

hood Zeaders to attend an informaZ opening ceremony. Choose officers 

for the assignment who have records of good rapport with citizens. 

Instruct them to Zisten and prepa!'e written reports of interchanges be

tween themseZves and visitors. Provide th£m with some briefing materiaZs~ 

visuaZ aids~ and handouts. Encourage informaZ discussion of iSS"vl.es. 

Strategies (continued): 

~ Arrange for ~olice represen

tatives to meet with local 

organizations, talk at 

schools, and/or be avail-

able to meet with individuals 

and groups upon request to 

discuss neighborhood problems 

and issues. 

Classification 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Discussion -- Foster cooperative poZice/community reZations by or-

ganizing meetings in which poZice and community groups discuss neighbor

hood crime probZems and possibZe soZutions. Institute poZice-co~~cted 

seC'u.rity education courses (19~ 59). 

• Sponsor advertising campaigns 

to promote good police/ 

community relations. 
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Discussion -- Pu:t'chase advertising space in publications having high 

readership in high-crime-rate areas, especially local publications and news

letters. Use window posters for storefronts) taking care not to block 

windows needed for surveillance activities. Stress themes that counter 

negative public perceptions. Solicit business support of advertising by 

combining a poLice message with their ow~ or sponsoring a police message. 

In this effort) police public relations officers must be sensitive to the 

image and the record of the businesses who sponsor police advertisements. 

Strategias (continued): Classification 

~ Organize police/con~unity 

events (e.g., police athletic 

tea.ms to compete \-lith civilians) 

to Fromote good will. 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Discussion -- There are numerous exatrrples of police community ac

tivities nationwide: Police Boysl Clubs and ca~sJ police athZetic teams 

or sponsored athletic teams) cl~ and bugle corps) motorcycLe drilZ 

teams) marksmanship teams, weapon safety classes, picnics, and other 

events. Some of these are combined with fundraising activities ov.ch as 

auctions and rafJ~es for a worthy civic cause. 

• Provide special courses and/or 

enroll police officers in uni

versity courses to help them 

learn to work more effectively 

with citizens. 
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Disoussion -- Improvement of poLioe/oommunity relations requires a 

high degree of empathy for the oommunity and its citizens on the part of 

poLioe offioers. SooioLogy and sociaL psyohoLogy are areas of study 

usefuL for individuaL offioers at aLL ZeveLs of the department. Po Lioe 

patroZs in high-orime-rate areas are often assigned to young offioers who 

have not yet deveLoped the understanding and taot that are essentiaL to 

eLioiting oitizen oooperation. Training in oommunity reLations is par

tiouLarLy important at this level. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Provide neighborhood foot patrols 

and encourage them to interact 

with residents in a friendly man-

ner. 

Classifica'l:ion 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Disoussion -- See Section 2.8., strategy on team poUcing. 

• Ensure that police respond to calls Law Enforcement 

dependably, quickly, and in a pro-

fessional manner to promote citizen 

confidence! 

Directives: 

Provide for internal checks on 

responses to calls. 

Acknowledge and respond to 

citizen complaints promptly. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Cooperate with and assist resi

dent patrols: 

Directives: 

Provide training and equip

ment. 

Provide communications 

interface. 

Referenoe -~ (38). 

2.11 Community Awareness 

Classification 

Law Enforcement, 

Social 

Objective -- Create neighborhood/community crime prevention awareness 

to aid in combatting crime in residential areas. 

Strategies: 

• Encourage citizens to secure 

their homes: 

Directive: 

Develop and distribute 

brochures that describe 

how to improve residen

tial security. 

Classification 

~!anagement 

Disoussion -- PoZice/community coope~ative education programs often 

inaZude distribution of titerature that is instructive and advisory in 

nature. Brochu~es and ftiers) distributed through buZk maiZings~ are the 

most common fo~at. Subjects incZude: Operation Identification J security 
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inspeotion) suggested f~nily seourity praotioes, suggested business pol

icies and prooedures to deter orime) orime watoh and reporting prooedures, 

target hardening) and security hardware. Usually) literature is developed 

and distributed as part of a Zarger projeot. Literature is used alone 

most often when time and manpower resouroes are limited. 

Broohures written to the level of the prospeotive reader assume 

minimal knowledge of security harCMare and practices and are amply 

i Uustrated. 

An Oakland (CaZifornia) project for crime reduotion through increased 

oitizen awareness and orime prevention efforts inoluded the following ele

ments: Permanent staff, struoture to support oitizen orime prevention 

activities) and programs for disseminating orime prevention literature 

and visual aids. Evaluation showed oonsiderable impaot in slowing the 

inorease in orime in Oakland (59). Also, see related information in 

CPTED Technioal Guideline 8, Citizen Involvement in CPTED Projeots. 

?trategies (continued): 

• Implement security inspection 

of homes and provide appro

priate followups. 

Classification 

Management, 

Law Enforcement 

Disoussion -- Seourity inspeotion is a joint citizen/polioe aotivity 

and oan be oriented towa:rads single or multifamily residenoes) oommercialJ 

or industrial. estabZisr.ments. PoZioe provide seourity GI:::pertise for oon

duoting inspeotions of buildings at the request of owne,rs. Inspeotion 

inoludes identifying the vulnerable oharaoteristics of the site and the 

building (especially its apertures)) their surve~lZabilitYJ and barriers 
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to illegal entry) for the purpose of reoommending oorreotive aotion. 

Frequ.eni;ly) information is provided to the owner on the merits" instaZZa

tion~ ~~d use of various types of seourity hardware (suoh as doors~ looks) 

hinges) windows" grilles" and grates). Reoommendations oan inolude re

moval of bushes" barrels" waZZs" and other obst1'uotions to surve-i,;Uanoe" 

an addition or ohange in externaZ and internal lighting" ereotion of 

fenoes and lookable gates" and praotioes reZating to handling of money" 

keys" and other oritioal items. 

A number of 1'eports that desoribe inspeotion projeots in various 

oities are available. However) there ro'e littZe data availabZe on oom

pZianoe) ~hioh is a major determinant of suooess (19" 20" 151) 18?). 

?trategies (continued): 

e Sponsor property identification 

programs. 

Classification 

Physical 

Disoussion -- See sirm,'Za1' strategy in Seotion 2.6. 

• Initiate security education pro

grams that bring in local and 

outside expertise to discuss spe

cific security problems/solutions 

with residents: 

Directives: 

Hold meetings l'li th police 

to discuss cooperative pro-

grams. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Offer classes in self 

defense. 

Classification 

Discussion A variety of projeots have been undertaken in many 

oities to inorease oorrurrunity awareness of the effeotiveness of clitizen 

preventive efforts. Civio and oommeroiaL groups r~ve oooperated with 

poZioe to produoe and distribute orime prevention materiaZ.a, Seminars) 

pane Zs) and meetings rrave been he Zd:. frequent7.y Zed by outside experts 

(whioh tends to improve attendanoe). Speoifio topios disoussed inoZude: 

Security standards and buiZding oodes) seou:eity inspeotione/ J target 

hardening) property identifioation J bZookwatohJ and orime and suspioious 

aotion reporting. ReZated Ziterature is usuaLLy distr~buted ~4 vi&ial 

aids are used (inoZuding aotual or mook-ups of hardware). Demonstrations 

of equipment are usefuL (19 J J3 J 177). 

• Train individual police officers 

or a team to work with builders, 

architects, and planners to pro-

viue security advice. 

Management, 

Law Enforcement 

Discussion -- Polioe offiaers trained in security teohnology are 

assi~~d to seourity oonsultant or inspeotor duty to work with) provide 

guidanoe to:. or evaZuate adequaoy of design and oonstruotion by arohi

teotsJ pZanners) and builders. The pu:tpose -is to impZement informal 

$eou-~ty standards or administer building seourity ordinanoes or oodes. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Arrange for committees and/or 

social service professionals to 

meet with new families and 

familiarize them with local 

conditions and resources: 

Directives: 

Use brochures) community news-

letters, and visual aids. 

Hold periodic meetings 

to welcome and inform 

new arrivals to neighbor

hood. 

It Initiate public a\vareness programs 

to familiarize people with the im-

portance of and specific procedures 

for reporting potential or actual 

crimes. 

Classification 

Social 

La\" Enforcement, 

Social 

Discussion -- Citizen orime reporting is one of the most important 

funotions in crime prevention and reduction. It is perhaps the highest 

ZeveZ of generaZ citizen invoZvement and" therefore" a prime indicator 

of the sense of responsibility among the members of a comrmmity. i'vJany 

efrorts have been made by citizens arvd/or poZice units to get generaZ 

acceptance of crime reporting in their ~1espective communities. It has 
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ft>equentZy been diffiauZt J and seldom highZy suooessfuZ J indioating the 

reZuotanoe of individuaZs to beoome personaZZy invoZved. 

It often is neoessary to buiZd oOrTUrrunity consoiousness., pride., and 

commitment th~ough projeots requiring Zower ZeveZs of invoZvement before 

undertaking o~ime reporting projeots. PubZic-awareness orime reporting 

oan begin with reports of suooessfuZ oampaigns eZsewhere ~~d a desorip

tion of what is entaiZed and wh~t the prospeotive oonsequenoes can be. 

Depending on the reoeption., the pubZic information program oan then di1'ect 

appeaZs to individuaZs to partioipate and provide specifio inst~~otions 

for observir'.g and reporting prooedures., or advertising oan be used to 

support an organized approaoh to gain high initiaZ participation in one 

or more ZooaZities (where expectation of success is highest), Advertising 

oan take the form of news reporting., business (J;'nd oivio assooiation ad

vertisements in the media., and distribution of specifioaZZy designed 

b1'1O 0 hure s. 

Citizens oan assume responsibiZity for orime reporting on an ir~i

vidt~Z basis o~ as members of a ooZZective effort. The Zatter l~s a 

higher probabiZity of sucoess where the ZeveZ 0; oitizen invoZvement., 

pl"'~de" and sense of responsibi Zity is not high. Neighborhood AZert pro

jeots have been undertaken in many oities 'mth varying resuZts. Citizen 

organizations are the usuaZ vehicZe for areawide oampaigns to eduoate and 

motivate the pub1,io to report crimes in p'1:ogress., information useful, in 

soZving orimes, and suspioious persons and events. 
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A Citizens' Atert Program sponsored by the Sacr~~ento County (CaZi

fornia) Sheriff's Department and several business and civic organizations 

is aided by speciat citizens' comnr~ttees. The committees encourage and 

instrtwt area citizens not only to report crime but also to protect their 

homes and businesses (19). 

Buffalo (New York) has a community radio watch that invoZves the use 

of CB radios of business vehicZes operating in the city. Forty-six firms 

and 2)500 drivers participate by reporting any emergency. 

Citizen crime reporting projects are described by type) and an assess

ment of their impaot and recommendations for the future is presented in a 

recent evaZt~:::ztion. Just as successfuZ citizen crime repo!'tirl,g depends on 

oitizen oommitment and i.nvo Zvement J it aZso tends to inc:tlease that invoZve

mentJ improve !'eZations with the poZioe J imp!'ove oom:7U.nity cohesiveness" 

and reduoe LmreaZistio fear of orime. However.1 few citizen crime !'8porting 

projects have had evaZ,uation oomponents (185). 

See seotion on oitizen orime reporting in CPTED TeohnicaZ GuideZine 8. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide special communication 

links with the police: 

Directives: 

Create and advertise 

anonymous crime-reporting 

telephone numbers to pro

tect the identify of 

observers. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Provide dial-free emergency 

telephones at strategic 10-

cations along streets to en

able people to quickly report 

crimes, fires, and accidents. 

Classification 

Discuss~~~ -- Telephone companies and cities can cooperate to place 

telephones with emergency) toll-free) features in outdoor phone booths 

to enhance crime reporting and emergency services. 

An example is the Washington) D. C.) Metropolitan Area Dial Tone 

First prograrrl. Beginning in the early 19?O's~ outdoor public telephones 

were equipped with a feature that pemitted aaZZe11 s to dial the operator 

without depositing a coin. This feature has now been in.corporated in 

aU public teZephones in Northern Virginia and wiZZ be instaUed th.rough-

out the Washington) D. C., metropolitan area. Th~ '0 1 number is anwered 

by a telephone compc.ny operator) who is aware that the call is being 

ptaced from a pay phone and has been instructed in emergency procedures. 

EventuaZly) this feature wilZ be installed nationwide. 

Nationwide cczpabiUty aX.so eX"~sts for impZementing the 911 emer

gency number) but the local expense to cities involved in equipping and 

manning emergency operator stations has forestaUed widespread partiai-

pation to date. 

See re lated information in CPTED Technica l Guide Une 8. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide crime reporting stickers 

that can be posted on windows, 

telephones, etc. 

• Initiate blockwatch programs 

through local residential and 

business associations. 

Classification 

LI!l.\II Enforcement 

Social 

Discussion -- B'loakwatah is a '.dde Zy p:t:'aatiaed p:t:'ocedu1:'{J in both 

inner-ai ty areas and subUX'bs. The formaU ty of oi'gan.i zation and degi'ee 

of 'local cr;vic/poUce organization support vari~s. TypicalZih concemed 

C/.":vic 01:' business organizations) in cooper'ation with ~aw enjorcement 

agencies) sponsor a blockwatch project. An organizationaZ meeting may 

be p~.'eceded by some interest-gene'l"ating pUbZiaity and J"oUowed by pr'e

parato:ry col'TU'lrittee work) recruitment) and education prio"t' to a forma'l 

kick-off meeting. It is impo"t'tant to dete"t'mine the vaZue of the p:roject; 

therej.):re) an eva'luation phase shoul.d be planned and i.'7rpZemented from 

th.e outset. 

Like vh.e cl.osel.y rel.ated Neighborhood AZe:t:'t p:rojec~sj btock~~toh 

entai Zs c"t'ime reporting) and l~equ.tres instr>'.A.ction in observation and 

:reporting p"t'ocedures. It aZso :t:'eq:.A.ires a simi'larty high o"t.'de:r of citizen 

commitment and invoZvem~nt. 

Crime repo:rting stickers may be provided to particiFants, BZock

watch progmms aU inaZude some ZeveZ of o"t'ganized and scheduZed watch 

toUX's) together with such basia secuxi ty p:t:'oaedu!'es as routine periodio 
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checks of the residenlJes of absent neighbors. A citizen undertakes the 

responsibiZity of watching a set number of residences or businesses) and 

agrees t~ report unusuaZ occurrences to poZice. 

Some pubZications are avaiZabZe that provide guideZines for impZe

menting a neighborhood responsibility program (19~ 64) 108) 109). 

Other reports describe projects that include various crime prevention 

components (such as pl10perty identification) aZong with bZockwatch activities. 

Evaluation shows varying results -- from "no effect" in four out of five 

impZementation areas (42)) to a 32.8 percent decZine in bUY'gZa~d (177). 

One program described is Zoca-ced in (vlontgomery COUflty) MaryZand. It 

includes Operation Identification and security procedures tr'aining. It is 

organized on a bZook basis) with a block captain and bZock uatchers whose 

duties a~e specifi(J. 

See re Zated information in CP'l'ED Technica Z Guide Une 8. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

o Provide "safe refuge" homes that Social 

post signs to advertise safe shel-

ter for persons vho feel threatened 

(see Figure 2-5): 

Directives: 

Provide sufficient refuges so 

that potential victims can 

real is tically expect to reach 

one when necessary. 

Discu.s3icn ._- The safe refuge pr>oject is ver>y often an extension 
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Figure 2-5. f CT II Homes 'de "Safe Re uoe Prov~ 
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of the B~ockwatoh program. Neighb01~$ pos·c notices on their houses indi

cating that.peop~e who feel threatened will, be offered safe refuge in 

that home unti~ further heZp arr'ives. A speciaZ education and pubUc 

reZations effort is neoessary to encourage potentiaZ viotims to use the 

safe refuge homes and to oonvince them that the homes are safe. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

Directives (continued); 

Provide refuges that are depend

ably available and easily acces

sible. 

• Initiate citizen security patrol 

programs through private and pub-

lic organizations to work closely 

with police to report suspicious 

events. 

Social J 

Law Enforcement 

Discuscion -- Organize (under poZice sponsorship) voluntary or com

pensatory resident patro~s or street patrols. In apartment complexes., 

tenant patrols oontribute to security by soreening visitors.} inspecting 

halls.} checking on the elderZy and infirm.} and running errands tor the 

shut-ins. Some members of citizen street patrois have become actively 

invo~ved in Zaw enforcement by joining poZice reserve units. Organizational 

and operational control of civi~ian patroZs is not a simpZe matter.} and it 

is not universaUy agreed that their advantages ou't:.Ueigh their probZems 

and disadvantages. 

Two-person civiiian/police teams patrol fixed beats in selected 
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urban areas in Roohester (New York)) responding to servioe oaLls) aidi~~ 

mobiLe patroLs) deterring orime) and improving oommunity reZatians du~~ng 

high-crime hours) seven days a week (141). 

Self-defense groups exist in oities throughout the United States. 

OrganizationaZ problems) the relationship of self-defense groups to 

polioe and the legal system) and their legitimaoy in the eyes of the 

community served are sensitive issues (92). 

One report oZassifies 28 groups into 'Supplemental or adversarial 

aategoY"';es in regard to existing law enforaement institu.tions) and 

cLassifies po lice r'esponse to them from outright encow.'agement to oppo

sition and oompZete suppression. A review of a Boston (ivlassaohusetts) 

organization oove~s the support of the group and oitizen wiUingness to 

assist or join the group. It is aonoZuded that a'iviUan/poUoe groups 

are not likely to beaome permanent faotors in Law enforcement systems) 

but that their emergence is indicative of dissatisfaotion with offiaial 

orime prevention programs (38) 60). 

Any citizen patroL sh~uid be aware of locaL ordinanoes so that they 

do not unwittingZy violate Zaws) suoh as trespassing. The legaZ s~atus 

and liability of suoh organizations shouLd also be established p~;or to 

impl.ementation. See also related seotion in CPTED Teohnical Guideline 8) 

Citizen Involvement in CPTED Prgjeots. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Create tenant organizations and 

commi ttees to Ivork with manage

ment to determine security needs 
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Strategies (continued): 

and measures. 

• Organize tenant patrols to report 

suspicious beh,avior and regularly 

survey maintenance requirements 

that might affect crime (e.g., 

broken windows, faulty doors and 

locks, inoperative lights). 

2.12 Territorial Identity 

Classification 

Social 

Objective -- Differentiate private areas from public spaces to dis-

courage trespass by potential offenders. 

Strategies: 

• Provide symbolic boundaries that 

identify the site and/or areas 

within the site as private places 

that should not be casually entered 

(see Figure 2-6). 

Reference -~ (175). 

• Provide amenities that support 

resident or authorized user 

activities to identify areas 

as private territories and that 

promote natural surveillance 

(e.g., children's play equipment, 

gardens). 
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Source: Design Guidelines for Creatin~fensible Space. 

Figure 2-6. Provide Symbolic Boundaries 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Post notices that specific areas 

are private. 

• Provide private access routes 

to private areas. 

• Provide planters and other ele

ments that communicate occupant 

interest in and use of the space 

as part of his/her "territory." 

Cl ass ification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Disoussion -- rhere are numerous teohniques for designating private 

and semiprivate areas. Most manipuZate various design featu:t'es (175). 

2.13 Neighborhood Image 

Objective -- Develop positive neighborhood image to encourage resi

dent investor confidence and increase the economic vitality of the area. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Assign responsibilities for neigh

borhood representatives to meet 

with develop~rs and real estate 

agents to familiarize them with 

strong neighborhood qualities. 

(This can be done through residen

tial associatio~ activities.) 

• Provide low-cost loans through 

development commissions, the U. S. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Small Business Administration, 

and private lenders. 

• Communicate good-news develop

ment~ in the neighborhood to the 

public media to offset news of 

crime problems. 
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CHAPTER 3. CPTED STRATEGIES FOR THE COMtvlERCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

This chapter presents a comprehensive array of objectives and stra

tegies that address crime problems in commercial areas. The crimes most 

common to these areas include'robbery, burglary, theft, and assault. 

Table 3-1 presents a summary list of the objectives for the commercial 

environment. 

Many of the strategies included in this section are identical to 

those presented for the residential environment. Therefore, in many 

cases, the discussion section for selected strategies contains a refer

ence to the appropriate section in Chapter 2. 

3.1 Access Control 

Objective -- Provide Secure barriers to prevent unauthori:ed access 

to building grounds, buildings, and/or restricted building interior 

areas to deter and detect potential offenders. 

Strategies: 

• Erect barriers to impede access 

to the site through vacant lots, 

adjacent structures, etc. 

Classification 

Physic.a.l 

• Restrict access to delivery areas, 

material and equipment storage 

areas, and other vulnerable places 

within the site through the use of 

tall and attractive fences or walls 

~\]ith lockable gates (see Figure 3-1). 
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Table 3-1 

Objectives for Commercial Environment 

1. Access Conct'ol: ?t'ovide secure ':lar .. iers co pre'/ene unauc:,ot'ized access co 
build!~g g:ounds. buildings, and/or resericced bui~ding incerior areas. 

2. Surveillaace Throu2h ?hvsical Desir.t: !:tprove opportunieies :or sut"'/e.illaace 
by physical design ~echanisms chae sat've co in~:ease the t'is~ of decection eor offenders, 
enable evasive accions by potencial vi.:eims, and :acilicace ineet"'lencion ':ly police. 

3. :1echanical Sut"'/eillance IJe'/ices: !':oovide businesses wieh securie"! devi.:es 
co detect and signal illegal entt'''! aceempts. 

~. Design and Conse:uceion: Design, ':luild, and/or :epa1: buildiags and build
ing siees :0 enhancsl :;ecur1::, and b.prolfe quali:7· 

5. Land Usa: :::seablish ~olicies co prevene iU-ad'Iised land and buiHing uses 
that have negative i:tpace. 

6. Owner!Y4nagemenc Aceion: ~ncourage owners and ~negements :0 implemene 
safeguards co ::lake ~usi:1esses and commercial propare;t less vulnerable ~o c=i.:le. 

7. ~.!9..!:!!S~: !::lple!!lent safeguards co ::la~e shoppers las,s vulnerable :0 
c::ime. 

S. Social !ncl~rac:ion: Encoura;e ir:.earaceion acong :l!sinessm~:n, 'Jsers, anc 
residencs of commercial neighborhoods co Eoscar. social cohesion end concrol. 

9. E'ri',ace Securi~'f Services: Oece:-::d::.e necessary and appropriace set"'Iices eo 
enhance co=ercial 3ecur:!.~y. 

10. Police Set"'rices: rmprove police set"'/ices in or~er :0 eEficienC1;t and e:
Eeccively respond eo crit:1e problems a.nd :0 enhance cicizen cooperacion in re?or~ing 
crime. 

ll. Po!ice/Collll:lunicv Relacions: !::Ipro'/e jlol.tc.e/commuaicy relacions co invol'te 
citizens in cooperaeive ef:orcs :li:h police :0 ,n'e'lent: and report: cri:le. 

l2. Commun;!.c·I Awareness: Creace cOlI:l!lunie7 c:oime ?revencion a'.rareness :0 aid ill 
combae~in~e ~ commercial areas. 

13. Terricorial rdeneic,,; Di::eranciace ?rivace areas tt'om ?ublic spaces to 
discourage crespass by ?oteneial offenders. 

14. ~ei3hborhood !::Ia2e: Develop posieive :!.cage of ehe cOlI:l!lercial a.rea co en
courage ~3e: and invescor confidence and increase ehe economic vitalicy of the area. 
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References -- (157 J 175; and CPTED TechnioaZ GuideZines 7 and 9). 

Strategies (continued): 

• Upgrade construction materials 

at gates, doors, and windows; 

install improved mechanical 

locking devices; and/or add to 

the heights of fences and walls 

to increase the security offered 

by existing barriers. 

Classification 

Physical 

• Avoid the use of fences with large 

mesh perforations and walls with 

very rough surface textures that 

can provide toeholds and handholds. 

• Provide scaling deterrents at the 

tops of fences and walls (see 

Figure 3-2). 

Discussion -- Bee Seotion 2. Z. 

• Remove branches on trees and other 

physical objects near fences and 

walls that might be used as ladders. 

RefeTler';oes -- (157) 159). 

• Provide additional barriers for 

vulnerable openings on lower 

floor levels and openings that 

are accessible from outdoor stairs 
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Figure 3-1. Restrict Access to the Site through the 
Use of Tall Fences with Lockable Gates 

Figure 3-2. Provide Scaling Deterrents at 
the 1'-:',tl5 of Fences and l'lalls 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

and roofs (e.g., grilles and 

bars on windows, transoms, and 

ventilation outlets). 

Discussion -- See Section 2.1. 

~ Remove exterior door handles and/ 

or provide panic hardware on fire 

doors that are not intended for 

general use. 

• Block off access routes from win

dows or roofs of adjacent structures 

that could be used to reach windows 

or roofs of the structure in 

question (see Figure 3-3). 

• Provide bollards (posts or similar 

obstacles, often of concrete) to 

prevent people from crashing cars 

through building fronts to gain 

entry (see Figure 3-4). 

• For extreme security situations, 

provide double walls to protect 

valuables. 

• Provide secured areas and/or 

immobile storage facilities such 

as \'Ialk-in vaul ts or safes embedded 
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Figure 3-3. Block Access Routes from Roofs 
of Adjacent Structures 

Figure 3-4. Provide Bollards to Prevent People From 
Crashing Cars through Building Fronts to Gain Entry 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

in cement, for valuable items. 

Discussion Successive interior baZlriers shouZd be provided com-

mensurate with the threat and the protection required. MetaZ doors and 

frames) double masonry or concrete walls) and high-quatity hinges and 

Zocks are sufficient jOr most purposes. A vauZt within the room 01' a 

safe embedded in the concrete b7.liZding structure provides an aZternative 

or additional" deZay (66). 

Some ordinances require specific measures. In OakZand (CaZiJornia) 

a CZass "E" safe is mandated where $1) 000 or more is kept after business 

hours (157). 

• Provid~ bulletproof glass booths, 

metal cages, etc., for employees 

handling large sums of money . 

Physical 

Discussion -- ~ome seZf-service gas stations in CvashingtonJ D. C. J 

are equipped with a buZZetproof gZass and brick OZI steel" cashier's booth) 

which the cashier never Zeaves. There are no apertures opening direc~Zy 

into the cage (i.e.) straight Zine). Much Zike some bank teZZer cages) 

money is passed through a rotating ~~. 

• Provide secure doors and locks 

on office doors that lead to 

shared interior corridors: 

Directives: 

Replace springbolt locks and 
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175. 

Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

key-in-knob locks with 

mortise locks with dead bolts. 

Use a double cylinder in 

place of a thumb turn on the 

inside for doors with windows. 

Use locks with at least six 

pins. 

Maintain key control. 

Classification 

Discussion -- See Section 2.1. AZso~ references 66~ ?9~ 102)and 

• Provide electrically activated 

locks and an intercom system that 

enable interrogation of visitors 

from offices before permitting 

entry to an interior corridor. 

• Prevent access to corridors from 

emergency fire stairs by removing 

door handles in stairwells. 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- See Section 2.1 Jar above strategies. 

• Provide building occupants with Physi.cal 

personal keys for private access 

to restrooms and other rooms that 

are located off of shared corridors. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

, Provide keyed elevators for access Physical 

to corridors from unsecured areas 

such as parking locations in base-

ments. 

Discttssion -- EZevators are frequentZy targets of vandaLism and the 

Zocate for highZy feared crimes of confrontation. Keyed eZevators re-

striot use to authorized persons. HoweverJ key controZ is difficuZt 

to maintain in Zarge buiZdingsJ or those with transient tenants. 

3.2 Surveillance Through Physical Design 

Objective -- Improve surveillance by physical design mechanisms 

that serve to increase risk of detection for offenders, enable evasive 

actions by potential victims, and promote intervention by police. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Orient points of entry to the site Physical 

to be directly accessible and 

clearly visible from areas of 

street and pedestrian activity 

whenever possible. 

• Provide well-defined pedestrian Physical 

access corridors that channel 

flows for good natural sur-

veillance. 

• Eliminate unnecessary visual Physical 

barriers that can conceal 
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Strategies (continued); Classification 

unauthorized entry attempts. 

Discussion -- See Seotion 2.4. 

• Orient windows on nearby build- Physical 

ings within the site development 

to look out over entrances and 

vulnerable grounds areas (see 

Figure 3-5). 

• Locate activities in nearby Physical 

buildings within the site 

development to look out over 

entrances and vulnerable grounds 

areas. 

• Remove unnecessary obstacles that Physical 

obscure natural surveillance of 

vulnerable areas from the street 

and/or interior locations (e.g., 

window posters). 

Discussion -- See Section 2.2 

• Enhance surveillance where ob- Physical 

stacles cannot be removed by 

using devices such as parabolic 

mirrors mounted inside the 

elevators and at corners in 

corridors. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide a common entrance Physical 

that gives access _to multiple: ._ 

occupant spaces rather than 

separate exterior entrances 

(see Figure 3-6); 

Directives: 

Keep passageways clear of large 

objects· or boxes. 

Eliminate alcoves in corridors. 

Straighten corridors (avoid 

bends) where possible. 
...... - I. ..... , ...... 

Eliminate vestibules. 

• Design interi.or circ.lJl at.ion paths Physical 

to improve natural surveillance 
\~ .. 

overall and/or at specific check ~ 

points: 

Directives: 

Direct all persons entering or 

leaving a building past a guard, 

receptionist, or doorman. 

Create traffic paths that are 

direct, straight where possible, 
, ......................... _~ __ .N 

and short. 
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Figure 3-5. Orient Windows to Look Out Over 
Entrances and Vulnerable Grounds Areas 

~===-:-:,---= ... -:-:. _:':"". ---'-"'-' .. ------ ---. . ... - ... _. __ - _ ... 0---- --
~~=======--- --- -' . - --- -----.----.;-:--:::-=-.-..:.--..:-=-~-. .::: 

___ ~>. • ",. I '. \! 

Figure 3-6. Provide a Common Entrance that 
Gives Access to ~!ul tiple-Occupant Spaces 
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Disoussior. -- For more information on designing oirouZation paths 

for Zarge buiZdings or institutions~ see CPTED Teohnioal. GuideUne 9 J 

Seourity Engineering. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Locate areas containing valu

ables (merchandise, equipment, 

and cash) for optimum outside 

and interior surveillance. 

• Provide secure windows in walls 

and/or doors that obstruct visi

bility of dangerous areas (such 

as interior fire stairs): 

Directives: 

Use vandal-resistant trans

parent materials. 

Open up space, whenever 

possible, to increase 

visibili ty. 

Expose or partially expose 

stairways to corridors if 

fire safety codes permit. 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.2. 

• Seal off vulnerable areas or 

provide activities that attract 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

new uses to increase natural 

surveillance: 

Directives: 

Seal or block off unprotected 

doors or windows, if not 

needed or required by code. 

Seal off basement areas except 

for a protected entrance for use 

of authorized personnel. 

Lock or remove the doors from 

closets and other potential 

hiding places. 

Redesign areas that cannot be 

sealed off, and shift acti-

vities to provide addi-

tional surveillance. 

~ Trim or remove shrubbery and trees 

that interfere with natural sur-

veillance of problem areas. 

• Undertake demolition of derelict 

structures that can provide 

hiding places for offenders. 

• Fence off problem areas between or 
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Strategies (continued): 

behind buildings that are not 

intended for public use. 

• Survey lighting requirements 

and supplement or replace ex-

isting street and alleyway 

lights as required. 

Classi fication 

Physical 

Discussion -- Street lighting improvement is a;rnong the most obvious 

deterrents to crime. Projects have been undertaken in cities of all sizes 

throughout the count~d (159). For more detailed informationJ see CPTED 

TechnicaZ GuideZine 7J Planning PubZic Outdoor .4.reas. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Encourage businesses to provide 

area lighting for their premises. 

Classification 

Physical 

• Locate parkins lots in areas where 

they are close to locations of 

vehicular and/or pedestrian activity, 

or areas where they are clearly 

visible from the interiors of 

inhabited buildings. 

Physical 

Discussion -- For specific security design considerations) see 

section entitled "CPTED Focus on Parking Lots" in CPTED Technical, Guide

line 7. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• If parking lots are located in 

areas isolated from active loca-

tions, provide well-lighted 

access corridors that channel 

and maximize traffic levels. 

Classification 

Physical 

e Provide benches and other amenities Physical 

to encourage pedestrian traffic in 

appropriate areas (such as along 

streets that connect activity 

nodes with transit stops). 

• Close off streets to create pedes-

trian arcades, malls, or parks 

that concentrate pedestrians for 

surveillance purposes and restrict 

access/egress to the areas (see 

Figure 3-7). 

• Eliminate on· street parking to 

maximize oppor~unities for police 

surveillance. 

o Provide both front and rear 

vehicle access to commercial 

strips to facilitate police 

patrol surveillance. 
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Figure 3-7. rca es, Malls) or Parks Create Pedestrian A d 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Cluster commercial establish

so th0se with similar oper

ating hours are located to

gether to promote both high 

and low pedestrian traffic 

densities which avoid "zones 

of critical intensity." 

Classification 

Physical 

L'iscussion A critioal intensity zone is created in pubZic areas 

when there are just enough peopZe on the scene to attract the attention 

of potentiaL offenders but not enough people to provide continuous sur

veiZlance (25). 

~trategies (continued): 

• Diversify land use along 

commercial strips to attract 

different types of people at 

different times, encouraging 

Classification 

Phy.s~cal 

a continual flow of pedestrians 

throughout the day and evening. 

Reference -- (70). 

• Locate business or other facil

ities that attract potential of

fenders (i.e., teenage hangouts) 

in the midst of heavily trafficked 

areas where natura.l surveillance is 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

maximal, or isolate those busi-

ness enterprises or facilities 

to avoid endangering other acti-

vities. 

3.3 Mechanical Surveillance Devices 

Objective -- Provide businesses with security devices to detect and 

signal illegal entry attempts. 

Strategies: 

• Provide perimeter lighting along 

fences and walls, at building en

trances, and in interior areas 

visible from entrances. 

• Provide special lighting at gates. 

• Provide lighting of interior 

ground areas. 

Disoussion -- See Section 2.3. 

• Provide electronic trespass detec

tors and silent or deterrent types 

of alarm systems at gates, doors 

and windows off of corridors, and 

at other strategic interior loca

tions. 
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Discussion -- See Section 2.3. Also J building code provisions for 

intru.sion detection devices in several Southern California counties) as 

reported in a crime prevention bulletin issued by the Southern California 

Association of Governments) include the following (157): 

"Both Monterey Pa:t'k and Los Angeles County stipu

late that detection devioes speoificaUy approved for 

a particular installation by the appropriate law en

forcement agency may be used in lieu of other anti

intrusion devices nonnaZZy required. 

liThe Oakland ordinance J howeverJ provides that 

the Oakland Police Chief may require int~lsion deteotion 

devices in addition to the other devices speoified in 

the ordinanceJ if he feels the partioular establish~ent 

requires it. 

"In addition) the ordir.ance itself requires estab

lishments having specifio inventories to install and 

maintain certain types of burglar alaT'l71s. (Refer to 

the ordin«~ce Jor the list of establishments requiring 

various anti-intrusion devices). II 

In addition to required installationJ the following recommendations 

are offered: 

a. "Hold up alaT'l71s whioh cannot be inadverta:~tly 

set off and which do not allow the robber to see any 

unusual movement of th~ victim sh~uld be instal Zed in 

those types of establishments where robberies often 

occur) e. g. financial establishments) liquor stores. 
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b. /tIn that same type of estabZish.Jnent where 

robberies tend to occu~~ the installation of photo-

graphic cameras or a videotape system should be ~ecom

mended. The cost of a vi.deoto.pe system is much higher 

initiatZy~ but the tape can be reused every day and 

aUowed to y>7.,ln throughout the business day .. 

c. /lIn those places where a watcrcJ7lan is employed) 

the installation of closed circuit television can heLp 

the watchman in his su:f'7JeiUance of the premises, It 

Motion detectors~ which $i~aal when intruders are moving about a 

buildingJ are sometimes used in commercial settings but a~e relatively 

expensive. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Construct protected observation 

areas to house special security 

staff or business operators! 

employees. 

• Provide interior lighting: 

Directives: 

Keep corridors and lobbies 

well-lighted at all times. 

Use door-actuated light 

switches for rooms not nor

mally lighted at all times. 
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Disoussion -- Interior Zighting is a major deterrent to orime. Lighting 

oan be used in vuZnerabZe interior areas (e.g' 3 at oash register stations in 

stores) to make them more visibZe from the street. AZarms shouZd be oonneoted 

to Zight oirouits to signaZ when Zights have been turned off. UtiZity oom

panies frequentZy provide Zighting advisory service (157) 175). 

Strategies (continued): 

• Provide closed-circuit televsion 

to survey entry points and vulner-

able interior areas. 

• Provide parabolic mirrors mounted at 

sufficient height to facilitate open 

area surveillance. 

Class ification 

Physical 

Physical 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.3. AZso) for commerciaZ uses) CCTV may have 

wider appZication (189). 

3.4 Design and Construction 

Objective -- Design, build, and/or repair buildings and building sites 

to enhance security and to improve visual quality. 

Strategies: 

• Develop minimum security standards 

for adoption by State and muni

cipal building code officials. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.4. 

., Compel building owners to make 

necessary improvements to their 

properties through strict enforce

ment of public safety codes. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.4. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide lO'oJ-interest loans for 

security improvements. 

Classification 

Management 

Discussion -- These could incl.ude Federal-~ State-~ or local. govern.

ment-guaranteed~ low-interest loans~ a revolving fund of pubUo money 

for direct loans) or provisions by loca~ ~ending institutions Jar lower

than-commercial-rate loans for security improvements in shopping centers 

and other commeroiaZ areas. 

• Require compliance with minimum 

security standards as a neces-

sary condition for securing new-

business and business-improvement 

loans. 

• Lobby for insurance rate reduc

tions l tax incentives I and other 

measures for businesses that com-

ply with minimum security standards. 

Management 

Management 

• Obtain security hardware for busi- ~!anagement 

nesses at reduced costs through 

bulk purchase programs. 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.4. 

• Conduct and publish cost/benefit 

evaluations for security im

provements initiated through 

building security inspection 

programs. 
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Disoussion -- EvaZuate a variety of oommeroiaUy available aZa:rm 

and sensor systems and oomponents by oZass; dete:rmine their appZioabiZity 

to types of threats and struotures; estabZish their oostJ and rate the 

oost effeotiveness. 

A report established a key roZe for aZa:rm systems in bu,l'gZa:ry and 

robbery reduotion. Seourity system requirements were estabZished for 

severaZ olasses of users. A large number of produots were evaZuated 

for perfo~anoeJ reZiabiZitYJ designJ and oost. Equipment was ranked 

for oost-et.t'eotiveness. Reoorrunended systems were show'n with itemized 

oosts and floor pZans for typioaZ appZioation in housesJ apartmentsJ 

and smaZZ businesses (56). 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Initiate paint-up/fix-up programs Social 

with volunteers provided and 

supervised through private or public 

organizations (i, e., local chapter 

of the National Association of Re-

tired Persons): 

Directive: 

Sponsor youth programs that 

employ young people after school 

and during summer vacations to 

paint and repair businesses 

through private or public 

organiza tions. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Encourage the municipality to ManagemeIlt 

trim trees and make street and 

sideloJal k improvements to improve 

visual quality. 

• Urge public utility companies and Management 

city officials to remove tele-

rhone and power poles and provide 

underground lines. 

• Establish sign ordinances to pro- Management 

hibit the proliferation of un-

sightly signs and billboards. 

• Create design review conunittees Management 

that include security experts to 

evaluate crime-related implica-

tions of proposed developments. 

Dil.'ectives: 

Consider potential impacts upon 

victim and offender populations 

(e. g., who Nill they attract?; 

hmy will they be used?). 

Consider potential short- and 

long-term impacts upon the 

social and economic character 

of the area. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Consider security require

ments relative to existing 

law enforcement resources. 

Classification 

Discussion -- Potential. crime probZems can be avoided in the pZan-

ning and design stag~s of proposed commeroial development~ either new 

oonstruotion or renovation (45~ 66~ 157). 

3.5 Land Use 

Objective -- Establish policies to prevent ill-advised land and 

building uses that have negative impact. 

Strategies 

• Establish and e~force zoning 

ordinances that prevent land 

uses that are incompatible 

with the security interests of 

the community (io e., "X-rated" 

establishments in residential 

or school areas). 

Class ifica tion 

Management 

Disoussion -- Bus stops and puhZio telephones should oe in the open 

and proteoted by transparent sheZ!Drs. Businesses should be olustered 

to provide fun servioes. Customers should not have to run a gauntlet 

of c!"'~me-pl'one commercial. ventures to )!'eaoh shopping~ 'PubZio transportation~ 

or reoreation. 
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3.6 Owner/Nanagement Action 

Objectives -- Encourage owners and management to implement safeguards 

to make businesses and commercial property less vulnerable to burglary 

and robbery. 

Strategies: 

• Provide a key employee (e. g., 

manager, switchboard operator) 

with work space suited to sur

veillance (e. g., opposite cash 

register or on a mezzanine 

level) and equip with an alarm, 

phone, or other means of sum

moning police in case of robbery. 

• Avoid, if possible, having a lone 

employee on the premises during 

peak robbery periods. 

• Provide psychological deter

rents to both robbery and 

burglary by advertising security 

precautions (e. g., notices that 

the premises are protected by 

attack dogs, conspicuous tele

vision cameras, etc.). 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide living quarters in the Physical 

building so there is someone 

available during night hours 

to detect and report crime. 

• Restrict access during peak rob- Physical 

bery hours (late afternoon and 

evening) by requiring customers 

to ring a doorbell for admittance 

(practical only for smaller spe-

cialty businesses, such as je\'ielry 

stores). 

• Coordinate, if possible, opening Management 

and closing hours with those of 

neighboring businesses to maximize 

numbers of available \'iitnesses in 

event of robbery. 

• Provide interior night lighting, Physical 

and avoid covering front windows 

with advertisements, to facilitate 

police surveillance. 

• Secure valuables (with chains, in Physical 

vaults J etc.) after business hours. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Avoid accumulations of large 

amounts of cash by encouraging 

use of credit cards, requiring 

exact change after certain hours 

(e. g., gas stations), depositing 

cash supplies promptly in banks 

or other secure locations, and 

limiting check cashing services. 

• Vary procedures for handling cash 

Ceo g., do not make bank depos~ 

its regularly on the same day 

at the same time). 

Classification 

Management 

Management 

• Diversify locations of cash during ~lanagement 

operating hours. 

3.7 User Protection 

Objectives ~- Implement safeguards to make shoppers less vulnerable 

to crime. 

Strategies 

• Encourage people not to carry 

cash: 

Directives: 

Create simplified banking 

systems and provide customer 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

Directives (continued): 

education and assistance 

programs that cater to the 

needs of elderly, young, and 

illiterate subscribers. 

Create safe, simple, and ver-

satile alternatives to cash 

transactions Ceo g., books of 

travelers checks at low service 

rates that can only be cashed 

by the owners and do not re

quire checkbook balancing) . 

Create a subscriber identifi-

cation program that extends 

eligibility for check cashing 

to persons who have not pre-

viously oi~ed identification 

cards. 

Provide special bill-paying 

services as a subscription in

centive whereupon the bank pays 

regular monthly bills upon 

direct deposit of Social Secur-

ity, welfare, or other checks. 
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Strate~ies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Provide people with special 

buttons or other devices that 

can be carried on purses or 

clothing to signify that they 

are not carrying cash (see 

Figure 3-8). 

• Encourage local businesses to pro
't 

~ote and support cash-off-the-

streets projects. 

• Use public news media to promote 

alternatives to carrying cash. 

Classificatirm 

Management 

~lanagement 

Discussion -. A project tr~t was pZanned to combine aZ~ of these 

reatures is Cash-off-the-Streets (COTS). The objective of COTS is to 

provide services to minimize the need to carry aash and) thusJ reduae 

incentives for committing such crimes-of-oppor~unity ~s street robbery 

and pu.rsesnatch). The modeZ 1..:as developed with a speoifio group in. 

mind -- the e~derZy aitizens who a!'e frequent targets of these arimes. 

Many of the eZderZy do not use checks as an aZterrtl.ative to cash beaause 

they do not trust or understand banks and are not e~igib~e or ab~e to 

ca!'ry out check t.~nsactions. This may a~so appZy to othe!' groups) such 

as peopZe who are not ttuent in Eng~ish. 
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Figure 3-8. Provide People with Special Buttons to Signify 
that They are Not Carrying Cash 
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For a program of this type to sucoeedJ ZooaZ banking faoiZities 

must be totaZZy oooperative. Business sponsorship and partioipation J 

and pubZio information oomponents are aZso essentiaZ. However) if sup

port is inadequate for impZementation of a oomprehensive program~ se

Zeoted eZements oan be used. For exampZe J if peopZe do not avaiZ them

seZves of bank oheoking aOOO1JJ'tt servioes due to a laok of understan.ding 

of how they funotion~ oivio groups oan provide information and instruo

tion independent of partioipation by the banking institutions. 

3.8 Social Interaction 

Objective -- Encourage interaction among businessmen, users, and 

the residents of conunercial neighborhoods to foster social cohesion and 

control. 

Strategies: 

• Cluster buildings to provide 

protected outdoor conunons areas 

where people can talk, eat hmch, 

garden, or engage in other rec

reational activities together. 

• Provide incentives for employees 

to participate in local corruTIunity 

affairs (e. g., through school pro

grams, organized softball teams, 

cultural events) to improve com

munity relations. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Hire personnel from the sur

rounding community to improve 

community relations. 

• Create pleasant sitting and/or 

child play areas (mini-plazas) 

in secure locations at bus wait

ing areas, near activity centers, 

etc. (see Figure 3-9). 

$ Provide attractive bus shelters 

and public telephone booths that 

Classification 

Management 

Physical 

Physical 

are transparent and vandal-resistant, 

to increase pedestrian comfort, 

and security (see Figure 2-4). 

~ Provided well-designed street furni- Physical 

ture, trash receptacles, fountains, 

and landscaping that complement 

existing buildings and enhance the 

comfort of pedestrians. 

Discussion -- For more infomation on Zandscccping for park and rec

reation areas~ see TechnicaZ GuideZine ?J PZanning PubZic Outdoor Areas. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide well-designed pedestrian Physical 

scale and area lighting fixtures. 
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Figure 3-9. Create Pleasant Sitting and/or 
Play Areas in Secure Locations 
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?trategies (continued): 

• Provide community information 

kiosks and historical markers/ 

monuments that reflect current 

and past events that make the 

neighborhood a special place. 

e Organize a special program 

through business associations 

to promote well-designed, coor-

dinated signs and canopies, and 

general guidelines for improving 

the appearance of buildings. 

• Sponsor outdoor concerts, plays, 

~rt exhibits/sales and other 

events. 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.7. 

3.9 Private Security Services 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical • ... 

Management 

Social 

Objective -- Determine necessary and appropriate services to enhance 

commercial security. 

Strategies 

• Encourage businesses to pool 

financial resources to hire a 

well-trained professional secur

ity service and/or provide 

alarms and/or closed-circuit 
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StTategies (continued): Classification 

television installations 

connected with a control 

center. 

• PTovide living quaTters for a Physical, 

rnanageT/ security person neaT a Management 

key entry location so there is 

someone available at all times 

to detect and report cTimes. 

• Sponsor coopeTative escort pro- Social 

grams to take vulneTable people 

(such as the elderly and infirm) 

to necessary destinations. 

• Coordinate hours of operation of ~Ianagement 

businesses to enable optimum use 

of security services and to maxi-

mize the number of available 

witnesses in event of robberies. 

• Initiate a "buddy system" whereby Social 

neighboring shop owners keep l'iatch 

over and report suspicious events 

on each others' premises. 

• Determine the best type of service Law Enforcement 

personnel for the particular type 

of environment and problem (e. g., 
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Strategies (continued): 

doorman in lobby, person sta

tioned in a booth with a view 

of the main exterior approach 

and parking area, or a patrolling 

guard, with or without a dog). 

• Concentrate forces during peak 

hours in trouble areas. 

• Provide uniforms to enhance 

visibility and to instill 

pride and confidence; or avoid 

uniforms to enable inconspicuous 

surveillance. 

Class i Hcation 

Law Enforcement 

Law Enforcement 

Discussion -- Increased visibiZity is desirabZe when the object is 

to deter crime, white decreased visibiZity (avoiding uniforms) is pre

ferabZe when the object is to apprehend the offender. 

• Provide communications for rapid Law Enforcement 

response (i.e., electronic pagers, 

walker-talkies, special alarms, 

telephones, etc.). 

3.10 Police Services 

Objective -- Improve police services to respond efficiently and 

effectively to crime problems and to enhance citizen cooperation in 

reporting crime. 
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Strategies 

• Provide toll-free emergency 

telephones at convenient, strategic 

locations along the street. 

• Equip police stations with tele-

vision monitors of critical 

areas. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- Police detection and response time can be improved 

by instal Zing television monitors connected to oameras in critical areas 

at police stations or stakeout locations. 

The Cat Burg~r Project~ conducted in 1974 by the Baltimore County (Mary

land) Polioe Departmen~~ demonstrated the use of high-performance~ Zow-light-

ZeveZ television cameras and monitoring to observe critical areas and 

detect attempted illegal entry. 

• Connect building alarms directly Physical 

to a control center within the 

police precinct. 

Disoussion -- AZarms connected directly to poZice precincts are 

monitored continuousZy> and tlw corrum.07.ications time lapse is minimal.. 

ResuZting police response time is s~l.y reduced~ which should produce 

a higher percentage of apprehensions. 

Projects using this method have been initiated in several oities 

(189). Descriptions of types of devices~ methods of appUoations~ ad-

vantages and disadvantages> and cost estimates of various alarm systems 

are available (34). 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Install building identification 

names/numbers in alleys so that 

police can know where to go when 

approaching from the rear in 

response to calls. 

Classification 

Physical 

• Increase police patrol activities Law Enforcement 

and modify procedures to meet spe-

cific crime prevention requirements: 

Directives: 

- Maximize the number of police 

patrols (particularly foot 

patrols) during peak robbery 

periods (i. e., late afternoons 

and evenings). 

Periodically inundate high-

crime-rate neighborhoods \'lith 

police patrols as shows of force. 

Station police stakeouts (e.g., 

plainclothes or "decoy" police 

dressed as likely crime targets) 

in high-crime-rate locations. 

Provide bicycles and scooters to 

patrol areas that are not acces

sible to cars and to approach 

areas silently. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

Directives (continued): 

Structure or restructure patrol 

district boundaries to avoid 

confusion about jurisdictional 

responsibilities (e. g., avoid 

placing boundaries in the center 

of commercial corridors to pre

vent confusion about which patrol 

should respond to a call). 

Discussion -- See Section 2.9. 

• Provide police precinct officers 

in high-crime-rate neighborhoods 

to increase the number and visi-

bility of law enforcement officers, 

build local confidence, and deter 

offender activities. 

Law Enforcement 

• Create police substations in high- Law Enforcement 

crime-rate neighborhoods and 

housing complexes as local bases 

of operations for the regular 

police department force. 

Directive: 

Lease building space in com

plexes, or locate trailers on 

vacant property. 



Discussion -- The New York City Po~ice Department has estab~ished 

a substation in a vacated commerciat space in Times Square, a high

crime-rate area that is heavi~y popu~ated by tourists and known offenders. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Arrange for a special police 

force team to be assigned to 

cne detail, neighborhood, or 

building complex so that they 

become familiar with the prob-

lems common to that particular 

setting. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.9. 

3.11 Police/Community Relations 

Classification 

Law Enforcement 

Objective -- Improve police/community relations to involve citizens 

in cooperative efforts with police to prevent and report crime. 

Strategies Classification 

• Create police storefronts where 

local residents can talk infor

mally with officers about 

neighborhood problems and 

issues. 

• Arrange for police represen

tatives to meet with local orga

nizations, talk at schools, 
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Strategies (continued): 

and/or be available to meet 

with individuals and groups 

upon request to discuss neigh

borhood problems and issues. 

• Sponsor advertising campaigns to 

promote good police/community 

relations. 

• Organize police/community events 

(e. g., police athletic teams to 

compete with civil ians) to pro-

mote good will. 

• Provide special courses and/or 

enroll police officers in uni

versity courses that will help 

them learn to work more effec

tively with citizens. 

• Provide neighborhood foot pa-

troIs, and encourage them to 
".-~--- ... --.-.-.-".---------

interact with residents in a 

friendly manner. 

• Ensure that police respond to 

calls dependably, quickly and in 

a professional manner to promote 

citizen confidence in police. 
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----~--- --

Discussion -- For aZZ st~tegies in this section) see the discussions 

of co!''!'esponding strategies in Sect'ion 2. 10. 

3.12 Community Awareness 

Objective -- Create community crime prevention awareness to aid in 

combatting crime in commercial areas. 

Strategies 

• Encourage citizens to make their 

business facilities more secure. 

Directive: 

Develop brochures that tell 

businesses how to improve 

security. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.11. 

• Initiate security education pro

grams that bring in local and 

outside expertise to discuss 

specific security problems/solu-

tions; conduct meetings with 

police to discuss cooperative 

programsj offer classes in self-

defense, etc. 

Discussion, -- See Section 2.11. 

Classification 

Management 

Management, 

Social 

• Train individual police officers or Management 

a team to work with builders, archi

tects, and planners to provide advice. 
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Disoussion ._- PoLioe otticet's trained in seourity teohnoLogy can be 

assigned to secu.r-?ty consuUant 0'2" inspector duty. In addition to pro

viding guidb.nae and evaZuation~ they can impZement infor.maZ security 

standards or administer buiLding seourity ordinances. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Arrange for committee and/or 

social service professionals to 

meet with new businesses and 

familiarize them with local 

conditions and resources: 

Directives: 

Use brochures and visual aids. 

Hold periodic meetings to wel-

come and inform ne~" arrivals 

to the neighborhood. 

• Initiate public awareness programs 

to familiarize people with the im-

Classification 

Social 

Social 

portance of, and specific procedures 
----- --- .......... _--"---.... -.. _"......--._---_ ... ,, .. _-.+ .-.--" .... _, .. -

for, reporting potential or actual 

crimes. 

Discussion -- See Seation 2.11. 

• Provide special communications 

links with police: 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

Directives: 

Create and advertise anony

mous crime-rep.orting tele

phone numbers to protect 

the identity of observers. 

Provide di.al-free emergency 

telephones at strategic 

locations along streets 

to enable people to quickly 

report crimes, fires, and 

accidents. 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.11. 

• Provide crime-reporting stickers Law Enforcement 

that can be posted in windows, 

on telephones, etc. 

• Instruct employees on appropriate ~lanagement 

procedures to follow in case of 

a robbery. 

• Encourage employees to observe Management 

and report suspicious behavior. 

• Hire personnel specially trained Management 

in security practices (cost 

effective only for larger 

businesses) . 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Initiate blockwatch programs 

through local residential and 

business associations. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.11. 

• Provide "safe refuge" businesses 

with signs advertising safe 

shelter for persons who feel 

threatened. 

Directives: 

Provide sufficient refuges so 

that potential victims can 

realistically expect to reach 

one when necessary. 

Provide refuges that are de

pendably available and easily 

accessible. 

Classification 

Social 

Social 

e Initiate citizen security patrol Law Enforcement, 

programs through private and pub

lic organizations to report sus

picious events to the police. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.11. 

3.13 Territorial Identity 

Obj ecti ve -- Differentiate private areas from public spaces to dis

courage trespass by potential offenders. 
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Strategies: 

• Use wall graphics and other 

interior design features to 

symbolically dema~cate tran-

sitional and private areas. 

Directives: 

Use portable partitions. 

Use steps and landings. 

Change intensity of 

lighting. 

• Post notices that specific areas 

are private. 

• Provide private access routes 

to private areas. 

• Provide planters and other ele

ments that communicate occupant 

interest in, and use of, the 

space as part of his/her 

"territory. II 

3.14 Neighborhood Image 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Objective -- Develop a positive image of the commercial area to 

encourage user and investor confidence and increase the economic vitality 

of the area. 
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Strategies: 

• Prepare a neighborhood business 

investor's guide through joint 

chamber of commerce, planning 

department; and civic organiza-

tion activities; discuss geo-

graphic advantages, available sites 

and buildings, etc. 

• Assign responsibilities for neigh

borhood representatives to meet 

with developers and real estate 

agents to familiarize them with 

strong neighborhood qualities. 

(This can be done through resi-

dential and business association 

activities.) 

Classification 

Management 

Management 

• };1eet with municipal government re?- Management 

resentatives to discuss possible 

relocations of municipal offices 

into local buildings to generate 

neighborhood business. 

• Provide low-cost business loans 

through development commissions, 

the U. S. Small Business Adminis

tration, and private lenders. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

I • Communicate good-news develop- r<lanagement 

ments in the neighborhood to I 
the public media, to offset 

news of crime problems. ,I 
I 
I, 
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CHAPTER 4. CPTED STRATEGIES FOR THE SCHOOLS E~~IRON~ffiNT 

This chapter presents a comprehensive array of objectives and 

strategies that address school, crime problems. The most common types of 

school crime are theft, breaking-and-entering, assault, and vandalism. 

The subenvironments within school complexes that are particularly vulner-

able to crime include parking lots, locker rooms, restrooms, corridors, 
If 

classrooms, vocational shops, kitchens., and areas where equipment and 

records are stored. 

Table 4-1 presents a summary list of the objectives for the schools 

environment. "' ... 

4.1 Access Control 

Objective -- Pro'ride secure barriers to prevent unauthorized access 

to school grounds, schools, and/or restricted interior areas. 

Strategies: 

• Use tall and attractive fences 

or walls with lockable gates. 

Directives: 

Lock access gates during 

periods when public access 

is not authorized. 

Provide a guard at school 

grounds entry gates to re

strict access to authorized 
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Table 4-1 

Objectives for Schools Environment 

1. Access Con~rol: Provi~e secure barriers to preven~ unauthori:ed access ~o 
school grounds, schools, and/or restricted io:erior areas. 

2. SU~/eillance ThrouSh Phvsical Design: ~prove opportunities Eor surveillance 
by physical design ~echani3ms that serve to increase the risk of detection Eor offenders. 

3. Mechanical Surveillance Devices: Provide schools with security devices ~o 
detect and si~al unauthori:ed ent~J atte~pts. 

4. Congestion Control: Reduce or el~ioate causes of congestion that contribute 
to student confrontations. 

5. Psychological Deterrents: Provide psychological deterrents to theft and 
vandalism. 

6. User ~nitorin~: !~plement scaff and student security measures ac vulnerable 
areas. 

7. Emer~encv Procedures: Provide teachers 'N!th means to handle emergency 
situations. 

B. User Awareness: Initiate programs co promote student awareness of security 
risks and counte~easures. 

9. User ~otivation: Encourage social in~eraction, social cohesion, and school 
?ride by promoting ~~~racurricular ac~ivities, providing amenities, and upgrading the 
visual qualicy of the school. 

10. terricorial Identity: Highligh~ the functional identities oe diffe:enc areas 
throughout che school to increase territorial identi~/ and reduce confusion. 

11. Communi tv Involvement: Promote public awareness and involvement ~th school, 
faculty, and scudent achieve~en~s and ac~ivicies. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

individuals during times of 

use. 

Classification 

Discussion Barriers shouZd be attraotive as we U as effeotive. 

It is desirabZe to avoid oreating a fortress atmosphere. 

Gates that are secured by oonventionaZ Zooks shoul,d be monitored by 

a member of the sohool, seourity staff 01' a potioe offioeT'. Gates that are 

automatio (e.g.~ parking area entries that are aooessed by ooded pZastio 

oard) shouZd aZso be monitored periodioal,l,y. Gates shouZd be reooded an

nual,Zy ~ad new oards issued aooordingZy (159). 

Guards must know for whom and ,for what purposes gates oan be opened 

at other than sohedul,ed times (157~ 175). 

• Upgrade constructio~ materials 

at gates} doors, and windows: 

Directives: 

Install improved mechanical 

locking devices. 

- Add to the heights of fences 

and walls to increase the 

security offered by existing 

barriers. 

- Use break-resistant glass. 
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Discussion -- Door and window frames shouZd be of sti~dy oonstruo

tion. FiZZ spaoes behind hoZZow steeZ door frames with aonorete to 

strengthen and to prevent forcing the strike pZate away from the boZt 

(159). 

SohooZs in Los AngeZes have repZaoed gZass with Lexan when breakage 

ooours. In Virginia~ there is a requirement for muZZions between pairs 

of exterior doors (135). 

Strategies (continued): 

• Avoid the use of fences with 

large mesh perforations and \valls 

with a very rough surface that 

can provide toeholds and hand

holds for scaling. 

• Provide scaling deterrents at 

the tops of fences and walls. 

Disoussion -- See Seotion 2.1. 

• Remove branches on trees and 

other objects near fences and 

walls that could be used as a 

ladder. 

Referenoes -- (?9J 135). 

• Cluster school buildings to 

create secure outdoor court 

areas that are defined by build

ing walls to protect vulnerable 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

equipment (e.g., outdoor furni-

ture, athletic equipment). 

Discussion -- Courts bounded on 2 or more sides are subdeot to 

surveiZZanoe from inside buiZdings. TotaZZ.y eno"{,osea courts are s~.l,itabZ€? 

for aotivity nodes. Courts aooessibZe from the outside oan provide oon

oeaZment for theftJ vandaZismJ student vioZenoeJ or iZZegaZ entry (159). 

• Provide high-quality barriers and 

locking mechanisms for isolated 

structures located on the school 

grounds. (e. g 'J tool sheds, pump 

houses, field sports equipment/ 

dressing areas). 

• Restrict unauthorized access to 

parking lots. 

Directives: 

Provide fences and gates to 

seal off parking lots. 

Issue permanent or temporary 

parking permits. 

Physical 

Physical, 

Management 

Disoussion -- ControZ aocess to parking areas by issuing parking 

permits to eaoh personJ or to each vehioZeJ depending on the d€?gree of 

oontroZ required. To be effectiveJ this requires a guard to ve~ifY the 

identity of eaoh driver or vehioZe entering the area. 
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An automatic (ca1ld-·cont"L'oUed) gate provides Zess security but more 

f2e~ibiZity. If prope"L'Zy engineeredJ it shouZd aZso be Zess costZy than 

a gat~ pequiring fUZZ-time guard service (157). 

StrateJL~es (~~ntinued): 

• Secure doors i door vents, 

hatches, etc. with hardware 

that cannot be removed from 

the outside. 

Classification 

Physical 

Discussion -- Use hasps and hinges that cover the heads of attaohing 

sorews when doo"L's are oZosed. For other hardWare J use one-way screws or 

round-headed carriage boZts. Hinges shouZd have nonremovahZe hinge pins. 

Use mortise-type door Zocks wherever praotioaZ. Protect th~ boZt 

and tatch of doors opening out by an escutoheon pZate J and with an angZe 

ironJ if necessa1lY. W'hereve"L' practioat) seCU"L'e from the inside J Zeaving 

no hardware suh:}ect to attack outside (79) 159). (See aZso Discussion) 

Sect'ion 2.1). 

• Provide additional barriers for 

vulnerable openings on lower 

floor levels and openings that 

are accessible from outdoor stairs 

and roofs. 

9irectives: 

Install grilles and bars 

on windows; .transoms, and 

ventilation outlets. 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

Provide reinforced skylight 

domes or provide additional 

protection through the use 

of attractive light-diffusing 

grilles . 

Classification 

Discussion. -- If a fixed barrier can be pZac.-gd over an opening., 

rende~~ng it useless for access., it may be permissible to seal the open

ing (i.e . ., replace the frame and closure with masonry). A number of 

Zarge schooZ jurisdictions., including Los Angeles and the State of 

Virginia., have taken action to reduce the size or number of windows or 

to eliminate windows entirety. The Pennsylvania Department of Public 

Instruction has modified bui Zding specifications to at "low constrH.:::tion 

of windowless., air conditioned buildings. Kansas City has expanded use 

of metat guards on ground floor openings., replacement of broken glass 

with nonbreakable materia"l., and is e"liminati~4 transoms and other un

neoessary openings. A tlanta is e Uminating decorative window,s beside 

doors (135., 157., 159). (See atso Disoussion., Section 2.1.) 

• Provide self-Closing and -locking Physical 

devices on exterior doors. 

• Remove exterior door handles andl 

or provide panic hard\~are on fire 

doors that are not intended for 

general use. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide lockable deposits for, 

or anchor down, all elements 

that could be used as ladder 

substitutes (e.g., trash recep-

tacles, benches). 

• Block off access routes for win

dows or roofs of adjacent stru~-

tures that could be used to reach 

windows or roofs of the structure 

in question. 

Classification 

Physical 

. Physical 

Dis~lssion -- Most sohool buildings are freestandi~~ and not olose 

enough to the property boundary to make aooess from adjacent buildings 

a threat. However~ school oomplexes may be oomprised of olusters of 

buildings that are frequently oonneoted by oovered passages permitting 

easy movement from roof to roof. If roof aooess is a problemJ bar the 

vuZnerable or offending windows and install a fenoe along the edge of the 

roof of the vulnerable building. For more information on speoial seou.:wity 

measures for institutions J see CPTED Teohnioal Guideline 9J Security 

Engineering. 

• Provide additional protection for 

plate glass doors or doorless en

tries leading to interior corridors. 

Directive: 

Use folding curtain-type 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directive (continued): 

or wall-hidden metal mesh 

barriers I 

Referenoes -- (157, 159), 

~ Provide circulation alternatives 

that circumvent problem areas. 

• Cluster school spaces assigned 

for staff and operational uses 

(e.g., administrative off'ices J 

storage rooms) to minimize ac-

cess control requirements. 

Classification 

Physical, 

Management 

Physical 

Disoussion -- In Za:£Ige sohooZsJ there wit.Z be a requ-t.rement for' 

several. administrative office oomptexes J whioh is advantageous in that 

it provides fooal. points of aotivil;y throughout the buiZding. 

Teaohir~ suppZies (incZuding training aids and oZass referer~e 

material.) must be o"lose rmough to tf,le teaohers r'equiring -t.t to perm-t.t 

ready aooess. In Zarge buiZdings, this diotates several. suppZy points. 

Consideration shouZd be given to oombining them with the administrative 

subaenter's. 

AthZetio equipmentJ buitding and grounds maintet1a71oe equipmen.t" and 

suppZies witZ have their own storage oompZexes that oan be physioaZZy 

aoZooated with the faaiZit:ies they support. Looation of the sem).rity 

guard offiae shouza be seZeated with the most vuZner'abte ta:£lgets' and most 

troubZesome areas in mind (157). 

...... ~ - .. " .... 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide specific entry points 

so that various functional areas 

can be sealed off from class-

rooms . 

Directives: 

Provide a visitor entrance. 

Provide access routes for 

school supplies and/or cafe-

teria deliveries. 

Provide access to sports/ 

social activity areas. 

Classification 

Physical 

DisCJussion -- Where existi'YIIJ f7,oor ptans woutd. require significant~ 

costl,y modifications~ the use of cotZapsibl,e gates shouZd be considered 

to acoompZish internal, aocess oontroZ. For exampZe~ the State Department 

of Eduoation in Hawaii reoommends the use of gates on the first f7,oor of 

muZtistory schooZs to Zimit movement throughout the buitdings after

hours (135). 

• Minimize the number of entrances 

leading to interior corridors to 

keep observation task demands at 

a minimum. 

Reference -- (159). 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Provide secure vaults, lockable 

cabinets, and lockable desks for 

storing valuable items that can 

be moved. 

8 Secure equipment that cannot be 

readily moved with lockable 

chains, floor anchorage, etc. 

• Provide access to locked offices 

from a special corridor or a 

secretarial pool that can be 

locked off to provide two "lines 

of defense." 

Refe~ences -- (157~ 159), 

• Install folding gates at restroom 

entrances and arrange to have them 

locked during times when super-

vised activities are not occurring 

nearby. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- AZternatives to coZZapsibZe gates incZude instaZZa

tion of swinging haZf-doo~s~ ~emovaZ. of doo~s" or Zocking doors in an 

open position d~~ng the day. An anteroom p~ovides privacy" but ~isk Of 

detection serves to deter vandaZism and other probZems, Broward County 

(Inorida) has used the op~n-doo~ tactic" and has fUJ.'the~ enhanced the 

sense of safety by removing the upper por't;ion of anteroom waUs. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Restrict unauthorized access to Physical 

kitchen/cafeteria area. 

Directives: 

Provide kitchen entrances 

with lockable doors of 

secure construction. 

Provide wire mesh for win-

dows opening on delivery 

areas. 

Provide added protection 

for utensils and food pro-

cessing equipment through 

highly secured storage rooms 

and lockable cabinets. 

Provide lockable shutters 

for food delivery window's. 

Provide collapsible parti-

tions to enclose self-service 

and cashier counters. 

• Implement good locker security. Physical, 

Management 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives: 

Make students aware of the 

need for good padlocks. 

Provide students with pad

locks df good quality. 

Seal off locker areas during 

specified periods by closing 

off sections of corridors and 

locking dressing areas when 

not in authorized use. 

• Implement 'measures to enable bicy

cle and motorcycle security. 

Directives: 

Provide well-designed bicycle 

racks and motorcycle parking 

areas in convenient and highly 

visible locations to allow sur

veillance throughout the school 

day. 

Promote awareness of the im

portance of tamper-resistant 

chains and locks for bicycles 

and motorcycles. 

Classification 

Physical, 

~1anagement 

Fence off bicycle and motorcycle 
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Strategies (continued): 

Directives (continued): 

compounds and provide monitors 

to restrict access to students 

with permits· during specified 

periods. 

4.2 Surveillance Through Physical Design 

Classification 

Objective -- Improve opportunities for surveillance by physical de-

sign mechanisms that serve to increase risk of dete,:tion for offenders, 

enable evasive actions by potential victims, and facilitate intervention 

by staff and students. 

Strategies: 

• Locate vulnerable areas near 

places of continuous super

vised use: 

Directives: 

Classification 

Physical 

Locate/relocate parking lots so 

that they.are visible from 

supervisory staff offices. 

Locate high-risk areas where 

vulnerable equipment is stored 

near locations of staff activity 

to improve surveillance. 

Locate corridor locker areas near 

locations of student and staff 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

Directives (continued): 

activity to deter forcible 

break-in attempts. 

Locate/relocate bus loading 

areas so that they are clear

ly visible from supervisory 

staff offices. 

Locate/relocate informal 

group congregation areas so 

that they are visible from 

supervisory staff offices. 

Locate/relocate staff offices 

near problem areas (such as 

entrances to stairwells). 

Referenoes -- (157~ 159). 

• Orient buildings and windows so Physical 

that they overlook vulnerable 

areas. 

• Provide well-defined pedestrian Physical 

corridors that channel flows for 

good natural surveillance. 

• Remove unnecessary visual bal'riel's Physical 

(such as tall shrubbery) that can 

interfere with natural surveillance 

from supervisory locations. 
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Discussion -- See Section 2.2. 

Strategies (continued).: 

• Minimize building entrances and 

orient them to be directly ac-

cessible and clearly visible 

from areas of internal and ex-

ternal activity whenever pos-

sible. 

• Provide glass walls or per

forated barriers (such as open 

metal work) to enable surveil·· 

lance of inner spaces from 

external vantage points. 

Cla.ssification 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- Extensive use of gZass is useful, for two-way SU!'

veil,Zance but it is vulnerabZe to attack and energy inefficient. Open 

work gril,Zes not only are good partitions but aZso permit two-way 

observation. rVhere weather permits~ open work decorative partitions 

are a good means of providing some privacy and surveilZanoe. 

• Locate/relocate parking lots Physical 

for public or school vehicles 

to avoid having vehicles block 

the visibility of entries. 

• Avoid locating emergency exit 

doors where they open onto 
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Strategies (continued): 

unsupervised public areas 

(e.g., the street) unless pro-

tected by an alarm system. 

Classification 

Disoussion -- Safety oonside~ationsJ incZuding the numbe~ and Zooa

tion of eme~gency exitsJ have a ve~ high p~io~ity in sohooZ design. 

Aooepting that p~io~itYJ eme~genoy exits shouZd open onto oot~ts and 

fenoed ~eas. This faoiZitates exit f~om the buiZding to safety without 

pe~itting eme~genoy exits to be used as an avenue of esoape. 

AZ~ p~oteoted doo~s wiZt aZe~t attendants to the faot that an 

emergenoy doo~ has been opened. It is probabZe that J(zZse aZ~s wiZZ 

be nume~ous (159). 

• Install windows in class

rooms and facu.lty/staff 

offices to enable obser-

vation of corridor acti v-

ities from re:,om interiors. 

Physical 

Discussion -- Modifi(,~ations have been made in one Brow~d County 

(FZoridaJ high sohooZ to adapt this strategy. Large windows were in

staZZed in two corridor 7.J.laUsJ and windows in oZassroom doors were 

en Zarged. 

• Remove unnecessary obsta

cles that can obscure 
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Strategies (continued): 

surveillance of vulner-

Cl assification 

able areas from interior 

locations. 

Directives: 

Keep corridor turns, door 

recesses, and floor level 

changes to a minimum to 

avoid blind spots. 

Remove entrance doors to 

restrooms, and eliminate 

unnecessary portions of 

anteroom walls. 

Elevate the teachers' 

"stage ll to provide im

proved surveillance of 

the students 

• Provided living quarters for family Physical) 

or security person on the school Management 

grounds to provide around-the-clock 

surveillance opportunities (e.g., 

a mobile home site). 
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Discussion -- A famiZYJ or one or more guards j can be housed in a 

prefabricated structure or mobi1,e home on the schoo1, grounds. Depending 

on the number of persons thus empZoyed and the security needsJ they coutd 

serve as night watchmen on1,y) qonduct 24-hour station patroZs J be em

pZoyed on a part-time basis and work etsewhere during the day, or various 

other arrangements. 

The State Of Hawaii found that partiaL surveittance by a resident 

custodian was usefuL in reducing theft and vandaZism Zosses (135), 

Strategies (continued): 

• Improve interior and exterior 

lighting to increase oppor

tunities for problem detection. 

Directives: 

Classification 

Physical 

Provide vandal-proof perimeter 

lighting along fences and \'Ialls. 

Provide vandal-proof special 

lighting at entry points. 

Provide vandal-proof lighting of 

vulnerable interior grounds areas. 

Discussion -- Br'eak-resistant "Lighting fi::ctu.res and sodium vapor' 

Zights provide reZativeZy secureJ evenj Zow-gLare iZZumination. Higher' 

fi::c:;ux>es are tess vulnerable than those within reach from the ground) but 

there shouZd be 5 i~ 10 foot-candZes of iZZumination measured at ground 

ZeveL. NormaUYJ iZZumination is effective over an area equal to appro::ci

mateLy twice the height of the tight source. 
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Wa'l'l Ughting must be positioned to iUwninate the outer surfa.oe of 

the wa'll and the grounds in the immediate vioinity. Alooves) reoessed 

doorways) and simiZar areas need supplementa'l i'lZumination. 

Many jurisdiotions require adequate lighting of sohool grounds. Par

tiouZar'ly when used in oombination with target hardening and surveilZanoe 

strategies j lighting is an effeotive deterrent to vanda'lism and theft 

(1S'/" 159). 

,St'I'ategies (continue~): 

Directives (continued): 

P'I'ovide night lighting to 

facilitate surveillance of 

rooms from corridors and/or 

outdoor areas. 

Classification 

V'isoussion -- Interior' lighting should il1,uminate evenZy and without 

$t~dOw those portions of the interior visibZe from doors and ground floor 

Wi>1AOWS. 

Interior lighting is diffiouZt to proteot from vandaUsm. It is hard 

'to p'tt.tae it out of reach of vanda1..s without signifioantly T'est1"'~oting iZ

lwnination. Bu'lbs or tubes shou2d be prroteoted by break-resistant covers 

andj where praotioalJ further proteoted by a heavy wire grille. Trans

parent oovers pe~t il'lumination but the visible bu'lb is an inviting tar

get. Transluoent covers diffuse light) T'eduoe shadowsJ and "hide" the light 

sourceJ but they require higher power 'lights to aohieve the same iZlumina

tion. 
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Locate Ughts so that they it1..wninate al.coves" recessed doorways" 

and open-faced closets (159)/ For more detail.s on lighting) see CPTED 

TeohnicaZ Guideline 7. 

Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Extend functional. and temporal 

use of the school building (e.g., 

hold evening classes). 

Physical, 

Management 

Disoussion -- Inc~eased use of sohoo~ faciZities enhances surveil.~ance 

and reduces the opportunity for orime. The Los Angeles County SohooZ Dis

trict found that use of schools for adu~t evening cZasses reduced vandaZism 

to a ZarJge degree. The Aro'hdiooese of San E'rancisco found a high oorrela ... 

tion in inner-city schooZs between sohool servioes to the oommunity and 

the absence of vandalism. It was observed t,~t neighboring publio sohooZs 

were pZagued by vandaZism. The Phil.adelphia Sohool. District conoluded that 

use of school jaci~ities for cOTlTl'lTLmity programs oan be effective if the 

Zeadership has been ab~e to deveZop a spirit of community involvement. 

However" in Detroit and New York City" the most heavily used sohooZs are 

the most seriously vandalized (135), 

• Close off blind spots or unused 

areas that cannot be opened up 

for surveillance (e.g.) areas under 

stairs) or convert them into locked 

storage spaces. 

4.3 Mechanical Surveillance Devices 

Physical 

Objective -- Provide schools with security devices to detect and 

signal unauthorized entry attempts. 
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~Ltegies : 

• Provide electronic trespass 

dletectors and silent or deter-

rent types of alarm systems at 

gates, within grounds interiors, 

at doors and windows, and along 

roof perimeters. 

Discussicm -- See Section 2. 3. 

• Provide vandal-proof and/or 

concealed closed-circuit:tele-

vision camera installations to 

scan entry areas and vulnerable 

locations, 

Disouss1~on -- See Section 2. 3. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

• Provide parabolic mirrors mounted Physical 

at sufficient heights to facilitate 

open-area scanning. 

Refere1!E!!!.. -- (159). 

• Provide alarm-connected panic bars 

or doors on fire exits that are 

intended exclusively for emergency 

use. 
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4.4 Congestion Cr'ntl'ol 

Objective .- Reduce or eliminate causes of congestion that contribute 

to student confrontations. 

~tegies: . Classifica~ 

• Remove benches and other physical Physical 

objects that constrain traffic 

flows in corridors. 

• Increase the sizes of interior 

stairs o~ provide separate up and 

down stairs to reduce crowding 

and confl lCts between students 

moving in opposite directions. 

• Increase time allowances between 

classes to eliminate co·nfusion 

that o(,~curs when students rush 

from one area to another. 

• Revise class scheduling to create 

staggered lunch period shifts to 

reduce congestion and supervision 

ratios. 

• Control activity at bus loading 

zones by limiting the number of 

students permitted to enter the 

areas at a given time. 
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Discussion -- For exampZe~ in one FZorida high schooZ a bus Zoading 

zone was created in a surveiZ~bZe area and Zimited to a 4 or 5 bus capa

city. It was l.ocated on the opposite side of the schooZ from student pzriking 

areas J thus rpducing congestion an? confusion caused by the entire student 

body attempting to exit in one area. 

4.5 Psychological Deterrents 

Objective -- Provide psychological deterrents to theft and vandalism. 

Strategies! 

• Implement property identifica-

tion program. 

Directives: 

Paint equipment in bright 

colors. 

Engrave and/or label appro-

priate school property. 

Discussion -- See Section 2.6. 

• Provide conspicuous trespass 

detectors. 

Directives: 

Install closed-circuit 

television cameras. 

Post alarm system notices. 

• Use landscaping elements as a 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

psychological deterrent. 

Disaussion -- Landsaaping aan help define territorial perimeters and 

aid in deterring trespassing . . The use of plants that have priakZy branahes 

or an unpZeasant smeZZ aan disaourage potential offenders. Landsaaping 

aan also serve as a physiaal barrier if taU or wide enough. Por more de

tailed information on the uses of Zandsaaping in sahooT-s" see "SpeaiaZ 

CPTED ~oaus on SahooZs lf in TeahniaaZ GuideZine 7) PZanning PubZia Outdoor 

Areas. 

• Set up a police substation with 

problem schools or in a trailer 

on school grounds. 

Law 

Enforcement 

Disaussion -- Suah a traiZer substation was set up on sahooZ grounds 

adjacent to three sahools in Browara County" FZorida. The traiZer is 

aZearZy visibZe to aZZ students as are the poZiae inside. The traiZer 

and continuing presenae of poZioe aars aoming and going serves not only 

as a psyahoZogiaaZ detel'rent but also as an assuranae in the case of an 

emeJ:lgenay. 

4.6 User Monitoring 

Objective -- Implement staff and student security measures at vul

nerable areas. 

Strategies: 

• Require restroom passes. 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide for teachers on moni- Management 

toring assignments at bus 

loading zones to direct the 

movement of buses and limit 

the numbers of students that 

can enter the areas at a given 

time (not to exceed a single 

busload) . 

• Require bus dri veTS to allow ~1anagement 

students to enter or leave 

their buses only when in a 

specified loading zone. 

• Provide teacher monitors and/ Physical, 

or bus drivers with radios to ~Ianagement 

enable them to summon assist-

ance if behavior at bus load-

ing zones gets out of control. 

• Provide security staff, teacher, 

or student monitors to watch 

over parking lots during sched

uled periods of ingress and 

egress. 

• Assign responsibility to security Management 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

staff or teacher/monitor to ran-

domly tour potential problem loca-

!ions. 

Discussion -- The CaZifornia Assoaiation of SahooZ Business OfJ~ciaZs 

reports that a junior coZZege district used Zaw enforcement students to 

patroZ the campus to good advantage~ favorabZe Zoss experience~ and insurance 

rates. 

In one CaZifornia jurisdiction~ the security staff was on duty 24-hours

a-da:y~ 7-days-a-week" but patroZed onZy when schooZ and custodiaZ staff 

l;)ere off dui;y. A marked improvement in Zoss experience was reported. 

Another CaZifornia jurisdiction combined dog equipped night patroZs 

with custodians working through the night in Zarge schooZs. Both tech

niques were effective. The use of dogs in Prince George ts County (MazyZand) 

reduced Zoss but h~d to be dropped because of cost. 

A pZant raciZities patroZ was organized in PhiZadeZpha sahooZs. It 

consists of 15 men~ most 1,IJith poUce experience. They wea:t' uniforms but are 

not a.:Y'lfTled. They ride in uf1JT/arked~ radio-equipped cars and conduct inspec

tions of schooZ grounds from 4 p.m. to 8 a.m. on weekdays and around the 

cZoak on weekendS (135). 

• Provide monitors with radios to Physical, 

summon rapid assistance. Management 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Promote self-policing programs 

that reward responsible student 

behavior. 

• Provide amenities (such as 

snack facilities and lunch 

hour movies), and revoke priv-

leges if breakdown of self-

t:ontrol occurs. 

4.7 Emergency Procedures 

Classi fi cation 

~!anagement 

Management 

Objective -- Establish procedures to handle emergency situations 

in a consistent and efficient manner. 

Strategies: 

• Provide teachers who have large, 

troublesome classes with silent 

alarm buttons to summon rapid 

assistance, if required, 

• Provide teachers who hold classes 

in remote locations with two-way 

radios to contact administrative 

and security staff. 

Classification 

Physical 

Physical 

Discussion -- Interoom or waLkie-taLkie radio oommunioation oan be a 

very important aid to maintaining oontroL in a troublesome olass~ if there 

is prompt~ effeotive response to oalLs for assistanoe. Not onZy does it 
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deter troublemakers> but it also ~eassures teaohers who have been subjeot 

to abuse by students. 

fvalkie-taZkies have been used suooessfuUy in ~ttr~ high sohooZ in 

Broward County (FZorida» where there is a 40-acre Carn?us. With radios 

and intercoms in all rooms> there is rapid communication. A teacher oan 

report a problem over the interoom to the dispatcher~ who~ in turn~ 

notifies key personnel on their walkie-taZkies. 

Strategies (continued): 

• Ensure that all behavioral/ 

criminal incidents are reported 

and responded to in a swift and 

just manner to avoid recurrences. 

Classification 

Management 

• Notify police and/or fire depart- Law 

ment of any emergency situation. 

4.8 User AWareness 

Enforcement 

Objective -- Initiate programs to promote student awareness of 

security risks and countermeasures. 

Strategies: 

• Create a security awareness com

mittee in the schaal. 

• Implement an Operation Identifi-

cation program to encourage stu

dents to mark most frequently 

stolen items. 

Discussion ~ See Section 2.6. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Encourage students not to 

leave valuables in automo-

biles. 

Classification 

Management 

• Promote use of automobile Management, 

alarms. Physical 

Discussion -- AutomobiZe ~~arms can be instatZed in driver eduoa-

tion cars for demonstration purposes. 

4.9 User Motivation 

Objective -- Encourage social interaction, social cohesion, and school 

pride by promoting extracurricular activities, providing amenities, and up

grading the visual quality of the school. 

Strategi..e_~: 

• Sponsor musical and other types 

of events that are oriented to 

mixed ethnic/racial tastes and 

interests. 

• Emphasize the importance of non

academic activities as well as 

scholarly pursuits in the school 

curriculum and reward all:hieve

ments accordingly (i. e ., offer 

awards for art, music, and athletic 

accomplishments) . 
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Strategi~s (continued): Classification 

• Provide transportation a,crange- Management 

ments for bused-in students to 

enablE!' them to participate in 

extra<:,:urricular acti vi ties that 

take I\llaCe after school" 

• Provi<:le incentives for teachers Management 

that EilnCOurage them to supervise 

extracurricular activities. 

• Sponsor dances} film showings, and Social 

other events during lunch periods 

to con!5tructi vely occupy student 

time 1 tmcourage interaction, and 

discoul"age idleness and aimlessness 

that ca:n precipitate problematic 

behavio:I~. 

\ 

• Provide '\fUnctiOm'.l acti vi ties 

(such as\ ticket sales and snack 

Management 

concessions) in unused or misused 

areas. 

Disaussion -- One exampZe.J irrrpZemented in BT'owa:r>d County (F1-oPida).J 

is the use of two pOT'tabZe booths with walZs suitabZe foT' use as buttetin 

boards. The use of the booths inaT'eases Zegitimate aotivity and SUT'Vsit

~noe in pT'obtem areas. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Create attractive outdoor snack/ 

smoking areas that are designed 

with small tables and benches for 

small (4-6) groups. Provide ameni·· 

ties (such as snack privileges) 

that will draw all segmlents of th~; 

student population to encourage 

interaction and cohesion (see 

Figure 4-1). 

Cla.ssification 

Physical, 

Social 

Discussion -- Unused interior courtyax>ds or adjacent grounds ax>eas 

can be transformed into minipZazas to attraot and support informaZ sociaZ 

activity. FunctionaZ activities, suoh as tlte saZe of snacks, provide the 

opportunity for added surveiUance and contz'oZ of the area. 

• Provide portable audiovisual 

systems to enable various areas 

within the school to be used as 

temporary "theaters" for films, 

plays, and other events (see 

Figure 4-2). 

• Make it clear that students II:Iust 

self-police the amenities or lose 

the privilege. 
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Figure 4-1. Create Attractive Outdoor 
Snack/Smoking Areas 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

• Provide bright, interesting, and Physical 

attractive gra.phic treatments on 

the walls of circulation and large~ 

group gathering areas to color-code 

and otherwise identify different 

functional areas and to humanize 

the environment (see Figure 4-3). 

• Provide well-designed and coor-

dinated signs to identify major 

functional areas and provide visitor 

information. 

Physical 

• Provide cheetful lighting in cor- Physical 

ridors to improve the visual atmos-

phere (and increase surveillance 

opportunities). 

• Provide attractive (but durable) Physical 

outdoor landscaping, benches, 

trash receptacles to upgrade the 

appearance of the school. 

• To the maximum extent possible~ 

involve students in the design 

and implementation of all physi

cal improvements to promote a 
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Strat~gies (continued): Classification 

sense of pride of achieve-

ment and identification with 

the school. 

Discussion -- Students can be invoZved in many CPTED activities. For 

ea:ampZe~ a:t:'t cZasses may help ~:n the design and actual painting of WaU 

graphics while horticuZture classes could aid in planting ~ad landscaping 

of school boundaries or mini~pZazas. School shop cZasses could also be 

involved in the latter project. One of the most basic invoZvements for 

students is offering their ideas on crime prevention through schooZ secu

rity committees. Similarly~ CPfED ideas can be disseminated through a 

student newsle·t;ter. Students can also serve as monitors in pa:rking Zots 

and other vUlnerabZe areas of the schooZ. 

4.10 Territorial Identit~ 

Objective Highlight the functional identities of different areas 

throughout the school to increase territorial identity and reduce confusion. 

Strategies: Classification 

• Use color-coding, attractive Physical 

thematic graphic treatments, 

and buil t-·in display cases and 

bulletin boards. 

Discussion -- Wall graphics 1~ve been used successfuZZy in some 

FZorida schooZs. In addition to identifying functional a:t:'eas and thereby 

improving traffic r.Olvot they appear to attract Zess vandaUsm than con

ventionaZ signs. 
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Strategies (continued): 

• Assign lockers by section sep-

arately for each class so 

authorized users become known 

to one another. 

• Color-code locker sections 

uniquely for each class to 

reinforce recognition of 

bonafide users. 

• Upgrade landscaping to improve 

grounds appearance and to help 

define school perimeters. 

Classification 

~1anagement , 

Physical 

Physical 

Physical 

Reference -- IICPTED Focus on School Grounds" in Technical GuideUne 

7, Planning Public Outdoor Areas. 

4.11 Community Involvement 

Obj ective -. Promote public ai'lareness and involvement with school, 

faculty, and student achievements and activities. 

Strategies: 

• Promote good relations in ad-

vance of emergency situations 

with the local police and fire 

departments. 

• Create active public inf'orma-

tion channels to the local news 
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Strategies (continued): Classification 

media to ensure that constructive 

acti vi ties and achievements of 

staff and students are recognized 

by the community. 

• Create a school newsletter that Social, 

actively collects information Management 

about events and achievements 

and disseminates the information 

to parents ap.~ other interested 

parties. 

• Create permanent display areas Physical 

in corridors and lounges I"here 

art work, science projects, and 

the products of other school ac-

tivities can be exhibited (see 

Figure 4-4), 

• Create portable display systems Physical 

that enable unused or under-

utilized areas to be temporarily 

converted into exhibition areas 

for art contests and special 

events. 

• Promote special events such as Social, 

concerts and lecture:s that Management 
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Strategies (contiml.ed): Classification 

encourage mixing of students 

with other residents of the 

community in the school 

setting. 

• Promote student-sponsored and Social 1 

-produced events that demon- Management 

strate talents and interests of 

the school body, as well as raise 

funds to support student club 

activities and finance equip-

men.t purchases and environmental 

improvements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this bibliography is to provide th~~ reader with a 

list of selected source materials that address the concept of Crime 

Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED). The concept has been 

defined as a method of reducing predatory crime and the fear of crime 

through the planning, design, and effective use of physical space. 

This approach makes it possible to create physical and social condi

tions that \vill prome.:e citizen surveillance and the effective use of 

environments (such as business districts, residential nElighborhoods, 

schools, and public spaces). This will result in the prt9vention of 

crimes of opportunity, an increased sense of social control of these 

environments, and support of those law enforcement activities designed 

to j~prove detection and crime reporting. 

The CPTED Annotated Bibliography \vas developed under a program 

conducted by a consortium headed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

and sponsored by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 

Justice, the research arm of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

The bibliography was written by W, D. Wallace and Lynne Helfer 

Palkovitz from source materials compiled by the sta.ff of Urban Systems 

Research ~ Engineering, Inc., and from additional research conducted 

by Ms. Palkovitz and R. K. Cunningham of Westinghouse. Grateful ac

knowledgement is given to Ms. Ruth R. ~lcCullough, Supervisor of the 

1~echnical Information Center at the Westinghouse Defense and Electronic 

Systems Center, at the t>;cstinghouse Defense and Electronic Systems 
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Center, Baltimore, and to Mr. Morton Goren, Librarian of the National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, for their technical 

guidance and constructive criticism in the preparation of this document. 

The source materials presented here do not represent an exhaustive 

compilation of the literature. Rather, they have been selected from a 

much larger corpus that was evaluated for relevancy to practitioners 

in the field. 

The entries are presented alphabetically by corporate author, and 

are further indexed by title, subject, and individual author: Notes on 

the availability and source of listed documents follow thi.s Introductic>n. 

For additional sources, particularly articles from popular magazines, 

we also direct the reader to a bibliography publish.ed by the U.S. Depart

ment of Housing and Urban Development: Defensible Space and Security 

Bibliography, Washington, DC: HUD, 1976. 



OOCUMENT SOURCES 

The source of a publication is indicated in the citation. However, 

there are three categories of publications especially designated at the 

lower right hand corner of the entry. Use of these designators, which 

generally signify ready availability, will facilitate the procurement of 

the cited documents. 

Those entries bearing the acronym NTIS followed by a two-letter, 

six-digit number beginning with PB or AD can be purchased from the National 

Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 

22161. Be sure to include the number when ordering. 

Those entries bearing the acronym ERIC followed by a two-letter, 

six-digit number beginning with EA can be purchased from the Educational 

Resources Information Center, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403. 

Be sure to include the number when ordering. 

Those entries bearing a stock number (SIN), which has been provided 

when known, can be purchased from the Superintendent of Do cum en ts, Govern

ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20401. Be sure to include the 

stock number when ordering. 

A list of selected addresses follows to aid in the procurement of 

cited documents. 
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American Society for Industrial Security, 404 NADA Building, 2000 K 3treet, 
NW, Washington, DC 20006 

The Analytic Sciences Corporation, 6 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867 

Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc., 1990 M Street, NW, Washington, 
DC 20036 

California Council on Criminal Justice, 7111 Bowling Drive, Sacramento, 
CA 94823 

Community Research Incorporated, Room 444, 333 W. First Street, Dayton, 
OH 45402 

Dillingham Corporation, SUA Division, 10880 Wilshire BoUlevard, Los Angeles, 
CA 90024 

Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., 447 Madison Avenue, New York, 
NY 10022 

GTE Sylvania Incorporated, Security Systems Department, P. O. Box 188, 
Mountain View, CA 94040 

Malt (Harold Lewis) Associates, Inc., 3417-1/2 M Street, NW, Washington, 
DC 20007 

Michigan Department of State Police, 714 S. Harrison Road, East Lansing, 
MI 48823 

National Education Association of the United States, 1201 Sixteenth Street, 
NW, Washington, DC 20036 

National School Boards Association, State National Bank Plaza, Evanston, 
IL 60201 

National School Public Relations Association, 1801 N. Moore Street, 
Arlington, VA 22209 

New York City Rand Institute, 545 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 

Panhandle Regional Planning Commission, P. O. Box 9257, Amarillo, TX 79105 

Police Foundation, 1909 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036 

Portland State University, Urban Studies Center, P. O. Box 751, Portland, 
OR 97207 
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Public Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 94088 

Rehabilitation Research Foundation, P. O. Box 1007, Elmore, AL 36025 

Research Analysis Corporation, McLean, VA 22101 

Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Santa Clara Criminal Justice Pilot Program, 106 East Gish Road, San Jose, 
CA 95112 

Southern California Association of Governments, SuitE~ 400, 111 W~st Sixth 
Street, Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 
60062 

Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, 1150 Silverado, La Jolla, CA 
92037 

vi 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Aerospace Corporation. Law Enforcement Development Group. The Crime 
of Burglary. Draft. Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. EI Segundo, CA: Aerospace 
Corporation, March 1974. 

Reviews existing literature on the crime of burglary to deter
mine the feasibility of a burglar alarm system for small businesses 
and residences. Included in the study are discussions of the 
burglary offense itself, an offender profile, a victim profile 
that includes residential area traits, a section on "threat" or 
modus operandi, and a discussion of the "defense" or strategies 
that can be used against those threats. 

Alabama. University. Strategies for Delinquency Prevention in the 
Schools and Other Recommendations for Phase III in Criminal Justice 
Programs and Plan.Tling, by S" L. Brodsky and R. D. Knudten. Prepared 
for U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
University, AL: University of Alabama, 1973. 

Contains a survey of local and State boards of education to 
determine measures being undertaken to prevent juvenile delin
quency in the Nation's schools. Strate.gies are categorized and 
identified by school departments, and consist primarily of those 
approaches that can be implemented by existing faculty and ad
ministrative personnel~ using their own professional skills. 

American Society for Industrial Security. ASIS Foundation, Inc. 
Academic Guidelines for Security and Loss Prevention: Programs 
in JJ.E1ior Colleges. Prepared in cooperation with the American 
Association of Junior Colleges. Washington, 06; American Society 
for Industrial Security, 1972. 

Documents a combined effort to establish a philosophical and 
practical approach to the development of academic courses of 
study in security and loss prevention. 

Amir, Menachem. "Forcible Rape J I, Federal Probation, 31 (1) : 51-58, 
March 1967. 

Summarizes an empirical study of 646 Philadelphia rapes, and 
focuses on the social characteristics and relationships of both 
victims and offenders, as well as on the act itself. The data 
are analyzed in terms of race, time, place, and circumstances 
of the act. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Patterns in Forcible Rape. Chicago, IL: University of 
Chi cago , 1971. 

Presents a study of the social characteristics and relationships 
of the rape offender and victim, the modus operandi, and likely 
situations of rape occurrence, cased on a study of existing 
literature as well as on statistical analysis of all cases of 
forcible rape reported in the Philadelphia Police Department 
files from 1958 to 1960. Concludes with a sociological theory 
of causation that proposes that rape results from a subculture 
of violence in which aggression is emphasized and condoned. 

Analytic Sciences Corporation. Cooperative Police -- Community Projects 
for Burglary Prevention, by B. Kadets and R. Martel. Prepared for 
West Newton, Mass., Police Department. TIM 206-7. Reading, ~~: 
The Analytic Sciences Corporation, October 28, 1971. 

Describes several police/community relations projects and em
phasizes that the public must become involved in burglary pre
vention programs, as the application of new police technology 
by itself has only marginal impact on the burglary rate. De
scribes a property identification project, a security inspection 
service for commercial establishments, and a public information 
service. 

Implementation Plan I: Random Saturation Patrol for 
Countering B(reaking) and E(ntering) Crimes, by B. Kadets and E. Terry. 
Prepared for West Newton, Mass., Police Depart,ment. TIM 206-5 
Reading, ~~: The Analytic Sciences Corporation, October 1, 1971. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Describes a detective saturation patrol technique :or countering I· 
breaking and entering crime, using random selection of patrol 
areas and the principle of concentration of forces. Recommends 
that the patrol technique be implemented on an experimental basis I 
for a period of one year. 

Banham, Reyner. "Parkhill Revisited,'1 Architecture Plus, 2 (3) : 109-115, 
May/June 1974. 

Assert's that it is difficult to document any statistical or 
causal relationship between better design and social amelioration. 
Directly criticizes the conclusions of Newman IS Defensible Spa.ce, 
and offers the proposition that good management and a "caring" 
attitude are more important in preventing crime. Contends that 
defensible space modifications are ineffective unless a style 
of public service that promotes understanding precedes such in
novations. Offers Parkhill in England as an example. 
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9. Bartok, Bonnie. IIVandalism Increases 47% in Scottsdale Schools," 
Arizona RepubliC, August 14, 1973. 

Discusses the dollar loss of external and internal vandalism in 
the Scottsdale School District, comments on the success or 
failure of recent approaches to apprehend vandals, and comments 
on possible reasons for Scottsdale school vandalism. 

10. Bell, L. S. and K. C. O'Kane. "Portland Curbs Crime through Urban 
Design." Reprinted from Planning J November 1977, for the Westinghouse 
National Issues Center. Chicago, IL: American Society of Planning 
Officials, November 1977. 

This article discusses the crime prevention demonstration efforts 
being conducted along Portland, Oregon's, -Union Averiue Corridor 
as part of the LE~~-funded Crime Prevention-Through Environmentai
Design Program. 

11. Blanchard, Janelle. "Proposal for a Model Residential Building Security 
Code," p. 1-25. In U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Deterrence of Crime In ana Around Residences. 
(See 188.) 

Deals with the physical design elements that might be incor
porated into building codes as a means of residential crime 
prevention. Emphasizes the need for uniform building codes to 
improve industrialized housing, but states that security codes 
must recognize differing needs. 

12. Boggs, S. L. "Urban Crime Patterns," American Sociological Review, 
32:899-908. 

Challenges the validity of crime occurrence rates, which have 
traditionally represented the number of crimes in an area rela
tive to the size of the population in that area. Shows that the 
use of this traditional approach produces spuriously high crime 
rates for central business districts, which contain small numbers 
of residents but large numbers of such targets as merchandise 
on display, people on the streets, etc. 

13. Boston, Nass. Mayor's Office of Justice Administration. Crime in 
Boston: An Analysis of Serious Crime Patterns Within 81 Neighborhoods, 
by A. P. Cardarelli. Boston, MA: ~layorr s Office of Justice Adminis
tration, 1971. 

Examines the nature and extent of robbery, assault, burglaTY, and 
auto theft as they occur in neighborhoods in Boston, with the em
phasis placed on the geographical specificity. Shows crime types 
and rates to be area related. 
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14. Mayor's Safe Streets Act Advisory Committee. Victims: A 
Study of Crime in a Boston Housing Project, by Deborah B1umin. 
Boston, tvlA: ~layor' s Safe Streets Act Advisory Co nun it tee J 1973. 

>-

Stresses the acute need for clarification of the role of police, 
hOl.lsing management, and tenants in control of crime. Also 
points out the psychological, design, and socioeconomic factors 
contributing to a high sense of insecurity among tenants. 

15. Brenner, R. A. Security in tv!ulti-Family Housing: Neighborhood Watch. 
Paper presented at the Security in Multi-Family Housing Conference 
in Washington, D. C., September 10-12, 1973, sponsored by the U. S. 
Department of Hou;;;ing and Urban Development. Washington, DC: 
National Sheriff's Association, 1973. (Duplicated.) 

Suggests that the neighborhood organize to provide home security 
checks, to promote the display of decals on windows or doors to 
alert potential thieves that the resident has a "defensible" at
titude, and to publicize security and neighborhood watch techniques. 

16. "Bright Answer to the Crime and Energy Question,11 Police Chief, 41 (6): 
53-55, June 1974. 

Discusses four types of lighting Ci. e., £luores.cent, sodium vapor, 

I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 

mercury vapor, metal halide) in view of their ability to provide 'I. 
the most economical and efficient street lighting that will aid 

17. 

18. 

in reducing crime. . . ...,. 

Brill, W. H. "Security in Public Housing: A Synergistic Approach," I p. 26-43. In U.S. Department of Justice, Law EnforGement Assistance 
Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, D~~erre~ce of Crime In and Around Residences. (See 188.) ...... --"I 

.. -
Lo~ks toward a mix of project security improvements, including 
target hardening approaches and measures to increase the social 
cohesion of the residents, and which together would produce a 
synergistic effect. tvlentions the Innovative Moderlllzation Proj ect 
(IMP), in which were tested and evaluated ways to improve the 
quality of life in public housing. 

Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. A Study of the Deterrent Value 
of Crime Prevention tvleasures as Perceived by Criminal Offenders, by 
L. H. Goodman et al. Prepared for the Institute fin Defense Analyses. 
BSSR: 393. Washington, DC :-_. Bureatl'of SociaY Scienc-e Research, . . 
Inc., October 21, 1966: . 

Addresses the question of how convicted felons preceive and respond 
to deterrents, especially those that are inherently part of police 
operations, in order to test the tenability of certain of the as
sumptions that underly the crime suppression strategies employed 
by police departments. 
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19. California. .CQllncil on Criminal Justice. Selected Crime Prevention 
Programs in California. Sacramento, CA: California' Council on 
Criminal Justice, March 1973. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Surveys California programs for crime prevention. Includes a 
brief review of a program recommendation to involve law enforce
ment personnel in community development planning, a security re
commendations and inspection program, and a similar program spe
cifically for commercial establishments . 

. . Council on Criminal Justice Review. Evaluation of Crime 
--C-on-tr-o~l-p'rograms in California: A Review. Sacramento, CA: CaUfor ... 

nia Council on Criminal Justice Review, April 1973. 

Provides a discussion of various crime prevention projects con
ducted in California (e.g., block watch, property identification). 

Department of Justice. Attorney General's Building 
Security Commission. Building Security Standards -- Preliminary 
Report to the California Legislature. Sacramento, CA: Department 
of Justice, January 1973. 

Defines the problem of creating and maintaining physical security, 
and establishes a logical approach for developing building security 
standards. Concentrates on the physical aspects of elements in 
barrier systems, with emphasis on window and door elements as 
being the most frequently attacked. 

Office of Criminal Justice Planning. Crime-Specific 
Burglary Prevention Handbook, by System Development Corporation. 
Sacramento, CA: Office of Criminal Justice Planning, May 1974. 

Presents a handbook for law enforcement personnel interested in 
establishing burglary abatement programs in their jurisdictions. 
The major approaches tested are public education, security, im
proved surveillance, investigation, and decreasing the receiver 
market. Each of these approaches is dealt with according to under
lying hypotheses, objectives, procedures and techniques, and 
findings. 

University. Economic Crimes -- Their Generation, Deterrence, 
and Control: An Econometric Study of the Factors Contributing to 
Crime Against Property and the Factors Determining the Eftectiveness 
of Law Enforcement Activity· Directed Against Those Crimes, by H. L. 
·Votey, Jr., and Llad Phillips. Prepared for U. S. Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Insti
tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Santa Barbara, CA: 
University of California, 1969. 
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24. 

Summarizes the findings of an analysis of national Index crimes, 
crime trends, and lalv enforcement activities toward the end of 
increased efficiency in allocating criminal justice resources. 

NTIS(PB-194 984) 

University. Center on Administration of Criminal Justice. 
The Prevention and Control of RobberYJ by Floyd Feeney and Adrianne 
Weir (eds). 5 v+ Summary. Prepared for the U. S. Department of 
Justice, L2w Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Insti
tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, and the Ford Foundation. 
Davis, CA: University of California, 1973-1974. 

Vol. I, The Robbery Setting, the Actors and Some Issues J by 
Floyd Feeney and Adrianne Weir (eds). 

Vol. III, The Geography of Robbery, by Susan Wilcox.. 

Vol. IV, The Response of the Police and Other Agencies to 
Robbery, by Floid Feeney and Adrianne Weir (eds). 

Documents a study of the nature and patterns of robbery 
in Oakland, California. Finds that the picture of robbery 
differs significantly from what is generally assumed, as 
shmffi by the location and time of robberies. For example, 
the crime rate variance \Vithin the city is particularly 
great. In a. 3-year period in Ivhich the robbery rate in 
Oakland vias one of the highest in the Nation, two-thirds 
of the half-block-sized areas in the city had no robberies 
or pursesnatches at all. Thus, for most areas, robhery 
was a very rare event. 

25. University. Space Sciences Laboratory and Center for 
Planning and Development Research. Discouraging Crime Through City 
Planning, by Shlomo Angel. Prepared for the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. Working Paper No. 75. Berkeley, CA: 
University of California, February 1968. 

Evaluates the relationship between the physical characteristics 
of Oakland and its crime experience, and considers crimes of 
violence taking place in, or visible from, public areas and in
volving a stranger-to-stranger relationship. Hypothesizes that 
areas become uns'afe when the number of people on the scene is 
sufficient to constitute a deterrent in the form of potential 
witnesses. 

26. Caporale, Rocco. Toward the Formulation of Crime Indicators: Robberies 
in Los Angeles County. Paper presented at the .Annual Meeting of 
the American Sociological Association in New York, August 28, 1973. 
Jamaica, NY: St. John r s University, 1973. (Duplicated.) 
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Questions the utility of uniform crime rates and follows with an 
exploratory study of comparative incidence of robberies in the 
differential susceptibility to high or low rates of robberies it! 
these communities. Study findings indicate that crime-lspecific 
and comparatively originated indices are more meaningful than 
indicators derived through aggregation of statistics and geo
graphical sites. 

27. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Police Department. Evaluation of the Effect of 
a Large Scale Burglar Alarm System. Prepared for U. S. Depal'tment 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Cedar Rapids, 
IA: Cedar Rapids Police Department, (n.d.). 

Evaluates the use of burglar alarm systems in 350 Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, businesses for cost, maintenance, and effectiveness. Formu
lates alarm specifications) compID~y bidding, and selection of 
installation locations. Includes an itemized list of project 
expenditures, a form for burglary analysis, and the proposal for 
installation of the Police Alarm Notification System. 

NTIS (PB-22 936) 

28. Police Department. Installation, Test, and Evaluation 
of a Large-Scale Burglar Alarm System for a Municipal Police Depart
ment -- Second Phase Completion Report. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Cedar Rapids, 
IA: Cedar Rapids Police Department, December 1971. 

Describes the effectiveness of a simple and inexpensive central 
station burglar alarm system install~d under police supervision 
in 350 businesses in Cedar Rapids. Interim results from the 
program indicate that the alarms are effective in improving 
police arrest and clearance figures, but not necessarily ef
fective in deterring burglars. 

29. Center for Residential Security Design. Design Directives for Achieving 
Defensible Space, by Oscar Newman. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Insti
tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. New York, NY: Center 
for Residential Security Design, June 1973. 

This is a handbook for housing officials, architects, and urban 
planners. Gives instructions for providing residential security 
through employement of hardware and security personnel; and is 
directed toward the initial design and programming of new resi
dential developments. Discusses building codes and the problems 
the present code structure creates in providing security. 
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30. Chappell, D., et al. IIExp1orations in Deterrence and Criminal Justice,lI 
Criminal Law Bulletin, 8(6):514-538, July/August 1972. 

Points out gaps in existent information on deterrence and proposes 
reseaI'ch. to fill th.ese gaps. Identifies as a maj or issue the lack 
of research on the crime of burglary and the methods for its pre
vention. 

31. Chicago, Illinois. Mayor's Committee for Economic and Cultural Develop
ment. Fifty-first and State: A Pilot Security Plan for Inner City 
Commercial Centers. Prepared for the Illinois La,'" Enforcement Com
mission. Chicago, IL: Mayor's Committee for Economic and Cultural 
Development, (n.d.). 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

This report discusses the appropriate methods of designing and 
constructing inner-city shopping and medical centers, and office II 
complexes to enhance security. 

32. Cizanckas, V. I. rtprescription for Vandalism: Junior Housing Inspec- I 
tors," Nation's Cities, 12(3):16-18, ~farch 1974. 

33. 

34. 

Describes the mechanics of a successful cowmunity program. Faced 
with serious vandalism to Federally repossessed homes in one sec
tion of Menlo Park and adja.cent East Palo Alto, the Menlo Park 
Police Department's Community Relations Department instituted a 
program that the author credits with generating new community 
pride and stopping 90 percent of the vandalism. 

Cleveland, Ohio. Impact Cities Program. 
Deterrence, Detection and Apprehension 
Report. Prepared for U. S. Department 
Assistance Administration. Cleveland, 
Program, August 1974. 

Public Information Project. 
Operating Program: Evaluation 
of Justice, Law Enforcement 
OH: Cleveland Impact Cities 

Presents an analysis of proj ect performance toward increasing 
ci tizens' al'/areness about the program and cooperation with 
criminal justice agencies and crime reduction programs; increasing 
the number of potentl.&l ,and past offende~'s seeking community as
sistance; ~rtd increasing the employment of ex-offenders through 
the use of mass media publicity, crime prevention workshops, and 
public presentations. Contains a sample newsletter, a sample 
public relations poster, and public information project workshop 
scripts on burglary and assault prevention. 

Cole, R. B. 
Hardware. 

Protect Your Property: The Applications of Burglar Alarm 
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1971. 

Describes, evaluates, and discusses various types of alarm systems, 
including methods of application, advantages, disadvtJntages, and 
cost estimates of each device. In addition, provides broad guide
lines to alert the user to improper installation and service. 
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35. College of St. Thomas. Property Crime as an Econoltlic Phenomenon, by 
D. L. Sjoquist. Prep'ared for U. S. Department of Justlce, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of La\.,. 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. St. Paul, ~m: College of St. 
Thomas, December 1970. 

Applies the Von Newman-Morganstern risk/maximum utility hypothesis 
to common property crimes. Finds that the amount of such crimes 
is inversely related to the probabili.ty of arrest) conviction, 
and punishment, and to the gain obtainable from legal activity, 

NTIS (PB-203 144) 

36. Community Research Incorporated. Crime and Community: Crime Prevention 
Policies) by J. B. Cordrey, Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of LaN 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Dayton, OH: Community Research 
Incorporated, Janu.ary 1973. 

Applies multiple r.egression techniques to data obtained from the 
1970 census for Dayton, Ohio, and from Dayton Police Department 
records in order to correlate rates of assault, robbery, burglary, 
larceny I and auto theft with income, homeownet'ship, and racial 
composition. Concludes that the number of crimes in each of these 
categories can be reduced by increasing the number of home owners, 
increasing the general income level, reducing the number of per
Sons below the poverty level, and increasing the effectiveness 
of drug programs. 

NTIS(PB-223 450) 

37. Utilization of Statistical Techniques in Criminal Justice 
Decision Making, by J. B. Cordrey. Prepared for U. S. Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute 
of La\'i Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Dayton, OH: Community 
Research Incorporated, January 1973. 

Describes for criminal justice planners with little or no ex~ 
perience in quantitative analysis how statistical techniques 
and the use of computers can aid in such tasks as measuring the 
inciden~e of specific crimes, testing certain hypothesis, and 
deciding upon the allocation of available resources. Provides 
a basic introduction to the applications of statistical techniques. 

NTIS(PB-223 446) 

38. Conklin, J. E. Impact of Crime. New York, NY: Macmillan, 1975. 

Discusses the types of social conditions and public attitudes 
that can affect the commission of crime. 
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39. 

40. 

Robbery and the Criminal Justice System. Philadelphia, 
PA: Lippincott, 1972. 

Examines the careers of robbery offenders, including their 
decision to rob, their arrests, and their convictions. Brings 
into focus both the robbery offender and the criminal justice 
system, and finds increasing crime rates influenced by increasing 
opportunity for gain. 

and E. Bittner. "Burglary in a Suburb," Criminology, 
II(2) :206-232, August 1973. 

Presents a study of all commercial and residential burglary data 
contained in the police department records of a suburb of approxi
mately 100,000. Provides statistics and supportive analysis on 
crime rates, types of burglaries, crime correlates (time, amount 
of loss), reporting practices, and clearance rates. Examines 
the use of alarm systems as a preventive measure; they are 
considered to be of limited effectiveness. 

41. Cooper, Clare. "St. Francis Square: Attitudes of Its Residents," 
AIA Journal, 56(6) :22-27, December 1971. 

Treats the effect of envix'omnental design on attitudes of resi
dents of a city housing project, and provides an example of the 
apparently successful incorporation of "territorial" design 
principles in hQusing projects. 

42. Delaware. Agency to Reduce Crime. Wilmington Crime Specific Program: 
.~ Project Evaluation, by T. R. DeCampli. Wilmington, DE: 
Delaware Agency to Reduce Crime, 1975. 

Assesses the impact of coordinated projects aimed at reducing 
robbery and burglary in selected high-crime target areas. Indi
vidual program components include the home project, Mr. Victim, 
education of the storekeeper, commercial alarm system, identi
fication engraving, high-visibility patrol, and neighborhood watch. 

43. Denver, Colorado. Anti-Crime Council. Operation Identification, 
by John Carr. Denver High Impact Anti-Crime Program Interim 
Evaluation Report. Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Denver, CO: Denver 
Anti-Crime Council., August 29, 1974. 

Discusses the impact of the Operation Identification project 
as implemented in Denver, Colorado. 
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44. "Dictionary of Anti-Intrusion Devices for Architects and Builders: 
Basic Information for the Security Layman in Easy-to-Use Format," 
Security World, 10(10) :30-33,35, November 1973. 

Provides information on the principles, operation, and uses 
of the major types of intrusion or hazard detection devices 
(e.g., photoelectric beam, microwave, compression sensors). 
Also included are questions and answers pertaining to security 
devices and systems. 

45. Dillingham Corporation. SUA Division. A Study of Crime Prevention 
Through Physical Planning. Prepared for Southern California Associa
tion of Governments. Los Angeles, CA: Dillingham Corporation, 
September 17, 1971. 

Provides information on existing or proposed techniques for 
achieving security in future residential, commercial, industrial, 
institutional, and recreational developments through the manipu
lation of the physical characteri~tics of these developments. 
Focuses on the planning of future developments, and urges that 
similar efforts be directed toward modification of existing 
structures. 

46. Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. Designing Schools to ~{inimize 
Damage from Vandalism and Normal Rough Play. Schoolhouse Newsletter 
No. 15. New York, NY: Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., 
1974. 

Based upon a study conducted by Professor John Zeisel, Graduate 
School of Design, Harvard University, briefly describes four 
categories of vandalism and suggests possible design responses 
to minimize the burden of cost resulting from vandalistic 
activities. 

47. Educational Resources Information Center. ERIC Clearinghouse on Educa
tional Management. School Security, by Nan Coppock. Educational 
Management Review Series No. 23. Eugene, OR: University of Oregon, 
October 1973. 

Explores briefly the general dimension of crime in public schools, 
inventories the types of antivandalism techniques in current use, 
and cites data on the incidence of crimes against persons occur
ring in schools. 

ERIC(EA 005 372) 

48. Fabbri, John. "Crime Prevention -- Before or After the Fact," FBI 
Law Enforcement Bulletin, 42 (1) : 20-24, Janus,ry 1973. 
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49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

Posits an obligation on the part of the police to participate 
in the decisionmaking processes of government and private 
business, of industrial and community planners. 

Festinger, Leon, et al. Social Pressures in Informal Groups: A 
Study of Human Factors in Housing. Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1967. 

Finds the development of friendships and formation of social 
groups are facilitated by the functional proximity of individual 
members. Furthermore, the groups thus formed have the power to 
impose conforming behavior on members. 

Fortune, Thomas. "Schools Equipped With 'Ears' to Fight Vandalism," 
Los Angeles Times, September 5, 1973. 

Describes a sound monitoring intrusion alarm system being in
stalled in the Placentin, Orange, and Santa Ana unified school 
districts to prevent vandalism and burglary. The commercially 
available system utilizes a public address speaker that is set 
to trip a light at police headquarters when noise exceeds a 
predetermined level~ allowing the dispatcher to listen in on 
whatever triggered the ~larm. 

Gardiner, R. A. "Crime and the Neighborhood Environment," HUD 
Challenge, 8(2) :9-13, February 1976. 

Outlines the recent research findings on the relationship of 
environmental design and urban crime, and notes that the neigh
borhood designs that promote feelings of community territoriality 
are most safe. 

Gas tor, C. E. 
tion Code," 

"Break-Ins are Reduced by Plainfield's Burglary Preven
New J~rsey Municipal,ities, 52(6) :6-7,27-30, June 1975. 

Discusses the impact of Plainfield, New Jersey's, municipal code 
that requires security hardware (excluding electronic alarms) to 
be used on all openings in commercial establishments, garden 
apartments, and townhouses. The text of the ordinance is re
produced in the article. 

Grealy, J. I. "Safety and Security in the School Environment," 
Security World, 11 (2) : 1-2, February 1974. 

Provides historical background information on the founding of the 
National Association of School Security Directors, and presents 
guidelines to school administrators who are considering setting 
up a school security component. 
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54. Greenbank, A. Survival in the CitZ. New York, NY: Harper and Row, 
1974. 

This is a "dots and don't's" manual for protecting oneself from 
being a victim of crime in an urban environment. 

55. Grenough, J. L. "Crime Prevention: A New Approach -- Environmental 
Psychology and Criminal Behavior," Journal of Police Science and 
Administration, 2(3) :339-343, September 1974: 

Discusses the theory, implications, and applications of crime 
reduction through the design of environments and their affect 
on hUman behavior. The means by which environment may affect 
human behavior are discussed and examples of employing these 
design factors to reduce crime are provided. 

56. GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Security Systems Department. An Evaluation 
of Small Business and Residential Alarm Systems, by T. P. Chleboun 
and K. ~l. Duvall. 2v. Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Ass istance Administration. M-1442. Mountain Vie\<1 , 
CA: GTE Sylvania Incorporated, June 1972. 

Presents a comprehensive discussion of the role of various alarm 
systems, including information about offenders and an analysis 
of the crime risk characteristics of various categories of alarm 
users. Evaluates alarm systems in terms of "threat probability,1I 
and presents a shopping list of applicable equipment. Provides 
offender and victim profiles, correlated with variations on a 
particular crime deterrent (alarm system) . 

NTIS(PB-219 795 [v 1]) 
(PB-Zl9 796 [v 2]) 

57. Gulinel10, Leo. Security -- The City and the Housing Authority. Paper 
presented at the Department of Housing and Urban Development Con
ference on Security in Multi-Family Housing, Washington, D. C., 
September 10-12, 1972. Boston, MA: Boston Housing Authority, 
(n.d.). (Duplicated.) 

Describes the difficulties local housing authorities have in 
providing adequate security manpower to public housing projects. 
The author believes this difficulty stems from the fact that the 
State statutes that govern most housing authorities create a 
political limbo for the authorities, since they are not cle~rly 
definable as either State agencies Or city agencies. 

58. Harries J K. D. The Geography of Crime and Justice. McGraw-Hill 
Problems Series in Geography. New York, "NY: McGraw-Hill, 1974. 
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In this text, a geographer applies the perspectives of his 
discipline to the problems of crime and justice. The work is 
directed towards crime of the FBI Uniform Crime Reports Index 
type. 

59. Hart, G. T. "Home Alert: Crime Prevention Through Police-Citizen 
Cooperation," Crime Prevention Review, 1(4) :18-24, July 1974. 

Describes the development, background, and programs of the 
Oakland, California, Police-Community Cooperation Project, 
which sought to reduce crime through increased citizen awareness 
and crime prevention efforts. This Project was based largely on 
the concepts of two earlier crime prevention programs: Operation 
Crime Stop, involving extensive police/public education efforts 
on the nature of crime and crime prevention techniques; and Home 
Alert, involving the formulation of neighborhood groups to ob
serve and protect the community. 

60. Harvard University. Joint Center for Urban Studies. Community Police 
Patrols: An Exploratory Inquiry, by G. T. Marx and D. Archer. 
Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration. Cambridge, ~~: Harvard University, 1972. 

Discusses public attitudes toward police patrols and the social 
characteristics of persons who are opposed or indifferent to 
patrols. Among the areas considered are when and how communities 
mobilize around issues of crime and law enforcement; how people 
determine when law enforcemfmt act ion is needed; how and where 
community patrols emerge; how police view community patrol efforts; 
and the social, political, and economic barriers to community 
mobilization. 

NTIS(PB-220 332) 

61. Hawaii. University. Offenses and Environments: Analysis of Crime 
in the City and County of Honolulu. Honolulu, HI: University 
of Hawaii, 1974. 

This study examines the possible relationships between specific 
crimes and the environment in which they occur. 

62. Healy, R. J. Design for Security. New York, NY: Wiley, 1968. 

Analyzes the optimum security layout for industrial facilities, 
starting with the premise that security can, at best, provide 
only physical controls that act as "impediments to the undeter
mined." In the context of this book, security is intended not 
only as protection against common-law crimes such as theft but 
also against industrial espionage and sabotage. 
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6.3. Hemphill, C. F., Jr. Security for BUsiness and Industry. Homewood, 
IL: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1971. 

Emphasizes minimizing business losses due to theftJ vandalism, 
fire, etc., through managerial techniques and adequate hardware. 

64. Henke, S., and S. Mann. Alternative to Fear: A Citizen's Manual fox' 
Crime Prevention through Neighborhood Involvement. Walnut Creek, 
CA: Lex-Ca1-Tex Press, 1975. 

Explains the concepts that provide the framework and context 
for community crime prevention programs and provides guidelines 
for their planning and implementation. Also pr:lvides job de~ 
scriptions for neighborhood committee staff positions, sample 
forms, and guidance on neighborhood data collection. 

65. Holcomb, R. L. Protection Against Burglary. Iowa City, IA: State 
University of Iowa Institute of Public Affairs, 1973. 

66. 

Describes to potential victims the things they can do to thwart 
burglars and to reduce their losses in the event of burglary. 
Concludes with surveys for use in commercial buildings and 
residences. 

Hughes, M. M. (ed.). Successful Retail Security: An Anthology. 
Los Angeles, CA: Security World Publishing, 1973. 

Presents articles (reprinted from the professional security 
magazine, Security World) on methods and programs that retailers 
have used to counter a broad range of crimes and other hazards. 

67. Illinois. University at Chicago Circle. An Evaluation of Operation 
Identification as Implemented in Illinois, by H. W. Mattick. et a1-
Prepared for the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission. Chicago, 
IL: University of Illinois, September 1974. 

Discusses the impact of Operation Identification projects in 
the State of Illinois. 

68. Inciardi, J. A. "Visibility, Societal Reaction, and Animal Behavior," 
Criminology, 10(2):217-233, August 1972. 

Presents an explanation of why some forms of deviant and criminal 
behavior have been able to perSist in spite of social coercion 
and control, and others have not. Professional theft is selected 
as an example and basis of comparison with other forms of deviant 
behavior, since it represents a complex of activities that his
torically have elicited a low societal response. "Visibility" in 
this context refers to social awareness or concern J not physical 
visibility. 
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I 
69. Institute of Traffic Engineering. "Pedestrian Overcrossings -- Criteria I 

and Priorities," Traffic Engineering, 43(1) :34-39. 

Presents approaches to designing pedestrian overpasses, .and I 
describes and evaluates possible criteria for such structures. 
Stresses that underpasses are more subject to crime and vandalism I 
than overpasses. 

70. Jacobs, Jane. The Death, and Life of Great American Cities. New York, 
NY: Vintage Books, 1961. I· 

71. 

72. 

73. 

Attacks the current city planning procedure of functional 
separation of types of land use. Maintains that, in designing 
new urban environments, planners ignore the most basic struc
ture of the city -- the intricate and closely connected diversity 
of uses that constantly reinforce one another economically and 
socially. 

Jeffery, C. R. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design. Beverly \ 
Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1971. 

Surveys the history of western thought over the past several 
centuries toward the end of providing a state-of-the-art 
summary of crime control theories and a foundation for innovation 
in the area of crime prevention. Summarizes developments in such 
areas as sociology, psychology, criminal justice, and urban plan
ning since these deVelopments may influence the design of more 
effective strategies against crime. 

Johnstone, T. H. "Elements of Enclosed Controlled Passage Systems," 
National Locksmith, 42(1) :9-12, January 1971. 

Provides technical considerations to be observed when designing 
lock systems. 

Kentucky. University. College of Engineering. Office of Research 
and Engineering Services. Proceedings of the 1973 Carnahan Conference 
on Electronic Crime Countermeasures, Lexington, Kentucky, May 1-3, 
).9J2. C,?mp~led,~y <J .... 5: J_ac~so.n an4..R. \Y. DeVqre. ~~epared.in ____ . 

.. _, _~S>0E..eE§Ltio~ with the Institute of Electrical and E,lectronics Engineers. 
. Lex,i~gt~n, KY: University of Kentucky, 1973. 

Presents a compendium of papers on the design and applications 
of various electronic surveillance, alarm, and information pro
cessing systems. 

NTISCPB-220 223) 
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74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

Kingsbury, A. A. Introduction to Security and Crime Prevention 
Surveys. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1973. 

Provides a reference text for police officers, professional 
security consultants, and college level students of security. 
Offers step-by-step guidelines for conducting on-site examina
tion and analysis of premises to identify physical opportunities 
for crime and to develop methods for reducing such opportunities. 

Kobetz, R. Iff. "Juvenile Vandalism -- The Billion Dollar Prank, It Police 
Chief, 50(6) :32-34-35, June 1973. 

Describes police/community relations programs to control vandalism, 
and discusses programs that have been successfully implemented. 

Lewis, C. A. "People and Plants Interact to their Mutual Benefit," 
Journal of Housing, 31(4) :171-173, April 1974. 

Discusses a gardening program instituted in New York City housing 
projects as a countermeasure against project-oriented crime. 

Liechenstein, Michael. Designing for Security. Paper presented at 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Urban Techno
logy Conference, New York, NY, May 24-26, 1971. P-4633. New York 
NY: The Rand Corporation, (n.d.). 

Suggests the need for cooperation among architects j security ex
perts, social psychologists, and government agencies during the 
planning phases of new buildings. Critical to crime prevention 
is the demarcation, arrangement, and hieral'chy of public and 
private areas at the building's conception. the high post-construc
tion costs of implementing secuirty measures are stressed, as is 
the benefit of multifunctional integrated design units providing 
fire, burglary, robbery, and utility protection. 

Lipman, Ira A. How to Protect Yourself from Crime: Everything You 
Need to Know to Guard Yourself, Your Family, Your Horne, Your 
Possessions and Your Business. New York, NY: Atheneum SMI, 1975. 

Contains guidelines and checklists for horne, business, and personal 
security. 

"Lock Security." Santa Cruz, CA: 
Street, Santa Cruz, California 

Davis Publications, 250 Potrero 
95060 

Pamphlet describes the operating principles of various key and 
combination locking devices, and explains the effectiveness and 
manner in which each can be manipulated or neutralized. 
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80. Los Angeles County, Calif. Sheriff's Department. Project Sky Knight: 
A Demonstration in Aerial Surveillance and Crime Control. Report 
of the Institute for Police Studies, Department of Criminology, 
California State CollElge (Long Beach), by C. R. Guthrie. Prepared 
for U. S. Department of Justice, Office of Law Enforcement Assistance. 
Los Angeles, CA: Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, May 1968. 

Describes a demonstration project utilizing helicopters for 
routine around-the'-clock police patrol in an effort to provide 
data on the techniques and capabilities of aerial surveillance. 
This type of surveillance is chiefly valuable because it does 
not involve any appreciable increase in manpower. It produces a 
greater feeling of citizen security and increasing satisfaction 
with police services, as well as serving to deter crime and speed 
the apprehension of suspects. 

NTIS(PB-22l 854) 

81. Loth, David. Crime in the Suburbs: An In-Depth Study of Why Affluent 
Teenagers and Adults Turn to Crime. New York, NY: Tower Publica
tions, 1970. 

Examines crime indigenous to the suburban ~ife, which the author 
considers conducive to materialism, defiance, and boredom. 
Scrutinizes youth crimes (vandalism, auto theft, burglary, and 
shoplifting) in light of specifically suburban problems. Re
commends coordination of and communication between schools and 
police departments, together with greater community organization 
and action. 

82. Louisville and Jefferson County Crime Commission and Louisville Regional 
Crime Council. Burglary -- Louisville Region. Louisville, KY: 
Louisville and Jefferson County Crime Commission and Louisville 
Regional Crime Council, July 24, 1972. 

Uses police records to evaluate offense and offender rates within 
various census tracts/subareas in the Louisville region. Finds 
a correlation between offender rates and low-income racially 
mixed populations. 

83. "Louisville Makes Own AIcl-rIDs," Security Systems Digest, 4(12) :1-2, 
June 6, 1973. 

Highlights the use of a home-made device that reduced vandalism 
in schools. 
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84. Lower Roxbury Community Corporation. A Safe Place to Live: Security 
in Multi-Family Housing. Prepared for Boston, Mass. Mayor's Safe 
Street Act Advisory Committee. Roxbury, ~~: Lower Roxbury Com~ 
munity Corporation, (n.d.). 

Focuses on the concept of residential security -- both actual and 
perceived -- and identifies the three areas contributing to se
curity as relationship to neighborhood, physical characteristics 
of the housing development, and management. 

85. Luedtke (Gerald) and Associates. Crime and the Physical City, by 
Gerald Luedtke et al. Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Detroit, Ml: Gerald Luedtke 
and Associates, 1970. 

Analyzes the importance of selected physical features to the 
crimes of robber; and burglary, including the conditions and 
maintenance of buildings, streets and alleys, lighting, mixtures 
of land use, rates of pedestrian flow, landscaping J vis:lbility 
of entrance and exit points. The data base used is an inventory 
of physical features in 289 structures in which crimes have been 
recorded by the Detroit Police Department. 

NTIS(PB-196 784) 

86. Madison, Arnold. Vandalism: The Not So Senseless Crime. New York, 
NY: Seabury, 1970. 

On the basis of his belief that acts of vandalism are voluntary 
and expressive, the author probes for the causes of what he 
classifies as "erosive," "fun," and "angry" types of vandalism 
to suggest fruitful IV'ays of dealing with them. Cites the de
personalization of present urban/suburban environments as a 
root cause of "erosive" vandalism. Suggests measures to en
courage a sense of community and personal responsibility programs, 
including the need for involving the young in neighborhood patrol, 
school, or community "commission"-type programs. 

87. Malt, H. L. Furnishing the City. New York, NY; McGraw Hill, 1970. 

Discusses and illustrates how cities could be made more functional 
and aesthetically pleasing through the imaginative design of 
street accessories (e.g., traffic signs, paving, trash receptacles, 
light fixtures). Discusses the establishment of an emergency
reporting telephone system and community emergency communications 
center. 
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88. Malt (Harold LeMis) Associates, Inc. Operation STREETSCAPE: A 
Demonstration Furnishing the City Street. Prepared for the City 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, Department of Urban Development. Washington, 
DC: Harold Lewis Malt Associates, Inc. 1973. 

Reports on the development of an integrated system of "street 
furniture" (ranging from trash receptacles to st1'eet lighting). 
States that the project ha.s proved that streets can be more 
habitable and safe through a unified street furniture system 
which also gives greater visual satisfaction and contributes to 
a semle of conununity identy. Also discusses postinstallation 
evaluation. 

89. Tactical Analysis of Street Crimes, by H. L. Malt et al. 
Prepared for City of Jacksonville; Fla., Office of the Sheriff. 
Washingto'n, DC: Harold Lewis Malt Associates, Inc., 1973. 

E..xarninlss the relationship between the physical street environ
ment and street crime, specifically whether certain environ
ment.al indicators (e. g., bushes) abandoned buildings) affect 
the location and indicence of street crime; whe:ther users, 
offende:rs and po licemen are aware of this effect.; and \'lhether 
their behavior is influenced by their perception of the 
environmental indicators. 

90. Mandelbaum, A.J. Fundamentals of Protective Systems: Planning/ 
Evaluation/Sle1ection. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1973. 

PrOVides a basic survey and comparative evaluation of the 
protective systems currently aVdilable to both business 
establishments and private systems. Emphasizes security 
devices as opposed to design factors. 

91. Mandell, Mel. Being Safe: The Complete Guide to Protecting Your 
Person and Your Property -- What to Do) What to Buy. and What 
to Do with It. New York, NY: Saturday Review Press, 1972. 

Describes various deterrents to crimes against property 
(e.g., devices for doors and \'lindows, lighting, dogs, 
and electronic security systems) to private homes, apart
ments, automobiles, and businesses. Also contains recom
mendations on how to buy security products and services. 

92. Marx, G.T., and Dane Archer. "Citizen Involvement in the Law 
Enforcement Process: me Case of Community Police PatrQls~" 
American Behavioral Scientist, 15(1):52-72, September/October 
1971. 

Explores questions and issues arising from the recent emergence 
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of self-defense, vigilante, security patrol, community patrol, 
and other such citizen groups. On the basis of available 
descriptive data on 28 self-defense groups, the authors 
formulate a typology of groups (supplemental or adversarial 
to the policy, encouraged or opposed by the police) and 
discuss problems with which each type of group must deal. 

93. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Urban Systems Laboratory. 
The Dial-A-Ride Transportation System. 10 v. Prepared for U.S. 
bepartment of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Admin
istration. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
March 1971. 

Summary Report. USL~TR-70-10. 

Economic Considerations for Dial-A-Ride. USL-TR-70-11. 

Vehicle Communications for Dial-A-Ride. USL-TR-70-lS. 

Site Selection for a Dial-A-Ride Demonstration, by 
Alan Altshuler and Thomas Melone. USL-TR-70-l6. 

Implications of Dial-A-Ride for the Poor, by Douglas Gurin 
and John Wofford. USL-TR-70-18. 

Dial-A-Ride. An Overview of a Net'! Demand 
---rransportation System. USL-TR-71-03. 

Responsive 

These documents provide detailed description of the 
operation and impact of the Dial-A-Ride Transportation 
System, which is an innovative j moderate-cost public 
transportation system. 

NTIS (PB-201 129 

94. Mathias, W.J. ttperceptions of Police Relationships with. Gh.etto 
Citizens -- Part 2, If Police Chief, 38 (4) : 78: 85, April 1971. 

Surveys attitudes towards crime and law enforcement in the 
Model Cities area of Atlanta} Georgia. Respondents were 
questioned about their perceptions of crime in their own 
neighborhoods. Divides those surveyed into race-sex groups 
for analysis. 
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95. Maurer, E.C. "Housing Project Safety Restored," Journal of Housing, 
28(6):282, June 1971. 

Indicates that lighting proved effective in one housing 
project in reducing vandalism, muggings, and other crimes. 

96. ~!ichigan. Department of State Police. The Evaluation of a P01ice
School Liaison Program, by D.H. Bouma et al. Prepared for the 
U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Admini
stration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. East Lansing, ~!I: Department of State Police, October 
21, 1970. 

Evaluates the effectiveness of the Police-School Liaison 
Program of the Michigan Department of State Police opera
ting in two public schools. The program involves assigning 
police officers to schools in public relations roles. 

NTISCPB-195 974) 

97. University. Impact of Street Lighting on Street Crime, 
by Roger Wright et al. 2 v. Prepared for U. S. Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, ~ational 
Insti tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Ann Arbor J 

MI: University of Michigan, May 1974. 

Describes an investigation of the crime deterrent effects of 
upgrading street lighting from inc~~d~scent to mercury and 
sodium vapor in selected high-crime commercial and residen
tial areas in Kansas City, Missouri. The two areas are 
commercial, located in the central core, and residential, in 
an adjacent zone. Effectiveness if assessed by comparing 
changes in crime rates before and after installation in both 
relit and nonrelit areas. Crimes of violence are signifi
cantly deterred, while crimes against property are largely 
unaffected. 

98. University. Center for Research on the Utilization of 
Scientific Knowledge. Institute for Social Research and Educa
tional Change. Alternative Responses to School Crisis and Exper
imental in Police/School Relations, by M.A. Chesler and Pat 
Graham. Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
ruld Criminal Justice. Ann Arbor, ~II: University of Michigan, 
1969. 

Discusses the social parameters of secondary school social 
conflicts (student unrest and disruption) during the late 
1960's. Presents the results of efforts of a staff of 
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a.cademic researchers to implement and evaluate three models de .. · 
signed to effectively manage high school social conflict. 

99. ~lisnerJ G. E. "Community Involvement in Crime Prevention,tt p. 44-5l. 
In U. S. Department of Justice, La,., Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration, National In.stitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 

. ___ Det.errence of Crime In arid :A.round R~.sidence$:. J~:e. IS8:) 

Describes the tenant-based and tenant-staffed Security and Order 
Maintenance Officer System (SOMa) in St. Louis housing proj acts. 
The system is established on the premise that security and crime 
prevention cannot be achieved without heavy community involve
ment. 

100. ~(issouri. Law Enforcement Assistance Council. Region S. St. Louis 
High Impact Crime Displacement Study, by W. W. Stenzel. St. Louis, 
~(O: Missouri Law Enforcement Assistance Council, September 1.974. 

Presents the results of a study conducted to determine whether 
crilile prevention programs undertaken in St. Louis may have an 
effect upon crime displacement. 

101. University. Center of Community and Metropolitan Studies. 
An Analysis of Burglary Based on the Social Facts Relative to the 
Crime, by Peter Richman. Prepared for the Missouri Law Enforcement 
Assistance Council. St. Louis, MO: Univ:ersity of ~lissouriJ 
December 15, 1971. 

Describes an analysis of burglary in University City, ~tissouri, 
in which 740 reported burglaries in 1970 are examined. Hypothe
sizes that direct relationships exist among the elements of 
time of occurrence J land use of the targets, and location of 
the target. Suggests that target-hardened environments do rtot 
prevent burglary, and concludes that society must look to social 
stimuli operating in the community -~ type and location of 
targets -- as a potential deterrent. 

102. Moolman, V. Practical Ways to Prevent Burglary and Illegal Entry. 
New York, ~Y: Cornerstone Library, 1970. 

Describes various modus operandi of burglars, with concise 
and practical descriptions of security hard\'Iare and measures 
for burglary protection and preventionj discusses aspects Of 
security ranging from architectural design to effective use of 
lighting; describes designs and operations of locking devices 
and recommendations for their proper use; explains different 
types of alarm systems. Theft prevention measures covered i~l
elude applications to residential, commercial, and automobilu 
secuxity. 
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103. National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders. 
Architecture, Planning, and Urban Crime, by M. Ash et al. Pro
ceedings of a conference held on December 6, 1974. London, Engl&~d: 
National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders, 
125 Kennington Park Road, London, SEll, England, 1975. 

,Contains conference papers, reviews trends in architecture and 
planning and their implications on crime, and suggests future 
architectural planning to impact on crime prevention. Presents 
an analysis of creating "communities of interest," those in 
which, as a result of architecture and planning, create feelings 
of common ali ty and protectiveness among residents. 

1Q4. National Education Association of the United States. References on 
Vandalism and Security Systems in Public Schools. Washington, 
DC: National Education Association, January 1974. 

Explores causes for vandalism as well as countermeasures. Con
tains bibliographic citations to approximately 40 works on 
school vandalism, most of which are articles taken from pro
fessional teaching journals. 

105. National League of Cities. Public Safety and Criminal Justice Program. 
"Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design: A Special Report," 
by T. Moody et al. Reprinted from Nation's Cities, December 19i7. 
Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, and the Westinghouse National Issues Center. 
Washington, DC: National League of Cities, December 1977. 

This report discusses several crime prevention demonstration 
projects being conducted in various cities under the concept of 
crime prevention through environmental design (i.e., a combina
tion of changes in the physical environment with changes in 
people's reaction to their environment -- in other words, a combi
nation of effective design and use of the environment). Areas 
discussed include CPTED as it relates to commercial, residen
tial, and s'chools settings; street lights; mass transit; public 
works departments; law enforcement activities; city planning 
agencies; and public pOlicy. 

106. National School Boards Association. Educational Policies Service. 
School Board Policies on School Safety and Security. School 
Board Policy Development Kit No. 73-34. Evanston, IL: National 
School Boards Association, July 1973. 

Formulates a set of questions and answers for elected and ad
ministrative school officials concerning a wide variety of 
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school problems. Cites model safety policy statements with 
respect to buildings and grounds safety, emergency operating 
plans, bomb threats, and school security. 

107. National School Public Relations Association. Vandalism and Violence: 
Innovative Strategies Reduce Cost to Schools, by Elmer \Vells. A 
special report by the staff of Education U.S.A. Arlington) VA: 
National School Publ~c Relations Association, 1971. 

Treats the local dollar loss and social implications of dis
ruption~ violence, and vandalism in the public school system. 
Discusses the techniques and methods currently being used to 
cope with the problems. 

108. National Sheriff's Association. National Neighborhood Watch Program: 
Final Report for the Period December 22, 1973, to March 22, 1975. 
Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. Washington, DC: National Sheriff's 
Association, 1975. 

Reviews Program activities, including informational materials 
distributed and other public educational efforts that were 
carried out designed to alert citizens to the crime of burg
lary and larceny and to explain the means oy which citizens 
can protect their property and their neighbors' property. 

109. National Neighborhood Watch Program: Information Packet. 
Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. Washington, DC: National Sheriff's 
Association, 1975. 

In an effort to stimulate a variety of community activities 
and citizen participation to reduce residential and commercial 
property crimes, this packet contains sample self-help crime 
tests in the areas of residential, commercial, senior citizen, 
child, and personal security; Program decals and telephone 
stickers; restaurant p1acemats containing crime protection 
tips; a home inspection booklet; a Program implementation plan; 
additional crime prevention stlggestions; and sample news releases 
for Program publicity. 

110. New Mexico. University. Institute for Social Research and Develop
ment. Al1.alysis of Armed Robbery in Albuquerque, by William Parras 
and J. W. Pedroncelli. Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Albuquerque, ~I: University 
of New Mexico, July 1, 1973. 
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111. 

112. 

Describes a study in Albuquerque to def~ne trends in armed 
robbery over a S-year period, together with patterns of armed 
robbery during a 2-1/2-month period. Finds that armed robbery 
increased 374 percent over the 4-year period and that armed 
robbery is a seasonal crime. 

University. Institute for Social Research and Develop
ment. Police/Community Cooperation and Understanding Evaluation 
Project, by W. R. Partridge and F. W. Koehne. Prepared for the 
U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration. Albuquerque, NM: Univeristy of New Mexico, 1972. 

Explains the process that led to specific recommendations for 
improving police/community relations in Albuquerque. Considers 
police efficiency, proportional representation, and responsive
ness, as well as responsiveness of the public to the police. 
Suggests ways to counter future threats to personal safety, 
improve citizen satisfaction with police, and improve morale of 
po lice officers. 

University. Institute for Social Research and Develop
ment. Transfer Potential of Crime-Specific Programs to Metro
politan Albuquerque, by G. S. Metarelis. Prepared for U. S. 
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico, November 1972. 

Discusses recent techniques used to counter crime, and describes 
crime prevention programs in seven large cities with respect 
to methods and results. Includes model building-security 
ordinances for Seattle and Oakland. 

113. "New York," ~cu:city Systems Digest, 4(9) :10-11, May 9, 1973. 

114. 

Discusses the Office of School Safety within the New York City 
Board of Education. 

New York City Housing Authority. Police Department. 
Policing Techniques, by R. Ledee. New York, NY: 
Housing Authority, 1974. 

High-Rise 
New York City 

This report presents a history and description of the New York 
City Housing Authority Police Department, which has full juris
diction on Authority property. In addition to covering the 
patrol function in detail, the report discusses training, re
cnlitment, and volunteer tenant organizations. Also examines 
some of the problems encountered by the Department, such as 
community centers, youth gangs, racial tensions, and building 
design. 
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115. New York City Rand Institute. Improving Public Safety in Urban 
Apartment Dwellings: Security Concepts and Experimental Design 
for New York City Housing Authority Buildings, by William Fairley 
and Michael Liecnenstein. R-6SS-NYC. New York, NY: The Rand 
Corporation, June 1971. 

Addresses the reduction of crime in the New York City Housing 
Authority's existing public housing facilities. The three 
crimes of particular interest are vandalism, robbery, and 
burglary. The purposes of this project are to define the prob
lem and security alternatives, develop guidelines for estimating 
the cost effectiveness of security alternatives, and develop 
experimental models to evaluate the estimated effectiveness of 
different security measures. 

116. Some Effects of an Increase in Police Manpm'ler in the 
20th Precinct of New York City, by S.J. Press. R-704-NYC. Ne\'I 
York) NY: The Rand Corporation, October 1971. 

Describes an analysis to determine the effect of additional 
manpower (an increase of 40 percent in the 20th Precinct) on 
reported crime rates. Crimes in several categories are found to 
decrease in the 20th Precinct following the increase in police 
manpower, and crime rates in precincts adjacent to the 20th 
Precinct are analyzed to determine the extent of displacement 
effects. 

117. New York University. Institute of Planning ~nd Housing. Project for 
Security Design in Urban Residential Areas -- Final Report, by 
Oscar Newman. Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enfor
cement Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enfor
cement and Criminal Justice. New York, NY: New York University, 
January 31, 1973. 

Presents the results of regression analysis of a correlation 
of physical characteristics, an intercom effectiveness study, 
and a crime data study. 

118. Newman, Oscar. "Architectural Design for Crime Prevention," p. 52-65. 
In U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, Deterence of Crime In and Around Residences. (See 188.) 

Describes defensible space as a form of crime prevention that, 
while basically mechanical, also acted as a form of corrective 
prevention, alleviating some of the causes of criminal behavior. 
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119. Defensible Space': Crime Prevention Through Urban Design. 
New York, NY: Macmillan J 1972. 

Develops the concept of residential security predicated on a 
positive correlation bet'illeen architectural design and behavior. 
While the author does not claim that design can mandate behavior, 
he posits that the forms of an environment can elicit responses 
from the inhabitant of that environment that can enhance his 
security. On the simplest level, architects can create or prevent 
encounters. Latent attitudes of territoriality, the acknowledge
ment that a space is a dome.in that warrants protection, and the 
irtcreased awareness of 11 sph,eres of influence" on the part of 
the young will operate to inhibit crime both "mechanically" and 
"correcti vely. II This territoriality, fostered by physical means 
-- grouping dwellings in a residential complex, defining and 
differentiating grounds, providing means for natural surveillance, 
positioning routes -- is essential to a self-defending community. 
Crime is deterred \'ihen the easy opportunity to vandalize, rob, 
burglarize, or rape is thwarted by the territorial prerogative 
of residents. 

120. Normandeau, Andre. Trends and Patterns in Crimes of Robbery (With 
Special Reference to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1960 to 1966). 
Dissertation (PhD in Criminology), Uriversity of Pennsylvania, 
1968. 

Describes an in-depth investigation of robberies reported to 
the police in Philadelphia, from 1960 to 1966, to discover 
whether the crime exhibits certain trends, patterns, or uni
formities that, if more fully defined and understood, might 
aid in the development of programs to counter robbery. 
Identifies trends and patterns with regard to: The spatial 
and temporal distribution of the crime, social characteristics 
and behavior of victims and offenders, circumstances surround
ing the act that constitute an opportunity, incidence of 
detection and clearance, and other factors. 

121. North Carolina. University. Institute of Government. Mecklenburg 
Criminal Justice Pilot Project. Catalog of Approaches to Controlling 
Burglary and Larceny: A Background Paper Prepared for the 
Mecklenburg Criminal Justice Planning Council, by D.R. Gill, Pre
pared for the U. S. Department of Justice, l.aw Enforcement :\ssistance 
Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina, October 
10, 1972. 

Suggests approaches in four main categories: Decreasing the 
attractiveness of burglary and larceny, intervening in criminal 
careers, reducing opportunities, and assisting victims. Factors 
that affect the choice of an approach include types of burglary 
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and larceny, causes and effects of these crimes, and 
types of burglary and larceny offenders. 

122. "Operation Identification Survey: Pr&liminary Results," National 
Crime Prevention Institu~,:-:, Bulletin) 2-3) January 1974. ' 

This article discusses the results of a survey conducted to 
assess the impact of Operation Identification projects. 

123. Panhandle Regional Planning Commission. A Study of Building Codes 
as Related to Crime Prevention, by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and 
Company. Prepared for u.s. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, and for Texas Criminal Justice Council. Amarillo, 
TX: Panhandle Regional Planning Commission, September 1972. 

This document is the report of a HUD/Texas Criminal Justice 
Council pilot study to determine the relationship between 
building codes and crime prevention. Part I presents a 
general survey of trends of burglary and related offenses 
nationwide and in the Panhandle area. In Park II, the 
findings to date of research programs in the field are 
summarized. 

NTIS(PB-224 264) 

124. Peel, J.D. Training, Licensing and Guidance of Private Security 
Officers: A Practical Handbook for Community Security Planning. 
Springfield, IL: Charles c. Thomas, 1973. 

Details the techniques for improving the quality and perfor
mance of private security officers. Provides step-by-step 
guidelines from planning to evaluating such a force. Appended 
materials include position descriptions, text suggestions for 
a public information manual, and a training course outline. 

125. Pennsylvania. University. Protective Device Systems, by E.S. Krende1. 
Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. Philadelphia, PA: University of Penn,sylvania, 
September 10, 1970. 

Suggests that social organization rather than hardware develop
ment offers the key to improving protection, and provides opinion 
surveys, user assessment materials, and a bibliography to 
support this viewpoint. Recommends that programs in which 
sensor/communications technologies are supplemented by cooperative 
citizen efforts be initiated, and that such protective systems 
be compatible with cultural traditions and present-day lifestyles. 
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126. 

127. 

Police Foundation. 
Sherman et al. 

Team Policing: 
Washington, DC: 

Seven Case Studies, by L.W. 
Police Foundation, August 1973. 

Describes a study undertaken to examine the team policing 
experience on a case-by-case basis a~d to get some prelimi
nary indications of why team policing has worked well in some 

"pla-ces"ancfTess weu-:Ln -others'~" "-~ios-t' prc;grams s"fudied ---- -"-'_. 
included among thei~ basic elements m~ximum communication 
among team members and the community. Participation of 
community members in police work is generally seen as impor
tant. The study notes the frequent confusion by police 
officers between "community relations" and "public relations. II 

Portland State University. Urban Studies Center. 
Burglary' Victimology Project.: A St.udy Prepared 
Impact Crime Program. Prepared for the City of 
County Justice Planning Office. Portland, OR: 
University, November 1972. 

Robbery and 
for the High 
Portland, City
Portland State 

Describes a study' to identify what characteristics the 
victims of robberies and burglaries (persons, dwelling 
units, or businesses) have in common. 

128. Post, R. S. (ed.). Combatting Crime Against Small Busi.nes s. 

129. 

Springfield, IL: C~a:~es C. Thomas, 1?72. 

Presents a collection of essays, most of which are 
extracted from Small Business Administration publications, 
that contain some suggestions for crime control. 

__ ~~~_ and A.A. Kingsbury. 
duction. Springfield, IL: 

Security Administration -- An Intro
Charles C. Thomas, 19i3. 

Presents an introductory text on the background, components, 
and programming of government and proprietary security 
activity for security and law enforcement personnel. 

130. Public Systems, Inc. Report on a Study of Property Numbering 
Identification Systems Used in "Operation Identification," 
by K.R. Martensen and J.W. Greene. Prepared for the U.S. 
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administra
tion, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
Sunnyvale, CA: Public Systems, Inc., December 1973. 

Discusses the various types of possible numbering systems 
and their varying effects for use in property identification 
Pl~Oj ect.s. 
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131. Rehabilitation Research Foundation. Experimental Manpower Labora
tQry for Correetions. The Measurement and Prediction of Criminal 
Behavior and Recidivism: The Environmental Deprivation Scale 
(EDS) and the Mal adapti v=e Behavior Record (MBR) , by IV. O. Jenkins 
et al. Prepared for U.S. Departme'nt of Labor, Manpower Administra
tion, Office of Research and Development. RRP-905-l2-l8-72. 
Elmore, AL: Rehabilitation Research Foundation, December 197~. 

Provides brief descriptions of two instruments that have been 
proven to have high validity in predicting criminal behavior 
and recidivism. 

(NTIS(PB-2l3 738) 

132. Reppetto, T .A. "Crime Control Management and the Police J II Sloan 

133. 

Management Review., 14(2) :46-54, Winter 1972-1973. 

Suggests that the broad. s.trategic questions generally applied 
to businesses should be applied to management of crime pre
vention, detection, and apprehension institutions. Discusses 
the role of the police and crime control management, and ana
lyzes the limitations of police patrol and detection in terms 
of pOlice resource allocations and criminal behavior. Recommends 
coordinated strategies based on an understanding of crime 
patterns, offender operations, and victimization. 

Residential Crime. Cambridge, ~~: Ballinger, 1974. 

Focuses on residential crimes in the Boston 1vletropoli tan a.rea. 
This analysis emphasizes the relationships among income, 
geographic location, and vulnerability and crime. The author 
discounts the ability of the criminal justice process to deter 
and contain criminal actiVity, and concludes that future 
research must be directed toward developing a model that blends 
the deterrent effect of the criminal justice system with citi
zens' anticrime efforts and improved physical designs of build
ings and environments. Crime displacement, \"hether geographic 
or functional, looms as a major obstacle to any strategy for 
control of crime and must also be considered, 

134. Research Analysis Corporation. Comprehensive Research Program in 
Crime Prevention, by R.E. Kirkpatrick and R.C. Stevens. Prepared 
for the Metropolitan Washington (D.C.) Council of Governments. 
RAC-R-78. McLean, VA: Research AnaLysis Corporation, August 1969. 

Describes the identification of major crime problems in Metro
politan Washington and the definition of research projects that 
address major elements of preventive activity. Examines the 
target categories of larceny, burglary, auto theft, indoor 
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135. 

robbery, and vandalism from the point of view of offender, 
incentive J and target. Recommends a unified p'tbgram, outside 
conventional law enforcement, involving school training and 
public education, increased protection of property, and 
research on crime data analysis in crime prevention programs. 

NTIS(AO-69l 80S) 

Public Communications and Safety Department. A Survey 
of Techniques Used to Reduce Vandalism and Delinquency in Schools, 
by H.C. Olson a.nd J.B. Carpenter. Prepared for U.S, Department 
of Justice, La\\r Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. RAC-CR-26. 
~!CLean, VA: Research Analysis Corporation, January 1971. 

I 
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Presents a profile of the school vandalism problem, and provides II 
a compilation of opinions and suggestions of school administra-
tors to lessen the problem. The survey sample consists of 
1048 secondary schools in SO states in 1971. Vandalism is II 
examined for aspects of facilities, surveillance, operations, 
and environment. Statistics are cited on vandalism, its distri-
bution, and costs. II 

NTIS(PB-197 556) 

136. Research Triangle Institute. Center for the Study of Social 
Behavior. A New Proj ect Focus, by J. R. Williams and K. D. Nash. 
Prepared for-U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. Research Triangle Park, NC: Research Triangle 
Institute, January 3, 1974. 

Redefines the Targets of Opportunity study (q.v.) to consider 
factors or characteristics associated with certain individual 
crimes, such as burglary and robbery. The more narrowly 
defined objectives preclude emphasis on the concepts of "targets 
of opportunity,r' and limit the scope of the study to !'seized 
opport1.mi ties for crime'! (the set of crimes that actually occur, 
such as robbery of a gas station, burglary of a home). 

137. • Center for the Study of Social Behavior. Targets of 
OpportUnity -- Progress Report, by J.R. Williams. Prepared for 
U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. Research Triangle Park, NC: Research Triangle Institute, 
August 31, 1973. 
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138. 

Describes the development 
criminal opportunities to 
data from other research. 
gathering efforts. 

of a classification scheme for 
serve as a gUideline for drawing 
Subsequently, details those data 

• Center for the Study of Social Behavior. Targets of 
---O~p-p-o-r~tun-ity -- Progress Report No.2, by J.R. Williams et al. 

Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance A.dministration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. Research Triangle Park, NG: Research Triangle 
Institute, October 13, 1973. 

Describes an initial attempt at fitting empirical data to a 
classification scheme. Data in given categories (urbanI 
suburban; u!'ban on-the-street/off-the-street; type of premisesj 
and land use) are summarized against crime. 

139. Rhode Island. University. The Crime-Related Area Model: An Appli
cation in Evaluating Intensive Police Patrol Activities, by 
F.S. Budnick. Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Kingston, RI: University of 
Rhode Island, October 1972. 

Describes the development and potential uses of a statistical 
model designed to estimate crime levels in one section of a 
city from the knol'lledge of the levels in statistically similar 
areas elsewhere in the city. Estimates of crime derived from 
the model can be used as a baseline against which to evaluate 
in a retrospective fashion the effect of different patrol 
strategies. The model is also a potential aid in evaluating 
such crime control programs as manpower studies, helicopter 
patrol programs, and high-intensity lighting. 

NTIS(PB-220 716) 

140. Rochester, New York. University. Police-Civilian Foot Patrol: 
An Evaluation of the PAC-TAC Experiment in Rochester, New York, 
by T.S. Smith et ale Prepared for the U.S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Rochester, NY: University 
of Rochester, 1975. 

Presents an analysis of data collected and analyzed as part 
of the overall evaluation of the PAC-TAG Program, which 
paired police officers and citizens to \'1alk beats in selected 
neighborhoods. 
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141. . University. Graduate Schoo 1 of Management. Rochester-
Monroe County Criminal Justice Pilot City Program. "PAC-TAC" 
Police and Citizens -- Together Against Crime: Experimental 
Action Program. Prepared for U.S. Department of Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Rochester, NY: University of 
Rocheste~, June 1973. 

Describes an experimental program in which civilians and 
police officers work as two-person teams, patrolling fixed 
beat areas in selected urban neighborhoods. These teams 
work in responding to service calls, aiding regular mobile 
patrols in their duties, deterring criminal activity and 
civilian victimization, and developing better con~unity 
relations. The PAC-TAC experiment takes place at times of 
high crime and service call activities, in evening hours, 
7 days a week. 

NTIS(PB-227 682) 

142. Rosenthal, S.J. "An Approach to Neighborhood Security," HUD Challenge, 
5(3):18-20, March 1974. 

Discusses the importance of community involvement in making 
neighborhoods secure, stressing the need for ~ommunity 
organization and informed citizen participation. 

143. Rykert, Wilbur. "Crime Is a Thief's Business. Prevention Is Yours," 
p. 66-77. In U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, Deterrence of Crime In and Around Residences. 
(See 188). 

Discusses aspects of police operational strategies in community 
crime prevention. 

144. Salama, Ovadia, and Alexander Tzonis. "Strategies for Defense," 
Progressive Architecture, (4):72-75, April 1974. 
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Describes the development of a framework for generating crime- II 
reducing features in a variety of environments and transferring 
Newman's findings from the area of public housing to other I 
environments. 

145. San Luis, Edward. Office and Office Building Securit~. Los Angeles, 
CA: Security World Publishing, 1973. I 

Discusses those areas most likely to be identified as criminal 
activity (i.e., burglary, robbery, arson, violence, and indus
trial espionage). Evaluates security tecru1iques that have 
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proven most successful in identifying ru1d defending against 
pToblem aTeas quickly and efficiently. 

146. Santa Clara Criminal Justice Pilot PTogram. Burglary in San Jose. 
Technical Report for the Period January - April 1971. 
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Justice, Lah" Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice.' San Jose, CA: Santa Clara Criminal Justice 
Pilot Program, February 1972. 

Discusses intervention techniques on th.e basis of data. on 
burglaries reported to the San Jose Police Department. Finds 
that burglary is a highly time-specific crime, occurring 
largely in private dwellings, with differing levels of force 
used according to time of day and type of previses. Provides 
information on offender/victim characteristics, including data 
on drug and alcohol involvement o-f burglary offenders and 
victims. 

147. Crime in San Jose. Prepared for the U.S. Department of 
Justice', La\ .... Ertforcement Assistance Administration, National Insti
tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. San Jose, CA: Santa 
Clara Criminal Justice Pilot Pr.ogram, December 1971. 

Describes the initial phase of the baseline offense reporting 
system and includes data necessary for focusing crime reduction 
efforts and developing intervention techniques. Delineates the 
city's high-crime areas by location and type of premise, identifies 
the most frequent crime targets by type and value~ and describes 
day and hour of occurrence. Also discusses the importance of 
the discoverer of crimes -- citizens whose calls trigger police 
action. Additional material describes victim/offender relation
ships, ages, sex, race, and nwnber, and the role of the victim 
and the victim's compliance. 

148. Scan', H. A. liThe Nature and Patternin.g of Residential and Non
Residential Burgla:des,1l p. 78-112. In U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Deterrence of Crime" in-and 
~ound Residences. "CEfee18S") ~ 

Describes the crime of burglary in terms of offender, the 
citizen, and the political jurisdiction, based on a st~dy con
ducted in three jurisdictions in the Metropolitan Washlngton, 
D. C., area. 
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149. Sears I H. "Crime l Vandalism and Design." Paper presented at the 
Crime Prevention WorkshoPI University of Toronto l Centre of 
Criminology, May 21-22, 1975. Toronto, Canada: University of 
Toronto, 1975. 

Examines the relationship between crime and environmental design, 
and explores the means by which physical environments can be 
designed and modified to reduce crime. 

150. Seattle, Washington. Law and Justice Planning Office. Burglary 
Reduction Program: Final Report. Prepared for the U. S. Depart
ment of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Seattle, 
WA! Seattle Law and Justice Planning Office, February 24, 1975. 

151. 

Describes the efforts used to reduce burglaries through the use 
of block watch organizations, property identification, and home 
security inspections. 

Law and Justice Planning Office. Community Crime Pre-
vention Burglary Reduction: Evaluation of First-Year Results, 
by K. E. Mathews, Jr. Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Seattle, WA: Seattle 
Law and Justice Planning Office, 1974. 

Demonstrates the success of reducing burglaries through the use 
of blockwatch organizations, property identification, and home 
security inspections. 

152. Slaybaugh, D. J. "School Security Survey (1973), "School Product News," 
12(6):10-14, June 1973. 

153. "School Security Survey (1974), "School Product News," 
13(6):14-16, June 1974. 

154. and V. L. Koneval. Schools in Crisis: The Cost of 

155. 

Security. 1971 School Security Survey by the Staff of School 
Security News. Cleveland, OH: Industrial Publishing Company, 1971. 

~~ ____ ~ and V. L. Koneva1 (eds.). The High Cost of Vandalism. A 
Report by the Editors of School Product News. Cleveland, OH: 
Industrial Publishing Company, 1970. 

These describe an annual nationwide survey initiated in 1970 
to determine the dollar-loss statistics regarding vandalism 
and to identify the major hardware strategies used by school 
districts to counter fire damage, property destruction, glass 
breakage) and equipment theft. 
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156. Sommer, Robert. Personal Space: The Behavioral Basis of Design. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ\ Prentice-Hall, 1969. 

Discusses the psychology of designing space. The basic premise 
is that spatial relationships affect user behavior in a quan
tifiable fashion and in other more complex and less measurable 
ways. The t'l'eatment is philosophical and speculative; however, 
specific studies of the effect of spatial arrangements on social 
interaction are described. 

157. Southern California Association of Governments. Handbook of Crime 
Prevention Bulletins: Crime Prevention Through-Physical Planning. 
Los Angeles, CA: Southern California Association of Governments, 
1971. 

Contains draft of 16 single-topic bulletins that provide infor
mation on how to prevent crime through the planning and design 
of physical characteristics and their application to specific 
projects J such as apartment complexes, industrial parks, com
mercial recreation developments, and public buildings. 

lS8, St. Louis, Mo, Board of Police Commissioners J St. Louis Police 
Department. The Use of an Incident Seriousness Index in the De· 
ployment of Police Patrol Manpower -- Methods and Conciusions~J 
by N. B. Heller and J. T. McEwen. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. St. Louis, 
MO: St. Louis Police Department, January 1972. 

Evaluates the use of crime seriousness information in the de
ployment of police resources. The statistics resulting from 
this study flgive the first full-scale glimpse of crime from 
the point of view of the harm incur?7ed by victims," 

NTIS(PB-2l3 157) 

159. St. Paul, Minn. Metropolitan Council. Victimization Study in the 
Minneapolis Model Cities Neighborhood) A Memclrandurn.. St. Paull 
~m: St. Paul Metropolitan Council, July 13, 1972. 

Presents survey data indicating that there is a very high inci
dence of unreported crime in the neighborhood, even for serious 
crimes of violence. Young people between the ages of 8 and 15 
experience the largest share of '~:l kinds of victimization, 
particularly in ',e form of assault, robbery, larcenYJ and 
malicious mischief; they rarely report these crimes to the police. 
The study finds an even lower rate of reporting than previous 
studies. Only 11 percent of all incidents are reported. Only 4 
out of 10 serious crimes are reported, and 75 percent of these 
never appear in official police statistics. 
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160. Stanford Research Institute. School Vandalism: A National Dilemma, 
by Bernard Greenberg. SRI Project no. 077531-034. Menlo Park, 
CA: Stanfol'd Research Institute, October 1969. 

I 
I 

Presents comprehensive research on the scope of school vandalism. I 
Discusses social and environmental characteristics of known of-
fenders, based upon previous research studies. 

161. Stanford Uni versi ty, Department of Psychology. Social-Psychological I 
Analysis of Vandalism -- Haking Sense of Senseless Violence, by 
P. G. Zimbardo. Prepared for U. S. Department of the Navy, Office 
of Naval Research. ONR-TR-Z-OS. Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University, I 
December 1970. 

162. 

Suggests that acts of destructive aggression reflect a variety 
of rational social-psychological causes, or wanton behavior. 

NTIS(AD-719 40S) 

Department of Sociology. Laboratory for Social Research. 
The Expansion of the Autonomy of Youth: Responses of the Second
ary School to Problems of Order in the 1960's -- Final Report, by 
J. W. Meyers et al. Prepared for the U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University, August 1971. 

Describes a ~urvey ~f the problems of crime violence and disorder 
in the schools, and finds that they are not so significant·as 
had been expected, nor are they seen as such by school adminis
trators. Suggests that the problem is best seen as youth in 
society, not students in school. Suggests that it would be un
wise to mount a national effort to deal with school crime and 
disorder as a distinctive problem. .', 

163. Syracuse, N.Y. Police Department, and General Electric Company, 
Electronics Laboratory. Crime Control Team -- Final Report, 
January 1, 1970 to June 30, 1970. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse Police Department, 1970. 

Describes the crime control team as the basic operational 
element of a formal organizational structure of a municipal 
police department. The structure was suggested to assign the 
responsibili ty and, hence, accountability for the cori'trol of 
crime to specific individuals within the department. This 
structure also permits the police to adopt an offensive strat.egy 
towards crime, as opposed to the defensive strategy of the con
ventional department. 
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164. "Teacher Opinion Poll," Today's Education, 62(1) :7, January 1973. 

165. "Teacher Opinion Poll," Todar's Education, 63(3):105, September/ 
October 1974. 

Reports of polls of public school teachers on the frequency 
of student violence against teachers. 

166. Tsampilou, J. N. "Graffiti Problem: How Philadelphia Is Coping 
With It," Police Chief, 30(7) :28, 30, July 1972. 

Describes methods used by the 20-man graffiti s.quad to identify 
and arrest offenders, and to provide surveillance to prevent 
acts of vandalism. Discusses possible motivations of graffiti 
vandals and the problem of removing graffiti from surfaces. 

167. Underwood, E. W., et al. I1Ways of Fighting Vandalism (Opinions 
Differ) ," Today's Education, 57(9) :28-32, December 1968. 

Describes some of the strategies that teachers, school admin
istrators, and community resource groups have put into operation 
to counter the threat of school vandalism. 

168. Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Burglary Protection and Signaling 
Department. Certificated Central Station Type Burglar Alarms: 
1973 Field Service Record. Bulletin No. 34. Northbrook, IL: 
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., (n.d.). 

Issued annually, this report provides brief summaries of the 
findings of ULls program to assess the effectiveness of central 
station alarm systems and observe trends in burglary attacks. 
Data from a sample of 3S to 40 percent of U. S. cities of 100,000 
to 10 million in population are analyzed and presented in 
tabular form. 

169. United Federation of Teachers. Security in the Schools: Tips for 
Guarding the Safety of Teachers and Students. New York, NY: 
United Federation of Teachers, 1973. 

Provides a set of self-protective guidelines to New York City 
teachers. Includes an appendix of materials containing proce
dures for security, visitor control, and maintenance order in 
schools. 
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170. U. S. Congress. Senate. Crime Against Small Business. A Report of 
the Small Business Administration Transmitted to the Select 
Committee on Small Business. S. Rept. 91-14, 91st Congress, 
1st Session, 1969. 

Provides a benchmark of current problems and solutions to 
crime, so as to encourage optimum use of existing crime pre
vention measures (particularly, protective devices, archi
tectural design, and managerial systems) and to encourage 
the provision of more effective crime insurance. The main 
orientation of the study is specifically the small business
man and real-world remedies on a cost/benefits basis. 

171. U. S. Department of Health, Education, and \Velfare. National 
Institute of Mental Health. Juniper Gardens Project: A Study 
in Community Crime Control. Washington, DC: Government Print
ing Office, 1974. 

Describes the project established in an urban housing develop
ment to instill a sense of community by finding social mech
"anisms that enable residents to work together to investigate" 

- and solve community problems.- Discus-ses the tenants' organiz"£':' 
tion and some of the policies, procedures, etc. established 
thereby (e.g., standards of behavior for the community, resi
dents' code, security patrol). Descriptions are provided to 
develop an urban observation battery, which quantifies data 
on the appearance of the project and on recreation facilities. 

(S/N 1724-00385) 

172. U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Career Ladder 
and Curriculum Guide Instructor's Manual: Hous ing Ivlanagement, 
Resident Selection and Occupancy Trainee -- Resident Security 
Aide, Resident Security Officer, Security Officer I I, Community 
Security Aide (Cover Title), by Center for Social Policy and 
Community Development, School of Social Administration, Temple 
University, under contract to Shaw University. Washington, DC: 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, April 1973. 

Presents guidelines for designing a system of paraprofessional 
jobs in security for residents of housing projects. The pro
gram would train residents to assist the local housing authority 
in matters of security and mobilization of the community for 
greater security. 

173. Security Planning for Multi-Family Housing: A HUD 
Handbook CDra.ft). Washington, DC: Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, August 1973. (Duplicated.) 
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174. 

175. 

Outlines the role of management, law enforcement agencies, 
residents, and social services in attacking the root causes, 
treating the effect, and controlling the problem in crime. 
The'methodology recommended is for managers to identify options 
for developing a comprehensive residential security program. 

graphy. 
Environment and the Community: An Annotated Biblio

Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, April 1971. 

Emphasizes problems of environmental degradation in America 
cities and ,settled communities. Prepared for city planners) 
architects, builders, and other concerned citizens. 

Office of Policy Development and Research. Division 
of Building Technology. A Design Guide for Improving Residential 
Security, by Oscar Newman; Center for Residential Security. HUD 
Guideline 2. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
December 1973. 

Presents the thesis that a well-designed residential security 
system is one with a functioning interrelationship between 
the varioas component parts. Each element is examined in 
separate chapters. This text directs its attention primarily 
to the creation of fortifications because J flit is the easiest 
to implement after the act of building is completed, whereas 
defensibl.s space concepts are best achieved in a project's 
inception." 

176. U. S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Uniform Crime Reports for the United States. (Issued annually, 
cover title varies.) Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office) Annual. 

Compiles crime data submitted by approximately 10,000 law 
enforcement agencies to depict the crime problem in the U. S. 
The crimes of concern are FBI Part I Index offenses. 

177. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Community 
Involvement Study: LEAA-Funded State-of-the-Art Study~---
S. Marshall. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office J (n.d.). 

Examines programs and projects oriented toward identified 
community needs and training personnel to meet those needs, 
as well as to determine the effectiveness and usefulness of 
various program strategies. General project categories in
clude programs in community education to encourage involve
ment in crime control, reduction, and prevention; academic or 
interdisciplinary training; public attitude surveys; community
based corrections; evaluation; research and development; and 
minority recruitment. 
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178. 

179. 

180. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statis~ics Service. Crime in 
Eight American Cities: National Crime Panel Surveys of Atlanta, 
Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, Denvel::", Newark, Portland, and 
St. Louis, Arlvanc e Report, by Burea1..\' of the Census. Washington, 
DC: Department of Justice, July 197'4. 

Highlights criminal victimization surveys conducted in eight 
major cities and presents comparisons of victim characteristics 
and overall incidents among those cities. Approximately 9700 
households and 2000 commercial establishments are surveyed in 
each city to obtain victimization information on rape, rob
bery, assault, and robbery for the personal sector; burglary, 
larceny, and auto theft for the household sector; and burglary 
and robbery for the commercial sector. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service. Crimes 
and Victims: A Report on the Dayton-San Jose Pilot Survey of 
Victimization, by C. B. Kalish and D. D. Nelson. Washington, 
DC: Department of Justice, June 1974. 

Describes a pilot victimization survey by the Bureau of Census 
for the National Crime Panel as a test of survey instruments 
on the general population. Personal interviews conducted in 
a representative sample of homes and businesses in the urban
ized portions of Montgomery County, Ohio, and Santa Clara 
County, California. The survey classifies crimes as rape j 

robbery, assau~t, burglary, and larceny including autho theft . 
. The" definitions are compatible with the Uniform Crime Repo-rts. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Se-rvice. Criminal 
Victimization Surveys in the Nation's Five Largest Cities: 
Nationa.l Crime Panel Surveys of Chicago, Detroit, Los A.ngeles, 
New York and Philadelphia. Report of the Bureau of the Census, 
by G. M. Dickerson et al. SN-NCP-C-3. Washington, DC: Depart
ment of Justice, April 1975. 

Focuses on the similarities and differences in criminal victim
ization experienced by residents, househOlds, and businesses 
of the Nation' 5 five largest cities. Presents the findings 
of victimization surveys conducted in approximately 10,000 
households and 3500 comme-rcial establishments in each city 
for incidents that occurred during 1972. 
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181. 

182. 

18.3 . 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service. Criminal 
Victimization in the United States: A National Crime Panel 
Survey Report. Report of the Bureau of the Census, by R. W. 
Dodge. SD-NCP-N-2. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
May 1975. 

This report is the second to present findings from the National 
Crime Panel for the United States as a whole and the first to 
publish data for 'an entire year. Data used for the survey 
are incidents that occurred during 1973. Interviews were con
ducted twice during the year (at six-month intervals) with ap
proximately 60 J OOO households and 15,000 commercial estab
lishments in the SO States and Washington, DC. 

(SIN 027-000-00322-2) 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service. Criminal 
Victimization Surveys in 13 American Cities: National Crime 
Panel Surveys in Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Houston, Miami, 
~Ii1waukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Oakland, Pittsburgh, San 
Diego, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. Report of the Bureau 
of the Census, by G. M. Dickerson et 301. SD-NCP-C-4. Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Office, June 1975. 

Presents selected findings of victimization surveys conducted 
in each of 13 cities on approximately 10,000 households and 
1500 commercial establishments. The surveys covered incidents 
that occurred during 1973. 

(SIN 027-000-00324-1) 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. An Inventory 
of Surveys of the Public on Crime, Justice, and Related Topics, 
by A. D. Biderman et a1; Bureau of Social Science Research; Inc. 
PR 72-16. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, October 1972. 

Provides an uncritical survey and classification of published 
and unpublished work involving the interViewing of the general 
public for opinions concerning civil disorders, delinquency, 
crime, etc. Includes a topical index study, descriptions, 
and conventional abstracts, and sample questions excerpted 
from the survey. 

(SIN 2700-00166) 
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184. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Architectural 
Design for Crime Prevention, by Oscar Newman; New York University, 
Institute of Planning and Housing. Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, March 1973. 

Updates the observations on environmental design originally 
presented in Newman's Defensible Space (q.v.). Discusses 
the concept of "defensible space" and human territorial in
stincts, and reviews the works of other authors, as they 
relate to defensible space. Relies heavily on pictorial 
rather than tabular presentation. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Citizen 
Crime Reporting Projects: Phase I Report, by Leonard B. Bickman 
et al.; Loyola University. National Evaluation Program, Series 
A, Number 14. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, April 
1977 . 

This report sununarizes the current state of knowledge about 
projects that encourage citizens to report suspicious/criminal 
activities to law enforcement agencies. 

(S/N 027-000-00506-3) 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement a.nd Criminal Justice. Crime and 
~ol Security. A National Criminal Justice Reference Service 
Bibliography, by J. M. Edgar and Robert King. Washington, DC: 
Department of Justice, (n.d.). (Duplicated.) 

Includes approximately 120 citations on topics such as 
vandalism, school disturbances, tort liability, juvenile 
delinquency, and police-in-the-schools. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Crime Pre
vention Surveys: Phase I Report. National Evaluation Program, 
Series A, Number 8. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
January 1977. 

This report sununarizes the crime prevention effectiveness 
of surveys conducted to promote citizen awareness of property 
protection. 
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188. 

189. 

190. 

191. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Deterrence of 
Crime In and Around Residences. Papers on Related Topics Presented 
at the Fourth National Symposium of Law Enforcement Science and 
Technology, Washington, D.C., May 1-3, 1972. NILECJ Criminal 
Justice Monograph Series. Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office; June 1973. 

See Blanchard, Janelle (11) 
- Brill, W. H. (17) 

Misner, G. E. (99) 
Newman, Oscar (119) 
Rykert, Wilbur (143) 
Scarr, H. A. (148) 
Ward, Benjamin (223) 

, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
-~-...,..--' Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Ear1y-

Warning Robbery Reduction Projects: Phase I Report, by Warren 
A. Eliot et al.; Mitre Corporation. National Evaluation Program, 
Series A, Number 4. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
March 1976. 

This report presents a preliminary assessment of the value 
of installing police-owned alarm systems in stores to signal 
police when a robbery is in progress to expedite the app1.'e
hension of the offender at or near the scene of the crime. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Minimluu 
Building Security Guidelines and Cost Estimate for the Security 
Features. Initial Draft. Prepared in ~ooperation with the 
Federal Insurance Administration, Department of Housing and Urban 
J5eve~opment." W~shington, DC: Department of Justice) ~{ay 14, 1971. 

Contains a model security code covering minimum standards for 
doors, windows, safes, and alarms for commercial and residential 
buildings. Standards are expressed larg~ly in design rather 
than performance factors. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Neighborhood 
Team Policing: Phase I Report, by William G. Gay et alj National 
Evaluation Program, Series A, Number 13. Washington, DC: Govern~ 
ment Printing Office, February 1977. 

This report presents an assessment of the impact of Team 
PoliCing based on studies carried out in 14 cities. 

(SiN 027-000-00480-6) 
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192. 

193. 

194. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. NILECJ 
Standard for Magnetic S\.,ritches for Burglar Alarm Systems. A 
Voluntary National Standard Promulgated by the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. NILECJ-STD-030l.00. 
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office) March 1974. 

Prescribes performance criteria and test methods for mag
netically actuated electrical switches used in intrusion 
alarm systems. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Operation 
Identification Projects: Assessment of Effectiveness -- Phase I 
Summary Report, by N. B. Heller et al.; The Institute for 
Public Program AnalysIs'. 4v. National -Evaluation Program; 
Series A, Number 1. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
August 1975. 

Vol. I, Summary Report. 

Vol. 2, Operation Identification: A Review of General 
Knowledge and Past Findings. 

Vol. 3, A Telephone Survey of Operation Identification 
'Projects: Methodology and Results. 

Vol. 4, ~ Field Survey of Operation Identification: 
Methodology and Results. 

This report summarizes the advantages and disadvantages 
of Operation Identification projects based upon past 
findings and the collection and analysis of other project 
performance data. 

.. ~-... -

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Patterns of 
Burglary. 2nd ed. By H. A. Scarr et al.; Human Sciences Re
search, Inc. NILECJ Criminal Justice Research Series. Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Office, June 1973. 

Describes "patterns" of burglary, the "circumstances" of 
burglary victims, and perceptions about offenders and the 
court/police system. Focuses on the descrIption-"and 'analysis 
of residential and nonresidential burglary offenses recorded 
by the police in 1967 through 1969 in three Metropolitan 
Washington, D.C., jurisdictions. Of the 85,292 burglaries 
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195. 

196. 

197. 

198. 

reported to the police by these jUrisdictions, 56)962 are 
included in this analysis. These data are then described 
as well as correlated with selected census data. 

(S/N 2700-00207) 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Planning 
Guidelines and Programs to Reduce Crime. Washington, DC: 
Department of Justice, (n.d.), (Duplicated.) 

Contains guidelines to assist Impact Program participants in 
setting up crime-specific projects aimed at the reduction of 
stranger-to-stranger crime and burglary. Covers such areas 
as prevention and postadjudication, community action, police 
action, the adjudication process, and Impact Program publi
city campaigns. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justi~e. Residential 
Security, by Arnold Sagalyn et ai. NILECJ Monograph Series. 
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, December 1973. 

Contends that risk of crime to the individual can be reduced 
by decreasing the vulnerability of his home or reducing crime 
pressure in the area. While assorted hardware and electrical 
devices (alarms) may help to secure the home, only public 
policy is capable of addressing the fundamental social prob
lems that produce and aggravate crime, and countering the 
effect of displacement. Argues for the need to determine 
the cost/benefit effectiveness of security options before 
these options are implemented. 

(S/N 2700-00235) 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Scope, 
Nature, and Prevention of Vandalism, by Q. Y. Kwan. Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Office, 1972. 

Presents short- and long-range approaches to the problem of 
vandalism. Architectural and environmental design considera
tions figure prominently into the short-range proposals; 
behavioral modification plans figure into the long-range 
proposals. 

• Lav{ Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
---I~n-s-t~i-tu-te of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Summary of 

Institute Research Results and Recommendations on Housing 
Security for the Elderl,y. Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, 1972. 
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199. 

200. 

201. 

Although this report focuses on crimes against the elderly, 
the majority of recommendations relate to crime prevention 
and deterrence measures that are applicable to all age groups. 
Special attention is given to public housing projects in the 
areas of architectural and building design, residential 
security, security and surveillance systems, and community 
involvement. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of La\-l Enforcement and Criminal Justice. The Crime 
of Robbery in the United States: An Assessment of Studies and 
Related Data from 1965-1970, by Arnold Sagalynj Arthur D. Little, 
Inc. ICR 71-1. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
January 1971. 

Assesses significant reports, papers, and articles on robbery 
published 1965-70 toward the end of formulating recommendations 
for improving means of deterring and apprehending robbery 
offenders. Provides a general summary of such baCkground 
information. Stresses the dearth of the limitations of 
available data, and offers recommendations pertaining to 
types of further research and data-gathering efforts which 
might be funded. Provides an extensive bibliography of 
materials on robbery dating through the 1960's. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Urban De
sign, Security, and Crime. Proceedings of a Seminar in Wash
ington, D.C., April 12-13,1972. Compiled by R. M. Rau. 
Washington, DC: Department of Justice, January 1973. 

Focuses on security measures for preventing burglary and 
stranger-to-stranger crimes in and around residences and 
businesses in the urban community. Reviews the state-of
the-art, and develops proposed research and action ideas 
for the future. 

NTISCPB-2l9 026) 

Law Enforcement Assi~tance Administration. National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. The Use of 
Probability Theory in the Assignment of Police Patrol Areas, by 
Wayne Bennett and J. R. Dubois; Edina, ~!inn., Police DI~part-· 
ment and North Star Research and Development Institute. PR 
70 ... 2. Washington, DC: Department of Justice J J'.lly 1970. 
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Describes a project to develop a system of random patrol that 
would reduce the time required for a police officer to respond 
to a call. However, no differences in respGlr.tse time between 
random patrol and routine patrol are found. This is attri
buted to the intense competition that devel':)ped between of
ficers on rvutine patrol and those on random patrol. 

202. U. S. Department of the Army. Physical Securitl. FM 19-30. 
Washington J DC: Dep~rtment of the Army Headquarters, February 
17, 1965. 

Presents material that is applicable to the security problems 
of industry. Includes a physical security checklist. 

203. U. S. Department of Transportation. Federal Railroad Administration. 
Vandalism. Report of the Naval Ammunition Depot, Department of 
the Navy, by Mark Sanders and John Welton. Crane, IN: Naval 
Ammunition Depot, July 10J 1972. 

Defines the nature of the vandalism problem for long-distance 
railroads (primarily freight), and recommends research areas 
for future consideration. Includes an extensive bibliography 
covering general works on vandalism as well as materials spe
cifiC to other ~nvironments. 

NTISCPB-2l4 136) 

204 .--~.' -- Office of the Secretary .. Ca.rgo-Security Handbook for 
Shippers and Receivers. DOT P 5200.5 Washington, DC: <Govern
ment Printing Office, September 1972. 

205. 

(SIN 5000-00059) 

Office of the Secretary. 
Security of Cargo. DOT P 5200.2. 
Printing Office, May 1972. 

Guidelines for the Physical 
Washington, DC: Government 

Presents guidelines to assist transportation management in 
stemming the over-$l-billion annual loss due to cargo theft 
and pilferage. Because analysis of these problems revealed 
tha.t 85 percent of cargo stolen is removed by authorized 
persons or vehiCles, the guidelines are directed toward 
methods against internal threats. 

206. U. S. Interagency Conunittee on Transportatil?n Security. Technical 
Coordination Subcommittee. Cargo Security Equipment Applications 
Guide. Prepared with the assistance of the Mitre Corporation. 
Washington, DC: Department of Transportation, June 1, 1972. 
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Provides an inventory of intrusion detection equipment 
applicable to cargo security, together with application 
guidelines. 

207. U. S. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

208. 

209. 

and Goals. A National Strategy to Reduce Crime. Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Office, 1973. 

Summarizes the other five reports issued by the LEAA~appointed 
commission to fonnulate crime prevention and reduction stan
dards and goals at the state and local levels. Also includes 
materials on national criminal justice goals and priorities, 
criminal code reform, and handgun legislation. Addresses 
crime prevention in the broadest sense, and discusses pro
grams concerning court systems, correctional institutions, 
and rehabilitation programs. 

(SIN 2700-00204) 

Task Force on Community Crime Prevention. Community 
Crime Prevention. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
1973. 

Describes a broad concept of community crime prevention, 
encompassing such diverse topics as youth service bureaus, 
drug treatment, employment, education, recreation, religion, 
conflicts of interest, political finances, government pro
curement of goods and services, zoning and assessment, and 
government corruption. The central theme of this work is 
the need for a sense of community of all levels of society 
from neighborhood to Nation. 

(SIN 2700-00181) 

Task Force on Police. Police. Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Office, January 23, 1973. 

Discusses primarily police operational considerations (such 
as patrol, team policing and specialized units), and ad~ 
ministrative matters (such as recruitment, training, and 
discipline). Acknowledges that much of the work in mechanical 
crime prevention has been largely speculative rather than 
definitive. 

(SIN 2700-00174) 
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210. U. S. National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. 

211. 

212. 

21.3 . 

Crimes of Violence. Staff Repot't, by D. J. ~tul vihil1 at al. 
3 v. (Volumes 11, 12, and 13 of the Staff Reports.) Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Office, December 1969. 

Presents the findings of the Commission l'lith respect to the 
question of how much violent crime presently exists in the 
UThited States. Discusses proble~s in crime classification, 
appraises the Uniform Crime Reports system, and examines 
levels and trends of violence in the United States in terms 
of several variables such as geographical locale, charac
teristics of offenders, degree of urbanization, and age 
structure of the population. Reports findings with respect 
to such characteristics as specific location, prior relation
ship between offender and victim, racial relationship betl.,.een 
offender and victim, motivation, use of weapon, and infliction 
of injury. 

Firearms and Violence in American Life. Staff Reports, 
by G. D. Newton, Jr., and F. E. Simring. (Volume 7 of the Staff 
Reports.) Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1969. 

Discusses civilian ownership and acquisition of firearms in 
the U. S.; the role firearms play in accidents, suicide, 
crime, collective violence l and self-defense; and the regu
lation of firearms. 

Task Force on Historical and Comparative Perspectives. 
Violence in America: Historical and Comparative Perspectives. 
Staff Reports, by H. D. Graham and T. R. Gurr. 2v. (Volumes 1 
and 2 of the Staff Reports.) Washington, DC: Government Print
ing Office, June 1969. 

Provides a pa.noramic historical view of violence in America 
and other societies, positing that the study of U. S. develop
ment as a nation'and comparison with the experience of other 
societies will enable the people to better understand the 
genesis, processes, and ultimate effects of violence in 
contemporary American society, 

Task Force on Law and Law Enforcement. Law and Order 
Reconsidered, by J. S. Campbell et al. New York, NY: Bantam 
Books, 1970. 

Attempts to determine the extent to which certain characteris
tics of America's institutions are themselves the causes of 
violence and to suggest ways in which these characteristics 
can be eliminated. ~roch of the research material and the 
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task force proposals deal with restructuring of city govern
ments, prOVision of an agency in each city to oversee the 
administration of criminal justice, and abolishment of 
laws against the so-called "victimless crimes." 

214. U. S. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administra
tion of .Justice. A Nation.al Survey of Police and Community 
Relations. Report of the National Center on Police and Com
munity Relations, School of Police Administration and Public 
Safety, Michigan State University, by J. E. Angell et al. 
Field Surveys V. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
January 1967. 

Presents a broad survey of the field of police/community 
relations. Provides a general assessment, based upon ex
amination of representative city departments across the 
country, of the gravity of and causes of police/c,ommunity 
problems and of means of lessening these problems. Finds 
that those departments that exercise extremely aggressive re
pression as their main technique of crime control suffer 
f~om the most serious problems in community relations and 
also fail in mitigating their crime problems. Recommends 
programs that make crime prevention a community enterprise. 

215. Criminal Victimization In the United States: A 
Report of a National Survey. Report of the National Opinion 
Research Center, by P. H. Ennis. Field Surveys II. Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Office, May 1967. 

Describes a study designed to measure the amount of criminal 
victimization in the United States, based on interviews con
ducted in 10,000 U. S. households covering the year 1965. 
Presents data on both the actual and incident and the at
titudes of the victims. 

216. Report on a Pilot Study in the District of Columbia 
on Victimization and Attitudes TOloJard Law Enforcement. Report 
of the Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc., by A.D. Biderman 
et al. Field Surveys I. Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, 1967. 

Describes a study conducted to design and field test methods 
of sUl~eying the public, primarily for gaining information on 
both the incidence of crime and its impact in terms of fear 
and changes effected in day-to-day life and, secondarily, 
for estimating the nature and incidence of unreported crime. 
Data are presented on the nature of the public's contacts 
with and attitudes toward police and other law enforcement 
agencies, and on the degree to which the public is informed 
about crime and law enforcement matters. 
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217. 

218. 

219. 

220. 

Studies in Crime and Law Enforcement in ~laj or Metro
politan Areas. Report of the University of Michigan, by A. J. 
Reiss. 2 v. Field Surveys III. Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, 1967. 

Presents in Section I a study of patterns of behavior in 
police and citizen transactions, conducted to examine the 

_. influence, on the behavior of police and citizens in en
counters, of the interplay of a variety of political and 
socio-economic factors. Presents in Section II a study of 
career orientations, job satisfaction., and· the assessment of 
law enforcement problems by police officers .. This second 
study focuses on the perceptions and attitudes of police 
officers. 

The Police and the Community: The Dynamics of Their 
Relationship in a Changing Society -- Sections III and IV. 
Report of the SchOOl of Criminology, University of California J 

by J. D. Lohman and G. E. Misner. 2 v. Field Surveys IV. 
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1967. 

Describes a study to elicit the attitudes of the police and 
various elements of the public toward one another. Its 
purpose is to develop specific findings and recommendations 
for action to deal with the development of an increasingly 
threatening polarity between police and community in U. S. 
urban areas. San Diego and Philadelphia are selected for 
study as being representative of large cities yet offering 
contrasts for comparative purposes. 

Task Force on Science and Technology. Task Force 
Report: Science and Technology, by Institute for Defense 
Analyses. Task Force Reports. Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, 1967. 

Presents material pertaining to the role of science and 
te;:chnology in criminal justice and, to some degree, the 
role of criminal justice in science technology. Generally 
of a technical nature, the material' contained in the study 
is intended to supplement and amplify the material in the 
report, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, in which 
the recommendations of the Commission are set forth. 

"Violence and No Security Force Alabama Teachers to Bring Guns 
to School," Security Systems Digest, 5(3):8-9, January.30, 1974. 

Presents views of teachers and administrators regarding 
their perceived need to bring guns to school. 
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221. Virginia Commonwealth University. Department of Psychology. 
Behavior of the Victim in Defense of Personal Space -- Final 
Report, by C. D. Noblin et al. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Richmond, 
VA: Virginia Commonwealth University, September 3, 1971. 

Presents the res~lts of a series of controlled laboratory 
experiments to determine how closely a person will allow 
a potentially hostile stranger to approach him or her. 

NTISCPB-206 927) 

222. Virginia Poly technical Institute. Transit Passenger Shelters: 
Basic Design Principles, by Frank Ehrenthan. Prepared for 
U. S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration. Blacksburg, VA: Virginia Polytechnic Insti
tute, January 1973. 

Develops a list of design critieria for passenger shelters 
and a prototype shelter design. Considers each element of 
user welfare separately in light of the constraints imposed 
by environmental fit and cost. Also presE::nts a survey of 
shelters in use throughout the United States. 

NTIS(PB-220 303) 

223. Ward, Benjamin. "The Search for Safety -- A Dual Responsibility," 
p. 113-125. In U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice, Deterrence of Crime" In and Around 
Residences. (See "'188 .. )~ ".-

Emphasizes the cooperation that must exist between police 
and civilian for community crime control. Describes an 
auxiliary police force in New York City, which is an out
growth of the civil defense impetus of the 1950's. In 1972, 
over 3500 men and women were actively serving, with an ad
ditional 900 officers in training. 

224. Washington, D. C. ~letropolitan Police Department. Crime Reduction 
Through Aerial Patrol. Prepared for U. S. Department of Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Washington, DC: Metro
politan Police Department, 1973. 
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225. 

226. 

227. 

Describes the formulation of an evaluation plan for measuring 
helicopter effectiveness in the apprehension of suspects. 
The basic assumption of the study is that the presence of a 
helicopter will decrease the crime incidence by increasing 
the criminal's fear of being apprehended. 

NTIS(PB-215 711) 

Washington (State). Planning and Community Affairs 
and Justice Planning Office. Crime in the State 
by C. F. Schmid and S. E. Schmid. Olympia, WA: 
Planning and Community Affairs Agency, 1972. 

Agency. Law 
of Washington, 
Washington 

Analyzes data on the trends, patterns, and correlates of the 
Index crimes on a national scale and for the State of Wash
ington and its largest cities. Extensiv~ crime data, pri
marily from the Uniform Crime Reports, ~xe presented in a 
large number of tables and figures. 

Wayne County, Mich. Planning Commission. Urban Crime and Urban 
Planning: A Pilot Study of the Role of Planning in a Compre
hensive Approach to Crime Control and Prevention, by H. G. 
Locke. 2 v. Prepared for U. S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. Detroit, HI: Wayne County Planning Com
mission, 1969. 

Describes a study of the criminal justice system in Wayne 
County, focusing on deterrent and rehabilitation programs, 
particularly those programs appropriate for youthful offenders. 
Volume I deals with the planning concept relating to the 
problem of crime control and prevention, making 29 specific 
recommendations for a more effective, coordinated approach. 
Volume II pursues the proposition that many persons who 
first come under the scrutiny of the law as youthful of
fenders can be identified and "rehabilitated" before their 
criminal careers are firmly established. 

NTIS(PB-195 655 [v 1]) 
(PB-l95 656 [~ 2]) 

Weber J T. L. Alarm Systems and Theft Prevention -- An Expert Says: 
"Think Like a Thief. II Los Angeles, CA: Security World Pub
lishing, 1973. 

Discusses top-security alarm systems, the methods by which 
they are being defeated, and the countermeasures currently 
available against such methods. Explains the economics of 
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alarm system choice, as well as the problems of police
connected alarms, the types of safes that can prevent suc
cussful attacks, and the pros and cons of the proprietary 
alarm located on the premises. 

228. Western Behavioral Sciences Institute. Robbery Prevention: What 
the Literature Reveals, by M. McCormick. Prepared for the U. S. 
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
La Jolla, CA: Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, 1974. 

A literature review and annotated bibliography dealing with 
robbery, the robber, and traditional and innovative methods 
of robbery prevention. Covers such aspects of the robbery 
problem as definitions, reasons for increases, motives, 
victims, conventional deterrence, and crime prevention 
through urban planning and environmental change. 

229. tlWhy Public Housing Fails -- And a Hope for the Future," Building 
Design and Constructiotl, 14(3):28-31, March 1973. 

Presents the modification plans for a crime-ridden public 
housing project. Reduction of population density and intro
duction of complex surveillance and control procedures are 
the core of the security program. 

230. Wood, Elizabeth. Housing Design, A Social Theory. New York: 
Citizens' Housing and Planning Council, 1961. Reprinted in 
Gwen Bell and Jaqueline Tyrwhitt (eds.), Human Identity in-the 
Urban Environment, Baltimore, ~ID: Penguin, 1972, p. 327-351. 

Contends that the present design of housing projects under
writes a philosophy of "sophisticated family individualism." 
Instead of furthering the development of social structures in 
which people can create their own social controls and do 
their own self-policing, the design of project housing ap
pears to minimize or to prevent accidental and casual com
munications or informal gathering. It is this widespread 
acquaintanceship and general recognition of a community of 
feeling about the project, not only as a physical entity but 
as a society, that gives rise to social control and stimulates 
maintenance of the community. 

231. Wright, K. G. -'C'ost":Efhctive Security. New York, NY: McGraw Hill, 
1973. 

Presents a general introduction to securing all types and 
sizes of businesses against internal pilferage and crimes 
against property perpetrated by outsiders. Addressed to 
business managers, it discusses in layman's terms many is
sues pertaining to security. 
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232. Yale Univeristy. Methodological Studies in Crime Classification -
Final Report, by A. J. Reiss, Jr. Prepared for U. S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. New Haven, 
CT: Yale University, June 1, 1972. 

Describes a study of Detroit Police Department records for 
larceny/theft ove~ the period 1965-1969, and concludes that 
the records are unreliable. Unreliability is attributed 
primarily to the lack of data on level of coercion, inac
curate estimates of the dollar value of items stolen, and 
the impact of inflation on estimated value. 
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Building Security Standards 
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Burglary Reduction Program: Final Report . 
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